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Question 4: Please indicate any concerns you may have about reciprocity: 

 
Not at all 

Concerned 
(Count) 

Somewhat 
Concerned 

(Count) 

Very 
Concerned 

(Count) 
Total 
Count 

Other 29.87% 
(155) 

10.21% 
(53) 

59.92% 
(311) 519 

 

Not at all Concerned: 

• I took the bar both in Nevada and in Texas and the law as to Nevada is not much different as far as what was 
tested 

• Reciprocity should be given to lawyers of other States whose home State grants reciprocity to Nevada licensed 
lawyers. 

 

Somewhat Concerned: 

• loss of collegiality 
• As it is, courts do a bad job of enforcing the rules of civil procedure. This will likely exacerbate that problem. 
• It is way too common devaluing the entire purpose of bar examination, in my opinion. 
• An abbreviated version of the bar exam would be better 
• Business may be taken away from Nevada Attorneys 
• employment/market competition 
• Experience. If we allow reciprocity, it should be to those lawyers who have a minimum number of years 

experience in another jurisdiction. 
• I had to learn Nevada's special areas of law and pass Nevada's bar exam, other attorneys should as well. 
• I took 3 California, Nevada, and Arizona bars to pursue career opportunities and to be near aging parents.  The 

experience was good intellectually but economically difficult. 
• I want to join Utah Bar 
• Increase in Malpractice 
• Job loss for Nevadans 
• Large number of Nevada attorneys will leave the state to work in other state that share in reciprocity  
• Level of Treatment/Acceptance of our attorneys in other states 
• Lower ethics standards 
• Market Saturation 
• more attorneys will move here which would be good 
• Out of State Lawyers may not be invested in the wellbeing of residents of the State. 
• Potential decrease in professionalism 
• Prejudicial to attorneys who have been barred in multiple states that do not have reciprocity 
• Reciprocity is not granted to Nevada attorneys because Nevada does not offer reciprocity.  This is restrictive 

for Nevada attorneys. 
• Supply & Demand 
• The Bar has less control over out of State Attorneys 
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• What state's will reciprocate with us?  
• would it affect civility or professionalism? 
 

Very Concerned: 

• Oversaturation from jurisdictions like California that already have too many law schools and lawyers in their 
state. 

• Receiproicty won't be drafted in a way that will allow NV lawyers to seek reciprocity elsewhere 
• IOLTA protections, E&O insurance protections, potentially misleading advertising by out-of-state attorneys 
• must have same terms for other state 
• quality of counsel, limitations and revocation of reciprocity  
• Out of state attorneys who do not move here permanently come take clients’ funds and leave 
• Dishonesty with lack of consequence.  
• There is no assurance that other states will reciprocate; that Nevada lawyers will be able to practice in states 

from which out of state attorneys will be permitted to practice in Nevada. 
• The bar exam is extremely difficult here and it seems unfair to allow an attorney to pass in an "easier" state 

and then be granted reciprocity 
• quality standards; need to pass NV Bar exam OR be supervised ProHaecVice/ too many CA lawyers from 

unaccredited law schools way too close; lessen the std and quality of the bar 
• Must have sufficient legal experience and meet the ethical requirements of Nevada 
• Already, limited legal work in speciality fields without having to compete with out of state lawyers.  No 

reciprocity should not be granted to a lawyer in a jurisdiction that does not grant reciprocity to Nevada 
lawyers.  No reciprocity for non-ABA graduates (U.S. or foreign law schools) 

• It inceases the distance from the bar to the Nevada public 
• Only allow reciprocity if Nevada lawyers receive the same in the other state 
• Attorneys unfamilar with Nevada slowing down teh litagation process 
• Already too many lawyers here!!! Don’t you dare do this to us!!! 
• We have the luxury of a collegial bar. We all are at the same seminars, etc. We know how our local courts 

operate. An influx of out-of-state attorneys will bring their proclivities which are most probably inconsistent 
with our style of practice. In short, leave Los Angeles in California.  

• we do not need more attys here 
• I am mainly concerned about lawyers practicing NV corporate law without taking the time to learn NV law. So 

NV lawyers get more competition, but the consumers who need NV lawyers are not necessarily getting a 
better deal with the increased availability of NV lawyers. 

• Reciprocity must be mutual. 
• Importance is to provide public with competent pool of legal counsel 
• Less connected legal community, less professional courtesy and ethics, more advertising, fewer jobs for Boyd 

grads, lower billing rates, greater challenge for small litigation firms 
• NV deserves the best lawyers. Therefore, all NV lawyers must take and pass our exceptionally difficult bar 

exam.  
• It will be the end of many firms in Nevada once national firms can have their attorneys admitted here 
• inability to effectively sanction counsel residing and based outside the State 
• duty of competence 
• I think Nevada has a very difficult bar exam that sets it apart from others states. Personally I found the NV bar 

more difficult than CA. I think the degree of difficulty sets NV apart and therefore there should be no 
reciprocity under any circumstances.   

• I don't want clients taken advantage of by out of state attorneys who don't know are system or law.  We 
already have enough attorneys who take advantage of clients and don't do what they promised, or do a 
terrible job. 

• Unethical lawyers coming to Nevada from foreign jurisdctions 
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• It opens the door for more issues regarding professional responsibity which is out of hand now, increases the 
need for Bar costs and personel and administration which will increase bar dues, it is unecessary as there are 
enough attorneys in Nevada now, the rules allow a client to hire multiple attorneys when the rare 
circumstances of multi jurisdictional issues arise. 

• Unfair for those who had to take the exam 
• No need 
• unqualified- easy bar exams in other states 
• We let them in, but they don't let us in 
• Overwhelm Courts and already-limited legal resources 
• LA attorneys are ruining the practice !!! 
• It won't benefit NV lawyers because there will never be resiprocity with CA, where most NV lawyers would 

practice.   
• The quality of service and benefits to clients have seldom stimulated the SCR 49 exceptions.  An exception 

serving the interests of the AG's Office, Boyd Law School or a rural Public Defender's Office is almost certainly 
not a benefit to the clients being served.   

• multi-state licensure does not equate to competency! 
• A large influx of attorneys moving here and flooding the market. 
• What benefit will this provide to NV licensed attorneys?  Where would we be given reciprocity?  That should 

matter before letting bunch of lawyers in here when our reciprocation is somewhere useless that no one 
wants to go. 

• Only if the other states agree to let lawyers from Nevada can admit by motion in those other states also 
• NV is next to a state with a huge number of attorneys 
• Other States will not offer reciprocity to Nevada-licensed attorneys because Nevada does not offer reciprocity 

to out-of-state attorneys. 
• Nevada has one of the toughest bars in the country.  This is why we have so many good lawyers.  Allowing 

anyone licensed in another state who passed a much easier bar to practice here will harm the public.  
• Individuals may pass a bar in a more lenient state rather than take the Nevada Bar Exam 
• We'll be flooded with California Lawyers 
• every state? 
• People without ties to the community have less incentive to worry about their reputation 
• Suspended in CA, what about using CO or NV to be allowed reciprocity in the state with former discipline [not 

entitled in CA, like me for instance]? 
• The definition in this survey of 'reciprocity' is incorrect. This survey is discussiong a concept known as 

'admission by motion", similaar to Washington State. Reciprocity is when there is an agreement between 
different State Bars to allow an attorney in one state the RECIPROCAL permission to be admitted to the Bar of 
the partner state, like it exists between Maine and New Hampshire.  

• I actually left nevada and got reciprocity. It should not be taken lightly as it weakens the bar and quality of 
attorneys. 

• It will deprive long-standing members of the bar who have paid dues and contributed to the community 
valuable local counsel work.  

• More lawyers licensed in Nevada as a result of reciprocity may result in increased expenses to regulate the 
practice of law. In my view, reciprocity will open the Nevada legal marketplace to regional and national law 
firms with no community or economic commitment to Nevada.   

• I am concerned about the level of civility that out of state lawyers bring to Nevada 
• A proposal by a law school dean to further his own career and not care about the practitioners here is a bad 

idea 
• The State Bar of Nevada's bar counsel staff is presently overwhelmed with its discipline backlog of Nevada 

admitted lawyers and opening a floodgate would make an already bad situation worse  
• Nevada is being stupid 
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• Having taken the bar in 5 states I can say that Nevada's standards are higher than others and allowing 
attorneys who do not meet those standards to enter the state through reciprocity would negatively effect the 
practice of law in this state. 

• Profiteers from out of state setting up offices that they let paralegal run without supervision. Also a lack of 
commitment to living here as well as hostile out of state attorneys.  

• I am concerned about the influx of attorney only as it pertains to unqualified lawyers, those unfamiliar with 
Nevada law and procedure, and those who are a menace in their home jurisdictions and we are importing 
their problems and unleashing them on our citizens. 

• The Bar exam in Nevada is one of the hardest in the nation if we allow reciprocity we are allowing a much 
lower knowledge level to practice in our state 

• Completely unfair to those who had to learn NV law and take our 3 day exam.  Bar easier in other states 
• need to pass bar,otherwise tons would do it 
• Nevada has one of the most difficult Bar Exams in the Country, and every attorney who wants to practice in 

this State should be made to pass it. 
• May allow for admission of lawyers whom did not graduate from an ABA accredited law school 
• Movement will go 99% in one direction. It won't benefit NV lawyers. California has 170,000 lawyers, NV has 

7,000. It will be too easy for California lawyers to migrate to CA. It will also minimize the importance of Nevada 
state law schools because it will be too easy for law students from everywhere to come to NV. 

• I think sole practicioners up to small law firms will be quickly driven out of buisness due to the "opening of 
doors" to multistate firms. This is a concern the State Bar should take very seriously. 

• Because SBN is a backwards organization, i was forced to travel to sister jurisdictions and take all of their bar 
exams just as I had to take NV Exam when I came here with 2 other states under my belt.  NOW YOU WANT 
TO CHANGE THAT? 

• One measure of competence is the ability to pass a bar exam.  I want people to take the bar exam.  I am 
admitted in 4 states.  Anyone too old or lazy to be willing to take the bar exam is an ethics nightmare about to 
happen. 

• "lowers the bar" and will create less jobs for Nevadans 
• 30% are already out of state 
• a benefit of a small bar is professionalism and concern for reputation 
• A large influx of attorneys may hurt the employment prospects of current unemployed attorneys.  
• Admission of insufficiently experienced attorneys to Nevada. 
• an influx of counsel who do not appreciate the generally cooperative nature of the Nevada bar and who 

increase fees and costs due to lack of local experience 
• Are there states or jurisdiction that would allow Nevada lawyers reciprocity if we were to change our rules? 
• As a Boyd grad, I get tired of hearing how the law school created an influx of attorneys. Reciprocity will likely 

create a greater influx with greater effects. 
• Attorneys seeking admission from states with questionable or unaccredited law schools (California and 

Arizona in particular), damaging the profession and harming the public 
• Attracting less qualified lawyers unless admissions criteria are calibrated to prevent this 
• Bad lawyers from states with lower bar passage requirements or an easier bar exam 
• Brings in a different culture of carpet bagging counsel who undermine the unique and close knit nature of the 

Nevada Bar 
• Burden on SBN discipline resources.  
• By giving reciprocity will we receive reciprocity? 
• CA Bar is not civil at all and they are all in the same state. Don't want NV to become that disjointed. 
• CA counsel, specifically.  
• California 
• California allows people to sit for their exam who did not attend law school. 
• California Attorneys moving here 
• California lawyers have no place in the State of Nevada, full stop 
• California lawyers need not attend law school... 
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• California Lawyers will inundate Nevada  
• California lawyers will saturate the market. 
• cannot imagine that California will grant reciprocity 
• cannot practice in other states during retirement 
• Civility 
• civility 
• civility 
• Competence of lawyers from other jurisdictions 
• competency of attorneys being admitted from states with less challenging bar exams 
• Competition 
• Competition. 
• Current rules discourage talented new lawyers from practicing in NV 
• decline in civility in Nevada 
• Decrease in civility 
• Decrease in value to my bar admissions 
• Dilluting the cordial nature and professionalism of the Nevada bar 
• dilution of the legal market similar to what happened to the dental market. 
• Disciplinary actions over out-of-state attorneys 
• Do not want a surplus of attorneys, similar to CA, and have pay decrease due to having too many attorneys. 
• Effect on job market 
• Employment market for NV attorneys may be negatively impacted 
• errors by attorneys not familiar with Nevada Law will cost Clients money and suffering 
• Ethics compliance 
• Failure to protect local community 
• fairness, I had to take the exam despite CA license! 
• for those of us who work out of state, we had to sit for the bar exam 
• Giving reciprocity to states not giving reciprocity to Nevada attorneys.  
• Greater supply of lawyers will equate to lower salaries 
• Have to watch out for additional and multi-state grievance issues 
• Having a Nevada bar license used to be like having one of Willy Wonka's Goldent Tickets. Reciprocity tarnishes 

the gold.  
• I am licensed in multiple states.  I know for a fact Nevada's lack of reciprocity is a key factor in managing the 

legal profession.   
• I am specifically concerned about losing civility within the bar 
• I do not want lawyers who could barely pass the Missouri UBE bar coming in and wrecking our legal 

community.  If they want to practice here, they can come sit for our bonkers exam. 
• I don't know if this applies under the circumstances, but graduates of non-accredited law schools admitted to 

practice in Nevada 
• I had to pass the NV bar and wasn't given reciprocity. Others should as well if they want to be licensed here. 
• I had to take the Bar exam to practice here despite passing the bar exam in 3 other states and so should 

others. 
• I have had problems with the behavior, lack of concern, and general arrogance of attorneys that are here on a 

limited basis. 
• I want quid pro quo 
• IF THE OTHER BAR IS EASIER AND ALLOWS ANYONE TO BE LICENSES IT DILUTES THE QUALIFICATIONS. 
• If they passed a /bar exam in an "easy" state it would allow an end run around our bar exam. 
• If they want to practice in Nevada, then they should have to take the bar 
• In order to qualify, (1) should retain our minimum standards such as ABA accredited law school, and (2) should 

have a 10-15 year experience requirement.  
• increased competition 
• Increased competition from numerous lawyers fleeing California. 
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• Increased competition with attorneys seeking to take advantage of the low cost of living. 
• Increased costs and difficulty in regulating out of state attorneys 
• Increased risk of out of state lawyers opening "satellite" offices staffed by non-lawyers who then peform legal 

services for clients without a license resulting in unsatisfied clients who then think the legal profession cannot 
help them with their legal problems the the public confidence/preception of lawyers/laws gets worse than it 
already is 

• Inflow of Lawyers from other jurisdictions that are not as friendly or cordial as Nevada Attorneys 
• Influx of attorney will not contribute to our Nevada community and duties to the residents 
• influx of lawyers with no ties to the community; professional ethics/courtesy 
• It is nearly impossible to discipline out of state lawyers and our client fund lacks sufficient monies to right 

wrongs as it is 
• It is not needed in NV 
• It may negatively affect the culture of the practice of law (which is different than "legal community") 
• It will make the practice more adversarial and less civil 
• It will result in a glut of lawyers from other states (California) and thereby disrupt market conditions 
• It would be unfair to attorneys that take the bar in NV that has one of the lowest pass rates in the country. 
• Justice will be further delayed in rural Nevada because out of area attorneys routinely delay cases from 

proceeding. 
• keep nevada unique 
• Keeping a minimum standard of competence and ethics 
• Knowledge of community property law 
• Knowledge of Local Practice 
• Lack of civility from CA lawyers 
• lack of civility from other jurisdictions 
• Lack of civility from out of state attorneys 
• lack of courtesy 
• lack of knowledge about law and customs of courts and no connection to the clientelle they are serving. 
• Lack of Knowledge of NV law 
• Lack of sufficient years of practice in other jurisdiction.   
• Large firms with huge marketing budgets (such as those standard in NY or CA) will come in and force out NV 

solo or small firms 
• Large influx of attorneys licensed in NV who are not truly familiar with NV-specific laws 
• Large influx of attorneys that don't care about Nevada but want the benefits of the state. 
• Lawyers from other jurisdiction may not want to take the Nevada Bar exam because they believe it's harder. 

Meanwhile, taking advantage of the opportunity to be licensed here 
• Lawyers will beyond our reach 
• Less potential income for existing NV attorneys 
• Loss of business to non Nevadans 
• Lots of weekend lawyers with no office or ties to the community.  Also it will make an already burden judiciary 

even slower because you will have a multitude of lawyers who have limited knowledge of Nevada Rules.  
• Lower quality of attorney practicing in Nevada 
• lowering of quality of representation 
• Maintaining a legal "community" is difficult enough without reciprocity that would bring new attorneys that 

are not invested in Nevada, less accountable to civility, etc. 
• many unqualified individuals from states that allow non-ABA accredited lawyers to secure a license will flood 

our state 
• Market over saturated drivng up costs of litigation and incouraging frivolous lawsuits 
• Matchbook-school lawyers (non-ABA accredited) who may sue to be allowed in by reciprocity. 
• More CA attorneys will utilize to come to NV than NV attorneys will go to other jurisdictions 
• More competition will lower attorney average income in an already difficult job market, making the practice of 

law more difficult and unattractive for Nevadans 
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• need to know local rules 
• nevada attorney's ability to pratice in other states 
• Nevada has a difficult bar exam compared to other states, and we will be letting in attorneys who are less 

qualified than those who had to take and pass the Nevada bar exam 
• Nevada has a more difficult bar exam. Most states would be getting a better deal obtaining admission to 

practice in Nevada than Nevada Attorneys obtaining admission in most states. 
• Nevada is a good place to practice law in part because of its lack of reciprocity. Allowing reciprocity could lead 

to an over-saturated legal market, negatively impacting the market and working conditions for attorneys 
already practicing here. 

• Nevada is one of the few States now in the west that doesn't have reciprocity with other States.   It limits 
options for Nevada Attorneys to practice in other States and limits professional options.   If the State was 
worried about increasing number of lawyers, they could have chosen not to have a law school.   But since that 
bridge was crossed, Nevada should step into the 21st Century and join the other States the allow reciprocity 
so Nevada attorneys can have expanded career options in other States.       

• Nevada is the only state which protects the integrity and stability of our legal community. If Nevada begins to 
allow admission by reciprocity then there will be an influx of attorneys, whom are unfamiliar with Nevada's 
legal community and laws, which will perpetuate more frivolous cases. Nationally, there are too many law 
schools producing too many lawyers for the available legal opportunities. Nevada is the only state which 
produces more legal jobs relative to the production of attorneys. If Nevada allows reciprocity it will bring the 
national supply/demand chaos to Nevada's doors. We need to protect our own legal market. If supply is an 
issue, then we need to promote UNR to create a law school.   

• Nevada residents would be further harmed and taken advantage of by out of state attorneys. It's already a big 
problem in the immigration legal services. 

• Nevada's admission standards are higher than in almost all other states, which would lead to admission of 
lawyers lacking the skills to pass the Nevada bar examination 

• Nevada's stringent bar is a strong quality control 
• No apparent advantage 
• No reason fior it. 
• Not all out-of-state lawyers are equally skilled. 
• Not as dedicated to NV 
• Not fair generally 
• Not fair to those who have had to take the bar exam to be admitted in NV because no reciprocity currently 

exists.  Further, other than increased revenue, I'm not sure I see the benefit of admitting more attorneys 
without the showing of  

• Not in favor of one way reciprocity--meaning only if other state accepts NV attorneys too 
• only sister states accepting NV should have it 
• only support if the other state recognizing NV as well 
• Other states giving Nevada reciprocity in return 
• Other states recognizing Nevada's license (reciprocal reciprocity) 
• Out of state attorney's ethics 
• Out of state attorneys who have no connection to the community are often difficult to deal with in litigation 

due to their unfamiliar understanding of Nevada practices and procedures 
• Out of state lawyers with no incentive to practice civilly because they do not work regularly with the attorneys 

in this state. 
• Out-of-state attorneys will often rely on noncontrolling out-of-state authority, wasting judicial resources in the 

process. 
• Out-of-State lawyers do not contribute to the needs of our community. 
• over saturation of the legal market 
• over saturation of the market 
• Over-saturation of the market in Nevada by California or other bordering state attorneys seeking moderate 

additional clientele 
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• peivileges and immunities 
• poaching 
• poor quality attorneys 
• Potential negative impact it may have on our small legal community 
• Professionalism and civility will decline 
• Professionalism and courtesy of attorneys from other states 
• protectionism and provincialism are essential 
• Protectionism isolates Nevada 
• Public trust in Nevada-licensed attorneys may fall due to ease of admission in other jurisdictions 
• Quality of Out-Of State Lawyers 
• Reciprocity being offered both ways, allowing out of state lawyers in and allowing Nevada attorneys into those 

same other states 
• Reciprocity from Nevada to other states.   
• reciprocity hurts current lawyers who worked hard to pass the NV bar exam 
• reciprocity NV to the other state 
• Reciprocity will destroy the local counsel practice for both litigators and corporate attorneys. 
• Reduction in Professionalism in the bar 
• Referrals from out of state attorneys. 
• Remove of business to out of state lawyers 
• Requiring ABA accredited education has value 
• Saturated market makes it harder for Nevada lawyers to find jobs 
• Saturation of Attorneys 
• Shd be limited in number 
• Some less than ethical behavior is allowed in other jurisdictions 
• some states do not have the same bar admission standards we have. if such an attorney is in a state with 

whom we have reciprocity then the quality of representation to the public will be at risk.  
• some states have low standards 
• specially admitted attorneys should have an avenue to become a full member after 5-10 years of active 

membership for a government agency or a non-profit. 
• Substandard quality lawyers from states such as CA will corrupt the already damaged NV Bar membership. 
• Supple and Demand!! 
• Supply of attorneys will exceed demand, diluting value of profession 
• Takes work away from local attorneys 
• The benefits to out-of-state lawyers will not be fairly balanced by the benefits to in-state lawyers. 
• The civility in the practice of law may lessen if attorneys from other states are allowed to casually practice 

here. 
• The lack of local connection will likely raise the level of contentiousness and increase incivility among counsel 

and increase ethical complaints/violations. 
• the legal community will become over-saturated  
• The legal market will become flooded and jobs will become more scarce. 
• The market for attorneys in NV is already oversaturated 
• The market will flud with CA attorneys 
• The Nevada Bar was very difficult to study for and pass.  If someone wants to practice here, they need to take 

that bar, rather than an easier bar exam in another state and seek then later seek admission here. 
• The possible lack of professionalism from out of state attorneys 
• The standards for Bar Admission may be lower in other states. 
• The unique nature of Nevada embraced in its system of jurisprudence will be lost 
• There are already too many attorneys here, it will dilute our market for services 
• There are enough lawyers in Nevada already. This does not benefit the bar or the public. 
• There are too many attys here already 
• There may be lawyers w ethical or other violations in other states who practice here. 
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• There may be ways to enter into state without having passed bar exam 
• This will cause major turmoil and financial devastation to some firms because clients will shift business to their 

out of state law firms 
• This will encourage more part-time and limited legal practice in Nevada, supplanting professionals who are 

dedicated full-time to Nevada, which will negatively impact the professional and practice of law in Nevada. 
• This will only benefit the large multi jurisdictional law firms at the expense of solo practitioners. This is an anti-

competitive measure. 
• To the extent reciprocity would be mutual with other states that also have reciprocity I would be in favor of it.  
• Too many people from California are coming to Nevada and the lawyers we already have from California are 

already of the opinion--well in California we do xyz. 
• Too much competition for clients would result 
• Toxic Legal culture of many other states.  
• Unethical individuals permitted to practice in Nevada 
• unfair to those multi jurisdictional lawyers who had to take the exam 
• Unless there is a concomitant benefit to Nevada lawyers receiving the same treatment in the corresponding 

jurisdiction, there appears no benefit to reciprocity other than diluting the legal market in Nevada 
• want practice minimums 
• We all worked hard to pass. Why shouldn't others have to do the same? a fairly hard bar exam and it provides 

some job security to us 
• We already have a massive oversupply of lawyers. Why are we even thinking about aggravating that situation? 
• we are already over-saturated. 
• We are seen as a place to retire. Licensed attorneys who are retired would drive down the ability to earn a 

reasonable living. 
• We have a long tradition of not permitting reciprocity and I feel that should continue. 
• We have more lawyers than our population can support now. 
• Why have one of the hardest bar exams if lawyers from other areas can more easily practice here. This will 

end up hurting our law school. 
• Will decrease work 
• Will destroy local firms and depress fees  
• Will harm tight-knit nature of NV legal community 
• Will make it financially more difficult for in-state lawyers to compete with out of state law firms who won't 

need to make an effort to practice in Nevada.  
• Will other jurisdictions grant NV lawyers reciprocity? 
• Workload may drop if large influx of attorneys 
• You should be invested in the community in which you practice. 
 

Other Comments: 

• The Nevada State Bar is supposed to work to protect its members, not work against them for outside 
interests.  DO YOUR JOB! 

• I would like to see true reciprocity in that we would only extend it to those jurisdictions granting it to Nevada 
Attorneys 

• most of the lawyers would come from California.  they  have developed a style and attitude about the 
practice of law that is horrible.  they are climbing on each other's backs in So Calif, and we would get about 
10,000 of them and their cut throat,  less than honest ways, within a year.   it's hard enough to make a living 
here already. why ask for trouble? 

• NO CONCERNS!  This should have happened a long time ago. 
• The admission of the unqualified 
• Conduct  
• will we make Nevada match California in all ways? 
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• Our Bar passage standards are higher than every state but California, whose Bar I also passed and joined.  
• too many non-NV lawyers putting market pressure on NV lawyers 
• The bar exam serves a real purpose in ensuring basic legal competence.  I took it in another state to be 

licensed there.  If an attorney cannot pass the bar, which is not difficult, then the attorney is likely not 
competent at the time the Nevada license to practice law is sought. 

• The value of reciprocity to non Nevada attorneys should be balanced with ensuring that Nevada license 
attorneys have reciprocity in attractive jurisdictions. 

• It makes no sense. People can sit for the bar and take the appriopriate test whever they wish to do so. 
• The Nevada bar exam is tough.  I hate the thought of lawyers who didn't pass a tough bar being admitted to 

practice here. Beyond that, Nevada attorneys and their families are committed to the state and to their 
communities.  I hate the thought of out of town lawyers taking their work. 

• Attorneys who barely passed the Bar in their states could be admitted here by reciprocity. 
• Bar criteria in other states may be much less stringent than NV 
• Basic fairness. I can from CA and had to take the damned exam. My concern is that the State bar is only 

considering this as a mechanism to make more revenue. And that’s not in the best interest of the Nevada 
legal community. 

• CA atty influence concerns me 
• CA firms will no longer employ NV attorneys or maintain offices in NV. CA firms will take over in NV. 
• Civility Issues 
• Don't follow the trend  
• for those of us who have taken the exam it simply is not fair 
• Given Nevada is an attractive retirement location, many of the applicants may be older attorneys.  The cost 

of monitoring the continued competency of aging attorneys is already a problem.  Requiring attorneys to 
pass the Nevada bar exam is not a substantial burden for the privilege of practicing in Nevada and also 
ensures a level of competency at the time of admission.pent their legal career  

• I am licensed in Nevada, Florida and California.  Each state did not offer reciprocity.  If an attorney wishes to 
practice law in each state and not merely pay a new bar dues fee to open up a satellite office, they need to 
take and pass the bar exam. 

• I think state law restrictions are xenophobic.  We all study the federal rules.  The bar rests only general 
principles.  The unintended consequences of exclusion is less business.  Not more.  

• I wish you had looked at this before I took the bar exam here. It was 25 years after I took the CA bar exam. 
Having to travel outside the state for the professional responsibility test was ridiculous.  

• Increased lack of civility between attorneys 
• Influx of California lawyers and those who are not graduates from ABA accredited schools  
• Influx of unprofessionalism 
• It provides incentive for fresh perspectives to brighten the legal landscape, particularly from international 

jurisdictions. 
• Lack of familiarity with the NRCP and law 
• Lawyers from other states who come to Nevada to retire will practice law occasioonally and poorly 
• Lawyers located our of state practicing Nevada law without living within the State's boundaries. 
• Lawyers who graduated from non-ABA accredited schools concern me because of the standards may not be 

met.  Also concerned about behavioral issues - if disbarred or suspended in another state it should also be 
reciprocated. 

• Lower passage standards in other states 
• Maintaining high admission standards 
• Malpractice, compliance, and clients who would have to chase their attorney around the country if 

something unethical occurred. 
• Misrepresentation by out of state firms 
• Need to make sure it is actually reciprocal and NV lawyers can practice in the other jurisdiction.  
• Nevada attorneys will also be able to practice in other states 
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• Nevada is unique in that we are a small state dwarfed by a huge one (California). If we offer reciprocity we 
will be swamped by California lawyers seeking to use their Bar Membership to avoid the oppressive CA taxes 
and regulation, to the detriment of local bar members  

• Nevada's legal community is a close-net family of attorneys having common interests and experience. Like 
many other States such as California, reciprocity is viewed as diminishing the native California legal 
community      

• No benefit at all 
• NV bar isn’t more difficult than the bar in many other states. So reciprocity would de facto lower standards.  
• Offering reciprocity to states that do not offer reciprocity to Nevada attorneys. 
• Only if the licensed state grants reciprocity to NV attorneys 
• Other states recognizing Nevada admits 
• Our salaries will decrease 
• Out of state attorneys who want to practice here have no ties to Nevada or its residents and likely will try to 

change law to make it conform to where they are from. We don't need California law in Nevada. 
• Over flood the profession just like California and the wages of attorneys as a collective will go down just like 

California.  
• Race to the bottom on attorney salaries when the unemployed California attorneys move here. Let them take 

the bar like the current Nevada Bar members. 
• Reciprocal reciprocity critical 
• Reciprocity here would allow Nevada attorneys to practice in states with mutual reciprocity 
• Reciprocity should only be considered for state that grant reciprocity to Nevada attorneys 
• Should only allow reciprocity when it's mutual. 
• Some neighboring states don’t even require getting a JD degree to become a lawyer. Admission on motion 

should be based on what was required of the specific applicant at the time of their initial admission to 
practice in their home state or current active state 

• Some states don't require the same standards for admission or even to sit for the bar exam.  
• The civility we enjoy in Nevada will end and we become another California (where I am also admitted) and 

civility is the exception. 
• The larger businesses that could come in can make it really hard for small practices, and will also bring their 

lobbying power, which would not be in the interest of Nevada locals. 
• the more multi state firms get involved and also the less likely one is to encounter same attorney again, the 

more likely there will be big city jungle UNcivil tactics 
• The other state must have the same rules on reciprocity as would be granted in Nevada 
• This does not solve a compelling need. There is no shortage of Nevada lawyers and not a great call for multi-

jurisdictional litigation. 
• This will lower the pay and billing rates for NV lawyers, when we are ALREADY in an environment of falling 

salaries.   
• too many attorneys as is, allowing reciprocity will result in an influx of additional attorneys 
• Too many attorneys.  If they're serious about practicing here, let them take the bar. 
• too many lawyers already; competition 
• unfair to those who took the bar 
• We have enough lawyers  
• We should not hinder a lawyers right to move state to state and make a living.  After all, they only should be 

approved if went to aba school and practiced 5 years 
• Will crowd the overcrowded legal market 
• Would only support reciprocity to those stares that offer it also to NV attorneys. Not a one way street. 
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Question 5: Please indicate any benefits from reciprocity: 

 
Not at all 
Beneficial 

(Count) 

Somewhat 
Beneficial 

(Count) 

Very 
Beneficial 

(Count) 
Count 
Total 

Other 39.93% 
(115) 

14.58% 
(42) 

45.49% 
(131) 288 

 

Not at all Beneficial: 

• No need 
• The Bar exam is not an accurate indicator of the ability to practice and never has been . The Committee on 

Charaacter & Fitness is MUCH more important 
• Not held to same standards of NV Bar 
• These benefits do not justify any approach other than pro hac vice. 
• N/A 
• The number of clients in Nevada who need multijurisdictional service probably does not justify reciprocity. 

"Career advancement" is available in each state where a lawyer has taken the bar exam. There a plenty of 
lawyers in Nevada now. If the state needs more lawyers, the standards for passing the bar exam can be 
lowered.  

• Reciprocity is not needed because it’s not expensive for out of state layers to pro hac here. 
• Increase in frivolous litigation and unnecessary legal work (e.g. unnecessary motions just to bill the time) 
• You get more drunks and punks running away from their jurisdiction rather than positively, responsibly 

approaching Nevada.   
• You already made my clients and me have to circumvent these issues by taking the hard route to MJP. 
• Clients being able to retain a multi-jurisdictional lawyer is not that beneficial, especially in highly regulated 

and specialized areas such as utilities and gaming.  Better to have an experienceed gaming lawyer.  
Reciprocity will bring more lawyer disciplinary actions for the Bar to prosecute--more lawyers and lawyers 
not experienced in Nevada laws.  

• Yes, it would be nice to have mobility but the rest of the points are highly speculative and dependant on too 
many unique characteristics likely to be applicable to too few cases to make it a strong consideration. 

• I am licensed in California as well, keeping up with all teh difeerences bewteen teh states is a huge task and 
most lawyers will not spend the unbillable time to do it. 

• It will drive up legal costs with national law firm rates  
• I took 2 bar exams; others should do the same 
• Isolationism that reciprocity creates.  This State is no longer small / good 'ol boy practice of law.  This lack of 

reciprocity is not benefitting anyone. 
• Not sure if there will be another place to say this. This survey seems stacked in favor of reciprocity, with 2 

answers each somewhat beneficial and very beneficial both favorable answers and the only unfavorable 
answer being the rather severe not at all beneficial. I don't see how this survey could ever result in a true 
representation of the actual levels of arguments against if the only negative option is that cut and dried, but 
the pisitive responses have two options. 

• Reciprocity will flood the Nevada Legal market and no one will make any money.  
• These are all non issues and not central to the issues of dedication to living here and being accountable. In 

addition there is no shortage of attorneys in Nevada.  
• The concerns far outweigh any benefits to out-of-state lawyers and parties  
• The proposal is a worthless proposal floated by a law school dean seeking only his own advancement.  Let 

attorneys take the bar like everyone else here has had to do 
• Allowing people who do not know and understand Nevada law to practice bere 
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• Whether in state or out of state, so have to pay attorneys fees. Out of state attorneys would have to travel. 
This does not reduce expense to the client. It would only dilute the knowledge base. 

• I think these  purported benefits are purposefully slanted. I wouldn't assume these "benefits" are true. 
• Attorneys can still get licensed in other states if they want to be licensed there (or here).  TAKE THE BAR 

EXAM!  I did (and passed) in 3 states none of which had reciprocity. 
• No benefit 

 

Somewhat Beneficial: 

• allow attorneys greater family/career flexibility 
• Reciprocity for in-house Counsel ONLY 
• Beneficial for whom? The attorneys who now will practice here? The Courts? Attorneys who have already 

gone through the process of getting a Nevada license? I do not favor reciprocity unless it is true reciprocity 
(Nevada attorneys can freely practice in other states as well). 

• Tax Write-Offs/[ABA MCLE Courses working vacation]. 
• Pro hac licensure has a place in assisting out-of-state lawyers in navigating local rules! 
• mobility of lawyers 
• Competition can increase quality and lower expenses 
• Avoid Pro Hac issues for multi-lawsuits for the same claims in the same jurisdiction 
• Mutuality 
• lawyers based outside Nevada would benefit but Nevada clients would not 

 

Very Beneficial: 

• Not having to experience the trauma of multiple bar exams 
• NV attys can be licensed in other states 
• allows Nevada lawyers reciprocity in other jurisdictions 
• reciprocity with some states 
• Ease of creating a multi-jurisdictional practice 
• Ability to coordinate multi-state CLE compliance 
• Nevada natives who went to law school elsewhere and took the bar there, but want to move home. 
• Attorneys licensed in other jurisdictions can offer perspectives that may benefit Nevada clients. 
• Access to high quality lawyers in more limited/narrow practice areas 
• Benefit for NV attorneys to receive reciprocity in other states 
• Easier for military spouses who are attorneys 
• Allows Nevada Attorneys to be able to motion in to other states and expand their practice. 
• Allows the practice of law to be more portable rather than restrictive. It’s extremely difficult for us to move 

to another state and continue our career as an attorney when we are coming from Nevada because most 
states that have reciprocity only give to attorneys coming from another state having reciprocity.  

• client can retain THE BEST in the nation to appear 
• Other states will provide reciprocity to us 
• Modernizes legal profession in highly mobile age 
• Allows license portability during recession 
• Opens door for states to allow reciprocity for NV licensed attorneys 
• Military Spouses  
• reciprocity with other states for NV attys 
• The benefit is to add quailty attorneys. 
• Ability to allow NV lawyers to seek reciprocity in other states 
• Diversity of the bar 
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• Allows for attorneys to easily move into Nevada. Opens borders.  
• it would allow me to eventually move out of state.  Very frustrating that so many jurisdictions offer 

reciprocity and California and Nevada do not (the two jurisdictions I am licensed in) 
• Opportunity for upward mobility for young lawyers transfering out of state 
• Requiring an attorney to pass the local bar exam shows their commitment to the endeavor 
• Better law graduate mobility if not employed in final legal career position and fewer bar exams to take 
• Draw bigger business into Nevada because of clients that want to hire regional firms with multi jurisdictional 

licenses. 
• if NV creates its reciprocity law with states that allow NV lawyers to be admitted into other jurisdictions, then 

there is a substantial benefit to the NV lawyers. 
• Other states granting Nevada attorneys reciprocity 
• An improvement to the quality of what is, generally, a weak bar and crop of attorneys.  
• ability to locate more corporate HQs in NV 
• Possibility of reciprocity of Nevada lawyers at other states 
• Increases work options for lawyers 
• NV lawyers abiltiy to have reciprocity with other States  
• Reciprocate with other states which now you can not do 
• I  would like to see Nevada go to the Uniform Bar Exam.  It would make it much easier for a new lawyers to 

move to Nevada and brought in our pool of talent  
• The ability to move to another state if I want to move and not have to worry about the expense and time of 

taking another bar exam. 
• professional courtesies  
• NV attorneys will become eligible for reciprocity from state’s granted reciprocity.  
• Avoids needless retaking of bar exams 
• Allows NV-licensed Attorneys to more easily relocate to another state 
• Reciprocity from those states to which Nevada grants reciprocity 
• Easier to get licensed if you are already an attorney and moving to Nevada for other reasons. That was my 

own situation. 
• NV is unique with a 3 day bar, we should keep it that way 
• Ability of an experienced attorney moving from another state to be able to continue practicing without the 

need to restudy for a bar exam which may be of limited use to their practice. Example: A practicing family law 
attorney has little need to relearn constitutional law issues to pass a multiple choice test  

• It benefits Nevada Lawyers who have given much to the legal community in Nevada but for one reason or 
another needs to continue their career in another state 

• No exam 
• Many states refuse to recognize Nevada because we don't recognize them. If we want to practice across 

state lines, we need to allow them to practice here.   
• reciprocity limited to pro bono assistance to might help attorneys to retain attorneys not licensed in Nevada 

to retain their skills 
• Increase choice for clients 
• Opens the door for NV lawyers to receive reciprocity in other jurisdictions 
• There is a reason so many other states do it 
• Ability to obtain reciprocity elsewhere 
• Reciprocity given to Nevada lawyers 
• Pro Hac expense aside, all of these benefits are available by requiring attorneys take and pass the bar exam. 
• hopefully alows us to gain reciprocity in other states also 
• More competition will be good for Nevada lawyers 
• Ability for Nevada law graduates to practice outside of Nevada without the expense of sitting for multiple bar 

exams. Many NV law grads cannot afford more bar fees upon graduation and so they are stuck in NV and 
cannot expand their job search outside of NV due to inability to pay for bars in other states out of their own 
pocket. 
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• Better, more educated lawyers 
• In-house attorney/Military spouses can more easily find jobs 
• Reciprocity in Nevada may open the door for Nevada attorneys to reciprocate into other states. 
• If NV lawyers can practice in other states, I am all for it. 
• Ability to relocate 
• Improve the quality of professional practice 
• the process has worked fine for years! 
• Less obstacles for Nevada attorneys to practice in other states 
• May open up other states to providing reciprocity to Nevada lawyers 
• Fairness to attorneys who move 
• Diversity. Look at the number of "trailing spouses" who are better able to practice law in a new state 
• Allows Nevada Attorneys to be admitted in other states that only allow mutual reciprocity such as Virginia. 
• Ability for in house counsel to work for companies that operate in multiple states 
• Increased revenue for State Bar to fund services and meet other expenses, needs, desires 
• Increase in the professionalism of the Nevada Bar 
• Provides opportunities for NV lawyers to leave and go to other states without taking the bar exam.  That is 

one major reason I am stuck in NV.  No one wants to take the bar again.  
• benefit to California to dump their bad lawyers in NV 
• I want to be able to move to another state and not have to take another bar exam. 
• There are existing exceptions for non admitted lawyers that presently afford many of the benefits listed 

above 
• increased competition and efficiency in delivery of legal services 
• It would be very beneficial IN ADVANCE of this survey to know what parameters are favored by the state bar.  

I've done some research, but there are numerous different types of admission upon motion. Two of the 
states I read about,  New York and Alabama, require a physical presence in their jurisdiction, versus a "virtual 
office."  In Oklahoma, a person who has previously failed the Oklahoma bar exam is ineligible for admission 
on motion (Wisconsin also). What about Indian tribes?  I think it is difficult to gauge "benefits" in the 
abstract. 

• Attorneys who want to do more public service 
 
Limited Practice Certification Responses (all) 
 

• Ability for local law firms and businesses to recruit top talent 
• Allows in-house attorneys to have the option of transitioning to a Nevada law firm if their role at the 

company is terminated (acquisition) rather than moving to a state where they are licensed.  I waived in to 
Texas and Kansas after my role was illiminated at IGT in 2015 so that I could establish a practice).  I 
wanted to stay and do that but didn't have that option.  I'm back now in-house in Nevada, want to stay, 
but am looking at options in other states with reciprocity with one of my existing 5 jurisdictional licenses.  
Happy to discuss this in detail with whomever as I am very experienced with the benefits of reciprocity, 
and believe there are very few negatives. 

• Allows those of us practicing in NV for years in a limited capacity working in-house to practice more fully 
here  

• as a client in NV (and GC of the Vegas Golden Knights) I'd like to be able to keep some of my unique work 
in NV but currently send it all out of state for lack of in-state practitioners with the specific experience I 
need 

• Could possibly help legal fees remain in the "manageable" area by having more choices 
• easier avenue for in-house counsel 
• Improves level of practice in jurisdictions with reciprocity 
• Increased pool of in-house attorneys 
• increased revenue to state bar from CLE and licensing, which can support vital programs and initiatives 
• potential increase in the quality of services for clients 
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• Removes barriers to pro bono representation 
• wider pool of options when searching for attorneys who practice in public service 

 

Question 6: States that permit reciprocal admission can limit with which jurisdiction they will have 
reciprocity. Please indicate your level of support for the following: 

 No Support 
(Count) 

Some 
Support 
(Count) 

Very 
Supportive 

(Count) 
Count 
Total 

Other 43.32% 
(120) 

15.16% 
(42) 

41.52% 
(115) 277 

No Support: 

• Absolutely not CA 
• No need 
• Reciprocity with CA 
• Don't try and NOW correct the definition of Reciprocity at his point in the survey. Start it again and clarify that 

ther eis a difference between Admission by Motion and Reciprocity. Lawyers need to be accurate and 
unambiguos and we expect no less from our Bar Association 

• I meant it when I said above that I would not support reciprocity in any circumstances. By the way, this is a 
push-poll and you should be ashamed of yourselves. 

• I am very adamantly against reciprocity. I am a hearing officer and in most cases when I have an out of state 
attorney appearing before me (under pro hoc rules) they are unfamiliar with the rules and it impedes the 
process. I see not purpose for this. If I want to practice in another state I would take the bar there, as I have. 
To me this is a shortcut.  

• Reciprocity would cripple the Nevada market and put Nevada attorneys at an unfair competitive stance with 
out of market attorneys.  This is a terrible idea. 

• If a lawyer wants to get licensed in another state outside of Nevada, he or she should take the appropriate bar 
exam.  

• This another stupid idea by bad Bar leadership. 
• These are ideas that eventually lead to full reciprocity.  
• CA admission standards are very low, we should never have resiprocity with that state. I'm not hostile to that 

bar,  I am also a member of the CA bar.  It is a state with too many unqualified lawyers 
• See prior narrative answers. 
• As stated above, in my opinion the benefits do not weigh in favor of reciprocity at all.  If the State Bar were 

willing to consider this job and profession killing idea, it most certainly should not do it for a state that would 
not do the same for Nevada! 

• Reciprocity with California 
• Once this is open then CA will swamp our legal environment 
• Reciprocity with California 
• Reciprocity with California 
• Nevada should not do this.  
• If an attorney wants to take the bar here, then take and pass the exam 
• legal community is not large enough to absorb a huge influx of out of state attorneys 
• California 
• California? NO!  
• California 
 

Some Support: 
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• Neighboring states only 
• Reciprocity with states the bar exams of which are substantially similar to Nevada's infamously difficult exam 
• California since it has a difficult and similar bar exam. 
• Reciprocity with states that have high standards for admitting attorneys. 
• Reciprocity should be mutual. If Nevada doesn't have the same reciprocity with other states, then it's useless. 

It would only cause attorney's to joint the NV bar with NO benefit to the current NV attorneys.  
• I could support reciprocity with states that grant it to Nevada lawyers but only if the terms are identical to 

those of Nevada. I am generally not in favor of changing the current rules in Nevada. 
• Only states with admission standards that mirror NV - eg graduate of ABA accredited law school 
• Reciprocity with the other state must be on the same terms as imposed by Nevada - no more strict than 

Nevada requires. 
• Reciprocity for pro bono only and temporary admission (up to 12 months) pending Nevada bar exam under 

supervision of Nevada attorney 
• I don't really have an opinion 
• Reciprocity with geographically bordering states 
• If their exam and laws are roughly equivalent 
• Reciprocity without compromising NV standards and qualifications to be a Nevada lawyer 
• California; New York; Florida  
• FYI I am a Louisiana licensed attorney and I (and others) are competent to practice in other states, despite 

Louisiana being code-based 
• Reciprocity with selected other states that grant reciprocity to NV lawyers 
• Reciprocity with bordering states 
• Reciprocity that requires maintaining a "bona fide office" in Nevada.  Must be located in Nevada and staffed 

during business hours. 
• States with the same or higher bar passage requirements (example: MBE score) 
 

Very Supportive: 

• No Reciprocity 
• Reciprocity with attorneys who meet certain requirements regardless of their originating state 
• Repciprocity with neighboring states  
• Consider Amendments to Pro Hac practicing to reduce client expenses.  
• Other states except CA 
• Reciprocity based upon performance in the mmultistste examination that exceeds Nevada’s mean score or 

with lawyers who have practiced for a certain number of years without bar complaints.  
• Adopt the UBE. 
• Reciprocity with Hawaii only. 
• I do not want reciprocity with California, but other surrounding states sure 
• No reciprocity to states which allow practice by attorneys from un-accredited law schools, "legal readers," or 

other non-Exam entry (ex. Wisconsin, vis a vis local law school graduates there). 
• Acceptance of UBE transfer score (even if we don't adopt UBE in NV) 
• Neighboring state only reciprocity 
• California 
• Hugh Credentials/ethics 
• Minimum number of years of practice 
• Reciprocity with states with similar laws as Nevada 
• Exempt from MBE for out of state lawyers, but require Nevada Bar Exam essay portion 
• Not held to same standards of NV Bar 
• California and/or UBE 
• At least receiprocity with bordering states to NV. Best option. 
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• Ability for Nevada licensed lawyers to practice across state lines 
• Reciprocity limited to those who achieve a high score on MBE 
• Reciprocity with Arizona ONLY 
• Pass the Nevada Bar like everyone else. 
• I ahve been through the process and it needs to be detailed and thorough. 
• Not california 
• Limit reciprocity with other states based on specified factors (e.g. bar exam considerations) but mutual grant 

of reciprocity should even then be an absolute requirement 
• Neighboring states with small legal communities (e.g. Utah, Arizona, Idaho 
• UBE Reciprocity 
• At least California 
• Take the bar exam.  Show your competence. 
• NO RECIPROCITY 
• Neighboring States 
• Must meet experience and ethical standards of Nevada if different from state of reciprocity 
• I'm in favor of all states adjoining NV 
• Other states must have required you to take a bar exam to practice.  Ex. Not reciprocity with states like WI 

that allow you to practice if you graduated from a WI law firm. 
• Reciprocity with states that grant reciprocity PLUS other admission requirements 
• With louisiana  
• I support states that would allow me reciprocity! 
• With the exception of CA, I strongly support reciprocity with neighboring western states, such as AZ, CO, NM & 

UT, with similar client base, legla issues and procedural and judicial processes. 
• I would have Nevada Adopt the Uniform Bar Exam.and.provide Reciprocity to those states that also.have the 

UBE. And I would grant Reciprocity  to those Stayes under same.terms that they grant.reciprocityy  
• In any case I would want a number of years of practice in the other state. I do not want Nevada to become 

where novice lawyers come to make their mistakes. 
• Only states with similar bar exams & grant reciprocity to NV 
• Person seeking reciprocity should be required to take a class either in person or online regarding Nevada law  
• Reciprocity with states that have equally as challenging bar exams 
• Reciprocity with California 
• Keep Nevada Special, Don't Add Reciprocity 
• Reciprocity with other states who grant reciprocity and are neighbors, only after at least 10 years of practice in 

Nevada and the other state 
• None at all 
• California please 
• Nevada should allow attorneys to transfer their multistate bar exam results.  All attorneys should be required 

to sit for the essay portion of the bar.  Doing so, ensures an investment to our state.  
• I only support reciprocity with states that grant reciprocity to Nevada lawyers. 
• States within the same geographic area 
• Reciprocity for other states that do the same for us why not. Should switch to the UBE too.  
• Reciprocity limited to certain areas of practice 
• Reciprocity with states that are similarly high admission standards.  
• Adjacent States 
• As much reciprocity as possible 
• Under no circumstances do I want reciprocity with California. However, reciprocity with states that are on the 

east coast, or those graduating under 200 JDs per year might be feasible and open up opportunities for NV 
grads without the downside of getting an influx of attorneys into the state which would upset the legal market 
balance. I do think there should be some way to ensure that people aren't taking an easier bar exam in 
another state to avoid the NV bar and gain easier admission by a loophole. There would need to be some kind 
of requirement that MBE scores be at NV's minimum or higher, or that a supplemental essay exam is required 
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before reciprocity is allowed. Other States' admission standards are far lower than Nevada's and I wouldn't 
want to start admitting lawyers who barely passed another State's bar exam that is already easier than 
Nevada's, it would bring down the quality of our bar.  

• DC 
• Vague questions, No reciprocity, but if granted only to states granting reciprocity.  
• Reciprocity must be mutual. 
• Reciprocity should be based on experience alone. 
• No limit on reciprocity 
• NO RECIPROCITY 
• MBE Score 150 or more for admission by test score, and reciprocity only by practice only with states that allow 

similar admissions by test score (MBE score can be lower). 
• Recriprocity requirements differ from border states to all states 
• There should be a Years of Practice requirement  
• Some states only allow states that allow reciprocity with them 
• Allow military spouses limited reciprocity  
• The practice of law is becoming less local and more national and the ability to service clients across state lines 

is highly beneficial in a competitive market. 
• Regional (AZ, NV, UT) Reciprocity 
• D.C., Michigan, Illinois, Florida, Texas, California, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, New York 
• Reciprocity with Mountain West states (CO, AZ, UT, NM) only 
• Reciprocity for states that border NV 
• Whatever strings the other State attaches, we should attach for those members 
• must be mutual reciprocity 
• CA 
• reciprocity with states with difficult bar admissions. no reciprocity with states that do not require bar exam for 

attending a law school. 
 
 
Limited Practice Certification Responses (all) 
 
• Florida 
• Hard to answer as in the past some states won’t grant NV reciprocity because NV wouldn’t grant to them. UT 

(my bar may not initially grant because of this - not fair to punish me)  
• No reciprocity with California (they don't have reciprocity with any other state anyway, but it would not 

benefit Nevada if they wanted only reciprocity with Nevada.  Too expensive to live there, so unlikely anyone 
would go from here.  But they would move here for cheaper cost of living, or have a second home, stay 6 
months and a day and pay no taxes.) 

• Reciprocity based on limited local examinations 
• Reciprocity with states that meet or exceed the Nevada bar and ethics requirements 
• with robust licensing requirements, we can provide reciprocity to all and ensure the standards of the Nevada 

Bar are met. The Nevada Bar should be as progressive as the rest of the state in benefiting from the desire of 
others to work & live here 
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Question 7: Please indicate which additional admission criteria you would consider important should 
Nevada adopt reciprocity (Check all that apply). 

 % Count 
Other 1.96% 145 

 

• Other state would have to give us admission no matter how many years of practice we have so long as our bar 
exam is harder than theirs, (2) If the state borders Nevada, it cannot graduate more than 200 juris doctors per 
year and comply with the rest of the standards for admitting a reciprocal licensee, (3) Non-border state would 
require an applicant to either come from a state with admission standards as strict or stricter than Nevada, 
otherwise applicant would need to take a supplemental essay exam and have an MBE score that would meet 
Nevada's requirement for admission (4) Applicants must maintain an office in Nevada while their license is 
active (not just a PO Box, a physical address) (5) Applicants planning to practice in personal injury should be 
limited to a certain number each year. The emphasis of the reciprocal program should be on getting Nevada 
JD grads out of Nevada and into other states and attracting lawyers in practice areas that are under-served 
(i.e. applicant wants to practice in rural areas, pro bono cases etc.). 

• 5-10 years of specially admitted practice at a non-profit or government agency with no substantiated bar 
complaints. 

• A minimum number of years practicing is a must as it will discourage out of state attorneys from immediately 
seeking admittance to NV upon passing bar exam.  

• A specific score on the MBE 
• Above average score on MBE 
• Affiliate of nevada multi firm 
• allowing our attorneys to have licensing in their states 
• Attend state specific course on state’s procedural and substantive basics.  
• Attendance at State specific CLE for Lawyers new to the jurisdiction 
• Background check  
• Bar passage rate / score equivalent to that of Nevada or a specific MBE/Essay score for transfer 
• between 5-10 years experience & must have a physical office in the state 
• CLE course on community property 
• CLE on local court rules 
• CLE on Nevada Civil Procedure 
• CLE on Nevada specific topics (e.g. Nevada gaming laws) 
• CLE or other training on gaming law 
• Clean discipline history within a given time frame 
• Clean record 
• Come on.  Trick question.  The question is a hypothetical.  By putting "Not applicable: I do not support 

reciprocity" implies that those who answer the question otherwise support reciprocity.   
• Completion of a Nevada specific CLE course on unique Nevada laws regarding real property, contracts, civil 

procdure and other core bar exam subjects 
• Completion of a specified number of Nevada CLE on procedire and substantive law 
• Completion of specified number of credits for first 2-3 years of reciprocal admission on Nevada-specific law 

and procedure  
• Completion of state-specific law class 
• Complettion of state-specific CL course covering NV law topics both substantive and proceedural 
• Complies with bar rules re client trust accounts and other ethical concerns. 
• Denial and revocation for any unethical or unprofessional conduct 
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• Don't support reciprocity period 
• ensuring attorneys have passed law exams in other jurisdictions 
• Equal reciprocity for Nevada attorneys  
• Equality with what they are willing to grant us.  
• Experience practicing in smaller western states using the modified federal rules of procedure 
• Familiarity with court procedures in area of practice  
• Follow North Dakota and Michigan model. 
• From ABA accreddited law school 
• good standing elsewhere 
• Good Standing with all other Bars of which applicant is a member 
• Good standing with the State Bar 
• Graduate of accredited law school and must reside in Nevada for prior state admission to be effective for our 

bar 
• Graduate of an ABA accredited law school 
• Graduation for an accredited law school 
• Graduation from ABA accredited law school 
• Graduation from an ABA accredited school (don't want just any CA licensed attorney practicing in NV) 
• Having been licensed and in good standing in another jurisdiction for a number of years prior to application 
• Having graduated from an ABA accredited law school and passed the MBE portion of a bar exam sufficient to 

have passed in Nevada 
• I am an out of state attorney that has held Nevada Bar membership for  16 years.  Bar Exam Passage shows a 

minimum level of competence. 
• I believe the entire proposition is perilous.  1.  There are states which allow admission without completion of 

law school; 2. There are states which do not require a bar examination for graduates of certain law schools; 3. 
There are also states which have bar exams quite unlike ours. 

• I do not support any form of reciprocity, but if some form of reciprocity is adopted, all of these criteria should 
be adopted. 

• I do not support reciprocity, but believe all of those would be approrpiate to be instituted 
• I do not support reciprocity, the question, however, assumes if reciprocity is adoped, thus, I have indicated 

additional admission criteria if reciprocity is adoped. 
• I do not suppourt it but if NV allows reciprocity then all the safeguards about should be put in place to protect 

Nevada Citizens 
• I don't support reciprocity but if Nevada did, I believe the above would be important.  
• I generally do not support reciprocity. However, it appears that certain interests may be pursuing a concerted 

campaign to change the Nevada rules on admission. Indeed, this survey and the subtle bias toward reciprocity 
that it reveals toward reciprocity in the way the questions and answers are postured compels me to select the 
foregoing answers.   

• I graduated from a non-ABB law school in 1979 and passed the California bar on my first occasion in May of 
1980. On December 19, 2000 the State Bar of Nevada Committee on Funcitonal Equivalency granted my 
Petition for waiver of S.C.R. 51(3) allowing me to sit for and take the 2001 Nevada Bar Examnination. 
Thereafter, in October of 2001, I was notified that I had passed the 2001 Nevada Bar Examination. Since 
October of 2001 to the present, I have been a member of the State Bar of Nevada in good standing and very 
much enjoy practicing law in both California and Nevada. I therefore do not think that reciprocity should be 
limited only to graduates of ABA law schools if Nevada Licensed attorneys have a long record of successfully 
practicing law in the State of Nevada. 

• I have no basis on which to evaluate any state's  attorneys for purpose of reciprocity and I'm not sure there is 
a good one so I would rather have other criteria rather than the identity of the state.state 

• I would not support no matter the criteria meet. 
• I wouldn't mind an imposed probation period. Meaning, attorneys seeking reciprocity will be on probabtion 

for 6 months to a year prior to being fully sworn in. 
• Identical requirements for minimum MBE and MPT scores.  
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• If the state attorney is licensed in also has reciprocity with Nevada.  
• If we are going to allow reciprocity then there is no real point in having any restrictions other than graduating 

law school.  The UBE is a joke. 
• If you require the MPRE, shouldn't it be given in NV?  
• in good standing with then applicable State Bar. 
• In Oklahoma, I read that the passing MPRE score is 75, but if the reciprocal jurisdiction has a more stringent 

score requirement, the higher standard applies.  Is that something being considered? 
• I've been a lawyer here for almost 30 years. Reciprocity is a bad idea.  
• JD from ABA-accredited law school 
• Just have them do a CLE on Nevada-specific law and procedure 
• Lack of disciplinary action for a minimum number of years( I suggest 3, or longer if actually suspended or 

disbarred).  I would even consider CLE or bar dues suspensions as disqualifying. 
• Length of residency in Nevada 
• Letter of recommendation from the judiciary; certain number of years of practice 
• Licensure in the original state was not achieved via an un-accredited law school, or other local-preference 

solution (ex. Wisconsin, where no bar exam is required for graduates of a Wisconsin law school).  
• Limit on number of times you cna take exam 
• lIMITED PROVISIONAL PERIOD BEFORE FULL ADMISSION 
• Limiting reciprocity to states with similar bar exams & passage rates 
• Local lawyer recommendations 
• Maintaining a physical office location in Nevada 
• Make them go through the TIP program just like everyone else 
• Mandated moral and character fitness interview prior to admission 
• MBE, connections to NV 
• Minimum Score on MBE w/in Certain # of Years Immediately Prior to Admission 
• multiple local sponsors 
• Must associate with local counsel  
• Must be a US citizen 
• Must be approved by Character & Fitness Commmittee 
• must be in good standing in other jurisdiction. 
• must be in good standing with the state bar the lawyer is applying from; Must disclose all state licensed in and 

provide a certificate of good standing, along with documentation of any disciplinary matters in any state in 
which it is received 

• Must graduate from ABA-accredited school. 
• My opinion depends on what they would require of Nevada lawyers to gain reciprocity in their state. 
• Nevada specific CLE on civ pro 
• no attorney discipline 
• No disciplinary action in the past 10 years. 
• no disciplinary actions 
• No history of discipline 
• Only ABA Accredited graduates 
• Only ABA graduates. 
• Only reciprocate with states with similar bar passage rates as Nevada. 
• Other jx allow for NV lawyers to obtain licensure through reciprocity 
• Pass a background check and finger printing; no criminal history 
• Pass og another state's bar exam (not sure if that is what is meant by "state specific lawyers' exam) &  

graduation from an ABA approved law school 
• Passage of CLE for Nevada specific laws 
• Passage of the Uniform Bar Examination and the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination at some 

point in time - not to be retaken for reciprocity to apply. 
• Passed bar, been a lawyer for 10 years with no discipline  
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• passing a character and fitness interview process 
• Passing character & fitness for NV 
• Preferably some sort of American Ninja Warrior-type physical challenge to weed out the weaker attorneys. 
• Professional discipline imposed by other jurisdictions 
• Professional references 
• Reciprocity is a bad proposal  
• Reciprocity of CLE credits 
• Reciprocity where the state is close to ours. I’ve seen too many Cases where out of state lawyers aren’t 

available, aren’t here, and inconvenience the court system and move trials and hearing constantly because an 
attorney is out of state. 

• Require a minimum number of pro bono hours in the first two years 
• Require CLE on Nevada rules and ethics 
• require local counsel 
• requirement to do pro-bono cases 
• Requirements of cle and state specific training such as new lawyers training. This state require a sponsor and 

an interview with local attorneys. 
• Requiring a CLE on major areas of Nevada law particularly where Nevada differs from most other states 
• Requiring a Nevada attorney to function as local counsel (similar to pro hac vice rules) for a set period of time 

(e.g., 3 years) 
• Requiring CLE on civility of practice in Nevada 
• Requiring completion of a state-law specific CLE course 
• Requiring completion of a state-specific CLE course on the more unique aspects of Nevada Law 
• Requiring completion of state-specific CLE course on local rules 
• Requiring completion of state-specific CLE courses in the attorney's main area(s) of practice; and completion 

of CLE course on NRS/NAC introductory organization. 
• Residence or workplace in Nevada  
• Residency 
• Residency requirement in Nevada 
• Same criteria in other state as required in NV - eg ABA accredited law school 
• satisfy requirements for admission in Nevada  
• Should be required to perform a certain number of pro bono cases in NV per year 
• special category: Military spouse or in-house attorney 
• Sponsored by licensed Nevada attorney who has been practicing more than 5 years 
• States determined by NV Bd of Bar Examiners to have similar bar admission requirements 
• State-specific essay exam. 
• Support of an attorney in the jurisdiction for application; No pending disciplinary proceedings;  
• Take NV bar  
• The UBE should not be given special status.  The test (if any) should be passage of some other state's bar 

exam, UBE or not. The only people that should be excluded are people practicing on a diploma privilege 
(Wisconsin). 

• There should not be reciprocity.  I am licensed in Florida, Nevada and California.  Each of those states you are 
mandated to take and pass each bar exam.  If out of state want to practice in a state, they need to take and 
pass the bar exam.  If we allow out of state attorneys to just pay a fee to have a satellite office in Nevada, we 
dilute the profession of Nevada Attorney’s.   

• They attended an ABA accredited law school.  
• They should have more CLE course requirements.  If they don't like that, they can always sit for the Bar exam. 
• TIPS or other NV practice training 
• to work with a NV licensed attorney for a certain period of time 
• UBE would be fine if Nevada adopted it, but this provides no benefit to current lawyers. 
• Volunteer service prior to admittance 
• Would not be as beneficial for lawyers who took the bar beyond the look back for the test scores 
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• would not require lawyers to pass any additional tests 
 
 
Limited Practice Certification Responses (All) 
 
• Allow people who have demonstrated commitment to public service in Nevada the ability to waive into the 

jurisdiction fully 
• Applicant should not have unresolved disciplinary actions 
• Being an attorney in good standing with home-state bar and no record of disciplinary action or a pattern of 

client grievances 
• CLE courses on specific practice areas for 'reciprocity' attorneys, such as community property. Or any area 

NOT codified. 
• For us older lawyers, i believe it was called the Multi-jurisdictional rather than the Uniform Bar Exam, so that 

should be acceptable too.  Also, if you scored high enough on the MPRE at any time in the past, you shouldn't 
have to retake it (particularly if you are requiring the state-specific CLE Course on professionalism and ethics. 

• I would caution against UBE requirements due to that exam only being recently introduced 
• In the alternative offer temporary or provisional admittance much like the NV public service exception under 

SCR 72.1 where you have to have a NV licensed attorney "sponsor or supervisor" for a period of 3-5 years and 
after that time if the attorney is in good standing with NV bar offer them full admittance as if they took the NV 
bar exam 

• no felony convictions 
• Participation in Nevada specific CLE program 
• reciprocity with a certain number of pro bono hours attorneys need to complete in Nevada before they are 

admitted to practice in the state 
 
 

 
Question 8: When looking at other jurisdictions that have adopted reciprocity, which factors would 
you consider important when evaluating reciprocity in Nevada (Check all that apply). 
 

 % Count 

Other 1.35% 66 
 

• ABA law school accreditation  
• Ability to take NV Bar 
• Amount of work done in NV v. "home" state 
• Attorneys with disciplne in the past 5 years should not be admitted. 
• Average length of time an attoreny admitted by reciprocal admission remains active (and corresponding 

amount of revenue generated) 
• bar exam failures 
• Borders with NV 
• Character & Fitness review 
• CLE 
• CLE requirements - ethics standard and candidate’s standing in reciprocal state 
• Come on.  Trick question.  The question is a hypothetical.  By putting "Not applicable: I do not support 

reciprocity" implies that those who answer the question otherwise support reciprocity.   
• Comparing state bar passage rates 
• Criteria for admission of Nevada attorneys to their state 
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• Difficulty of bar in other jurisdiction. Many jurisdictions are much easier than Nevada with passage rates 
above the 80th percentile. This is unfair for those of us that passed the more rigorous bar examination for 
Nevada.  

• Difficulty/ease of NV lawyers to obtain licensure through reciprocity in other jx 
• ensuring attorneys have passed law exams in other jurisdictions 
• Experience and years of practice for attorney's seeking reciprocal admission 
• factors used by reciprocal jurisdictions 
• Follow the North Dakoa and Michigan models. 
• How close the state is. Reciprocity where the state is close to ours. I’ve seen too many Cases where out of 

state lawyers aren’t available, aren’t here, and inconvenience the court system and move trials and hearing 
constantly because an attorney is out of state. 

• How the legal market was affected after reciprocity was instated. Number of applicants which came from 
states with high numbers of JD graduates. What benefit under-served practice areas experienced after 
adoption. 

• I damn sure wouldn't permit anyone from a UBE jurisdiction that permitted lower passing scores. 
• I do not support any form of reciprocity, but if some form of reciprocity is likely to be adopted, all of these 

factors are important. 
• I do not support reciprocity - but believe all those should be factors 
• I do not understand this question. 
• I favor reciprocity as long as an attorney has no PENDING OR ONGOING disciplinary action. 
• involvement in the community through probono cases 
• Is there a specific field in which most of the attorneys using reciprocity pracice? 
• Limit on number of attorneys and types of matters they can handle. 
• Malpractice claims 
• Neighboring states and 9th Circuit states should be preferred 
• Number of active Nevada cases for each attorney admitted through reciprocity 
• number of attorneys seeking reciprocity and actually conduct legal services in that state 
• Number of attorneys who leave the state because of reciprocity 
• Number of pro hac vice applications and type of cases involved 
• Number of reciprocal admissions granted per year and after how many application attempts  
• Number of years of practice and recency of practice in other jurisdictions,required by the receiving 

jurisdiction. 
• Numbers who are admitted through reciprocity who actually practice in or generate income for the benefit of 

the state. 
• Percent of time actually spent working in Nevada. This should not be allowed unless they work in Nevada, not 

just collecting licenses. 
• percentage of attorneys moving to nevada rather than practices across state lines 
• Percentage of people who pass the bar in a reciprocity state, vs. percentage of people who has the NV Bar 
• Quit submitting questions that look for ways for attorneys here to support reciprocity.  We do not support 

reciprocity 
• Ratio of attorneys per capita, ratio of attorney job openings to local law school graduates 
• Require ABA accredited Law Schools only 
• requirements for familiarity with Nevada law 
• Resons for disciplinary action taken against attorneys admitted through reciprocity 
• State's lawyers seeking admissibility elsewhere 
• States like Utah already have too many lawyers and so have reciprocity with every state they can.  We need to 

look at Arizona which recently adopted reciprocity and hear their stories good and bad with reciprocity 
• Test period; quality of qualification in reciprocal states 
• That the state in which the attorney is currently licensed also permits reciprocity admission to NV lawyers on 

similar terms  
• The dilution of the law market after reciprocity was granted. 
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• The number of lawyers who are licensed in other states that have to take the bar exam in order to become 
licensed in Nevada 

• The question asked makes no sense. 
• The same educational and bar requirements as Nevada requires would still need to be applicable. 
• This question is confusing 
• Understanding of NV specific law and procedure 
• What requirements that state has to allow an attorney to be licensed in its own state 
• Whether Nevada will have jurisdiction over attorneys from other states, or if any lawsuits against the attorney 

or firm will have to be filed in the attorney/firm's home state. 
• Whether the lawyer has taken a bar exam, practiced for at least 7 years and intends to reside within the state 

of NV.  
• Whether the state requires the passage of a bar exam prior to admission for its own attorneys. 
 
 
Limited Practice Certification Responses (all) 
 
• extent to which unmet demand for legal services was impacted by reciprocally admitting attorneys from other 

jurisdictions 
• Number of attorneys who seek admission for in-house positions 
• Percentage of attorneys admitted through reciprocity that reside in Nevada 
• You may want to compare how many came in through reciprocity to work for a company rather than a law 

firm.  I believe that will be the largest number.  Unlike Nevada, in Kansas, when I was working for a company, 
they did not have reciprocity at the time, but I had to apply as an in-house attorney.  We paid the same license 
fee, had to be sworn in, and had to complete all the documentation necessary to take the bar exam.  Nevada 
in-house application process is very abbreviated comparatively.  I am now fully licensed in Kansas since they 
have reciprocity with other states, but I had to go through the whole process a second time.  I say all of this to 
tell you that even with reciprocity, it is a tedious and expensive process.  I don't believe you will have as many 
people applying through reciprocity as you anticipate, provided you do not have reciprocity with California.   
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Question 10: Is there additional information you would like to see regarding reciprocity or 
comments you would like to share with the Board of Governors? 

Comments for those who answered “Yes” to the question “Generally, are you in favor of reciprocity in 
Nevada.” 

• A benefit of reciprocity is that it could open the doors to more business for Nevada attorneys to gain
admission to other state bars.  However, it would likely remove the need for local counsel, and it could bring
an influx of out-of-state lawyers with different levels and interpretations of professionalism.

• A number limitation on the amount of reciprocity granted in a year might be a good way to manage excessive
requests

• After passing the NV bar, I passed the CA and AZ bar. Thus I have taken the UBE and there is nothing in it for
me. I genuinely think it would be better for Nevada if there weren't artificial barriers.

• Allow reciprocity to an attorney with no PENDING or ONGOING disciplinary action and the other state(s) have
the same standard/criterion.

• Although I omitted California above, I would be open to reciprocal admission with California if it offered
reciprocity to Nevada attorneys.  I'm generally opposed to offering reciprocity to any state that doesn't allow
Nevada attorneys to waive in on motion, but there may be a valid reason to make an exception to that rule.
Additionally, I think it would be unwise to allow attorneys admission by motion if they're from states with low
UBE cut scores.  Perhaps we could establish our own UBE cut score that would be applied to those seeking
reciprocal admission.

• Arizona's approach on reciprocity seems to strike a good balance.  Nevada can decide how high of a Uniform
Bar Exam score to set to be sure the intellectual caliber of our lawyers remains.  A Nevada specific CLE course
on unique characteristics of Nevada law and the legal community can serve to acquaint new lawyers with our
culture.

• As a 30 yr. attorney I believe trying to isolate Nevada by not having reciprocity is an outdated system that
doesn’t recognize that Nevada is no longer a sleepy little state afraid of outsiders.

• As a Nevada attorney I would like the ability to practice law in other jurisdictions and because our state does
not offer reciprocity it is almost impossible to consider any move since it would require another bar exam. I
HIGHLY support reciprocity.

• As a newly licensed attorney, the lack of reciprocity in Nevada is concerning. My license is extremely limited in
its value, should I decide to go elsewhere. I think limited reciprocity with stated criteria for admission would
be very beneficial, given the increasing mobility of the legal field.

• As a practicing attorney in a separate state who had to sit for the Nevada bar examination in order to get
licensed in the state last year, I whole heartedly support reciprocity. As a practicing attorney it was difficult to
understand why I needed to take a three day exam when I have already represented a number of clients
successfully in another state. Reciprocity opens the door for more commerce in the state of Nevada as well. A
numbers of attorneys would look to get licensed in Nevada because of this rule in order to expand their
practice.

• As an attorney resident in Nevada but licensed in five states (AZ, CA, NV, OK, TX) believe reciprocity should be
limited to (1) attorneys who will establish their residence in Nevada, and (2) non-resident attorneys in
neighboring states (including California) and 9th Circuit states, which all generally have similar laws anyway.
Also, a discussion of reciprocity should include a regime for multi-state CLE compliance, preferably using the
Arizona model which is that a non-resident attorney can comply with CLE requirements by meeting the
requirements of their state of residency.

• As I mentioned, I am licensed in 8 jurisdictions (including Nevada). I have taken and passed 4 states' bar exams
on the first try (I took and passed the Nevada bar exam in July 2002) and been admitted on motion in 4 other
jurisdictions. It has been my experience that attorneys from other jurisdictions can offer unique insight and
perspective into how to do things that practitioners who practice only in Nevada may lack. Also, in certain
specialties such as capital defense, it is often difficult to find enough well-qualified attorneys to handle death
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penalty cases. Having attorneys who are licensed in other jurisdictions can ensure that more indigent clients 
are provided with skilled counsel to handle their complex cases. It is ridiculous for someone like me to have to 
keep paying thousands of dollars and to have my background investigated multiple times when nothing 
significant has ever changed. Just because an attorney relocates frequently or wishes to practice in multiple 
jurisdictions, that does not mean that the attorney is evading disciplinary action or doing something unethical. 
Some of us just like to have a broader perspective. Please don't keep penalizing attorneys who can do a whole 
lot of good for Nevada clients.  

• As somebody that first received my Bar license in Nevada, then moving out of state for family reasons 11 years 
later, the prospect of having to take a Bar Exam again was quite daunting and ridiculous in nature - I managed 
to work around that obstacle, but it took over 1 year which I could do only because I was also a registered 
Patent Attorney.  The current stance limits the incentive to first get licensed in Nevada, as you will be limiting 
your geographical mobility later in your career. 

• At a minimum, institutional clients (corporations, LLCs, etc.) should be free to hire whoever they want as there 
is no reason to extend any consumer protections to sophisticated entities.  If they choose to hire incompetent 
counsel, that's their problem.  The current pro hac vice rules are unhelpful to such commercial clients because 
there is a limit to the number of times that an out of state attorney can make a successful motion. As to those 
clients, the current rules are nothing more than an effort by the local bar to unconstitutionally protect their 
monopoly under the pretext of consumer protection. 

• At the very least, reciprocity with states bordering Nevada (with the possible exception of California due to the 
vast number attorneys in California) should be considered. For instance, Idaho, Utah, and Arizona are states 
that administer the UBE, so admission to the bar in each of those states is already possible for attorneys that 
have taken the UBE. An agreement between Nevada's bordering states regarding reciprocity is something I 
support. 

• Be subject to all our requirements post bar examination passage. 
• Being licensed only on Nevada makes practicing outside the state very difficult unless one can spend the time 

and money necessary to take multiple bar exams.  The hermit-style policy of no reciprocity is antiquated.   
• Besides reciprocity, I think it's time to consider either becoming UBE or at least updating the exam to a two-

day exam. 
• Both Las Vegas and Reno have started attracting large business headquarters.  It would be nice for the local 

attorneys to be able to help clients across state borders.  I believe Nevada attorneys would benefit much more 
than out-of-state attorneys.   Plus, it will still be cheaper for out-of-state firms to hire local counsel to attend a 
majority of hearings.   

• Deciding whether to participate in a reciprocity program should not take years.  Nevada is way behind other 
progressive states in recognizing the associated benefits to both the bar and individual Nevada attorneys. 

• Despite its growing legal community, certain demographic and geographic populations are still underserved.  
Reciprocity, implemented wisely, poses little risk to the public at large while increasing the public's access to 
legal services.  The arguments against reciprocity are generally protectionist and have nothing to do with 
serving the population of Nevada as a whole.  It is time for Nevada to join the overwhelming majority of states 
that have successfully implemented reciprocity regimes.    

• Eliminate the brick and mortar rule for practicing in Nevada. If someone is licensed in NV, they shouldn't have 
to have a physical presence to practice here. That would eliminate a stumbling block for true reciprocity. 

• Equal between states on standards to admit and number of attorneys admitted. 
• Even if granting reciprocity, I believe the rule that a firm must have an attorney physically present in Nevada is 

appropriate.  
• Federal courts [and defenders] already employ out of state lawyers routinely. I do not believe these out of 

state lawyers cause any problems for the local courts. Reciprocity could ease the transition of federal lawyers 
into local [state court] practice.    

• Generally, I'm in favor of it. 
• Get with the program Nevada!!!  
• Having practiced in a number of jurisdictions, including as in-house counsel selecting outside counsel, NV's 

lawyers are simply not of the same level of sophistication and skill as many other jurisdictions. I believe lack of 
competition directly contributes to this problem. Moreover, business is conducted under the laws of other 
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jurisdictions, with forum selection clauses to choose other jurisdictions, because NV corporate and business 
law is under-developed and its court system ill-equipped to handle matters of higher complexity. Reciprocity 
will introduce higher-quality lawyers, benefitting NV clients and ultimately the business climate in the state. 
We make ourselves an outlier on reciprocity to protect a small group of litigators (primarily personal injury) to 
the detriment of the legal community as a whole. It is insular and backwards and has a chilling effect on 
economic development in the state.  

• Higher fees to attorneys not located in Nevada 
• How many Nevada attorneys would be interested in seeking admission in other states using reciprocity. The 

benefit to Nevada lawyers is potentially the most significant.  
• How reciprocity has economically impacted lawyers in other States after the State allowed recirocity. 
• I am a firm believer in reciprocity across all states. Especially when an attorney has practiced for a number of 

years, I see no reason why they should have to take another bar exam when moving to a new state--especially 
because bar exams across states test largely the same material with very little focus on state-specific law. I am 
a member of the California and Nevada bars, and lack of reciprocity has dissuaded me from thinking of moving 
to other states.  

• I am a licensed Georgia attorney who had to retake the bar exam when I moved to Nevada. The cost and 
stress associated with re-taking a bar exam. It would have been much more cost-effective and less stressful to 
apply on motion or take an attorney's only exam.  

• I am admitted in four jurisdictions now.  One through reciprocity and others via taking the Bar exam.  The 
biggest issue is maintaining separate CLE requirements.  I would support reciprocity if the reciprocal state 
recognizes the CLE credits without additional fees or requirements. 

• I am admitted in Minnesota (voluntarily inactive), California and Nevada, in that order.  I took exams in all 
three states.  While there may some local rules or laws (such as community property) that may take time to 
adjust to, for the most part the practice transports easily across state lines.  For an attorney admitted to 
practice at least five years in a jurisdiction, the waiving of the bar exam through reciprocal admission is a 
benefit to the attorney, to the State and to the clients. 

• I am admitted in other states through reciprocity and find it helpful in the area that I practice.  I live on the 
edge of Utah, Arizona and Nevada and along the 1-15 corridor.  I took the NV bar exam in 05.  My concern is 
more about the disciplinary issues than the law issues.  I have a high regard for the law and submit the the 
majority of attorney's who seek reciprocal licensing are competent attorneys who have seek licensing for 
specific needs within their practice, and not for a notation on letterhead. Hence, my belief is that those same 
attorneys are competent in the areas of law in which they practice. I think it is the the ethics and 
professionalism that separates good attorneys from others and that is where inquiry should be heavily 
focused. 

• I am interested in reciprocity for my own career. It would open up doors for Nevada Lawyers to work across 
state boundaries without having to take a bar exam in the other states that also have reciprocity. This issue 
isn't just about whether other people should be allowed to come here; it's also about whether Nevada lawyers 
should have an easier time practicing across state borders. 

• I am least concerned with attorneys or firms moving to Nevada to practice as the market will still control how 
client comparison shop for quality of service and value.  On the whole, I support the open market approach 
and my experience with counsel from other jurisdictions has been positive.  Also, the disadvantage to our 
current system is a restriction on movement for families with long distance job changes. 

• I am licensed in Arizona, California and Nevada, all by examination.  The bar exams are almost identical.  
Exams are time consuming, expensive and not necessarily for competent attorneys to protect clients and the 
practice.   I secured my Nevada license at the request of my firm, some friends did at the request of their 
clients. I am studying architecture now, but integrated into the community when I lived in Nevada and 
advanced the practice of law and innovation while I was there.  I moved on when a firm needed me in 
California. I did not take, but created jobs and opportunities while serving Nevada clients.   Objections to 
reciprocity are typically based in protectionism which is unhealthy.   Any concerns can be addressed by 
procedures, required MCLE or proof of competence.  I do see merit in requiring reciprocity to be mutual to 
force the other state to open its doors to Nevada licensees. 
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• I am licensed in Nevada, California, Texas and Washington, D.C. I took the bar exams in Nevada, Texas and 
California. I currently reside and practice in California. I do, however, take cases in Nevada. What drives me 
crazy are the local rules in the USDC in Nevada and Clark County local rules regarding residency in Nevada. 
 
USDC Local Rule 11-1(b)(2) governs the practice of attorneys admitted to Nevada but not maintaining offices 
in Nevada. The rule says that these attorneys must associate a licensed Nevada attorney maintaining an office 
in Nevada or designate a licensed Nevada attorney maintaining an office in Nevada for service of papers, 
process or pleadings required to be served on the attorney. 
 
This is a ridiculous rule in 2019 and considering in Federal court all filings are made in Pacer and are served 
instantaneously on all attorneys in the case. Not only that, but my office is in Fresno and Fresno is closer to Las 
Vegas than Reno, Carson City, Winnemucca or Elko - the other major cities in Nevada. But I am still required to 
follow this silly local rule? I recently had a case in the USDC in Las Vegas and actually fileed a motion asking the 
judge to issue an order that I don't have to comply with that local rule. The judge, for an unknown reason, 
denied my motion, despite the fact that I appeared personally in court in Las Vegas for every event. 
 
This is an antiquated rule in 2019. 

• I am not a resident of Nevada. I am admitted in 5 states, with only one of those by reciprocity. I do think the 
participation of local counsel in litigation is often valuable or even necessary, but if the purpose of admission is 
to assure competent representation, it is at least as reliable as the written exam. 

• I am very much in favor of reciprocity! 
• I am very supportive of reciprocity. I believe the states and the ABA should move for complete, unlimited 

reciprocity for all jurisdictions in the United States. If nothing else, please give Nevada reciprocity to any 
bordering, and western states, that will give reciprocity to Nevada lawyers. 

• I believe looking into having reciprocity is an important issue and that reciprocity should be allowed to give 
attorneys greater flexibility in where they choose to live and work, as long as they are competent in 
representing their clients.  I don't believe an out of state attorney is necessarily a concern for representing a 
client any more than some of the attorneys practicing in Nevada.  There will always be problems with 
attorneys no being ethical or something of that nature.  With access to research and court rules for each 
jurisdiction it should not be a problem for a competent attorney to be granted reciprocity to represent clients 
in multiple jurisdictions.   

• I believe reciprocity would only make the Nevada Bar greater. 
• I believe reciprocity would provide tremendous benefits to Nevada lawyers, allowing them to expand their 

practices. Nevada lawyers in Tahoe, for instance could practice right across the state line. I think allowing 
reciprocity with states that give it to us would allow Nevada lawyers to be more successful, taking cases in 
other states.  It would help me personally.  I am licensed in California and Nevada but have work in Arizona 
and have turned down work in Texas because of licensing issues. 

• I believe that Oregon's rule to only allow admission by reciprocity/motion from a jurisdiction where the 
attorney actually took the bar exam (i.e. not from a jurisdiction in which the license was earned through 
reciprocity) is a smart rule and helps to weed out a huge influx of attorneys. I don't think we need reciprocity 
from California.  

• I believe that the newer generations of lawyers would welcome the lack of imposed boundaries on their 
careers. Impose some reasonable criteria but nothing so onerous as to be prohibitive to those young attorneys 
seeking to pursue their careers in Nevada.  

• I believe the time has come to move to a form of reciprocity.   It won't benefit me at this stage of my career, 
but for younger attorneys it can provide options.   Attorneys often develop expertise in a certain area and 
could apply that expertise in another state in an area that they may prefer to live or there are better career 
options.   However, a stumbling block can often be the bar requirements.  The requirements are antiquated 
and restrict the economic freedom of the attorneys.   Further, with the cost of the education, having the best 
economic options should be allowed.   I recognize that in 1995, Nevada tighten the bar requirements and 
implemented a formula to keep the passage rate in the 50-60% range.   It is a statistical guarantee that will be 
the result - it essentially cuts the testing class in half.   Further, it is no question that this was done as a 
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protective measure for the market.   However, that protectionism was reduced by the creation of the law 
school and that has day and night classes.  The problem Nevada will face is what to do with the onerous bar 
testing standard versus allowing reciprocity.   In other words, a person could finish law school, go to Arizona 
that has a similar formula, but they don't dial it down as much and have a passage rate in the 75% range.   A 
person could pass the bar there and then seek reciprocity with Nevada.   Or they could go to other states that 
have passage rates much higher in the 80-90 percent range - pass there then seek reciprocity in Nevada and 
avoid the onerous testing horse race in Nevada - meaning you have to beat 50 percent of the others taking it, 
rather than show a standard of knowledge.     In thinking in economic terms, a experienced aircraft mechanic 
likely has more economic freedom to move about the country and apply his or her craft than a Nevada lawyer.    

• I believe the traditional concerns against reciprocity are just myths.  The state bar is not only restricting out of 
state attorneys from practicing in Nevada, but it is also restricting Nevada attorneys from having reciprocal 
access to other states.  I am 100% in favor of reciprocity and hope the rules are changed.  

• I believe there should be only a small exam for Nevada-specific topics to be admitted upon reciprocity. If a 
lawyer passed a bar exam in another jurisdiction it means the lawyer understands the fundamental principles 
of law.  

• I commend the Board for looking at this issue.  In my own experience, as I have seen attorneys practice via pro 
hac status, their value is in the specialization that have accrued over time and bring that higher advocacy 
ability to the bar! 

• I could have been admitted in MN & DC based on my multi-state Bar Exam multiple choice scores, yet I did not 
choose to do so just because I could. I believe the imposition of bar dues and CLE are sufficient to eliminate 
excessive numbers of attorneys seeking admittance without an intent to practice. 

• I don't have a strong opinion either way. I am sure the Bar will enact appropriate criteria for reciprocity.  
• I don't see any reason to prevent attorneys licensed in other states from being admitted here without a huge 

cost and without having to take the bar exam. Nevada's bar exam doesn't even contain much Nevada-specific 
law, and as long as they take a course on Nevada-specific law and are bound by the rules of professional 
conduct they should be fine. It seems the only reason not to grant reciprocity is to protect the market so we 
can make more money, but that hurts the consumers of our services by raising fees. 

• I favor it only with states that would offer reciprocity with Nevada.  
• I feel reciprocity in Nevada makes our licenses as valuable as licenses from other states who do allow 

members to use reciprocity rules elsewhere.  
• I feel that attorneys should be able to practice across state lines.  If you have passed a bar in one state and 

have been practicing there without discipline for a number of years, then you should be able to practice in any 
other state.  We have been taught to analyze and work with the law and facts in a given situation, not to know 
every law on the books.  That is what research is for.  It has never made sense to me that an attorney 
competent in one jurisdiction for a number of years, has to go and sit for a bar examination which tests things 
that he may never use in his practice. Once is enough, and once plus at least five years practice anywhere 
should be enough to practice everywhere.  The current rule requiring attorneys to take bar exams every time 
they move to a different state, is really interfering with an attorney's right to travel and move from state to 
state, which is a very limiting and unfair "punishment" for the privilege of being an attorney. 

• I fully support a system of reciprocity in Nevada. I believe that the benefits significantly outweigh any possible 
negatives. 

• I fully support reciprocity and believe that we should allow out of state attorneys to practice within Nevada. If 
there are any extra requirements CLEs on state specific laws should be required and that is all.  

• I fully support reciprocity and urge the Board of Governors to adopt the use of the UBE in Nevada. The time 
has come! 

• I fully support reciprocity for spouses of active duty military members stationed in Nevada and holding out-of-
state licenses. 

• I fully support reciprocity in all forms, especially with other states who have it.  I think  Nevada, where I have 
practiced for 16 years after 17 years in other jurisdictions, is incredibly protectionist. This does not serve the 
public or legal community.  The only justification is to make space for new UNLV Boyd Law School students, 
but it has been almost 20 years since that school opened, and the better remedy might be to do as Wisconsin 
has done and make bar admission automatic for UNLV grads.I would prefer there be more seasoned, good 
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lawyers available.Lack of reciprocity also does not help our own lawyers when they want to move.  Finally, I 
believe it promotes parochialism in the practice here. 

• I generally support reciprocity; especially with those jurisdictions that current have reciprocity.  Reciprocity 
also allow spouses of those in the armed forces to be able to practice in Nevada if their other spouse becomes 
stationed in Nevada. 

• I graduated from law school in Arizona in 2013. In order to secure employment in a tight legal market, I ended 
up sitting for and passing three state bars in less than three years (Arizona (UBE), Nevada, Oregon (now UBE, 
but not UBE at the time)). Nevada's complete lack of reciprocity presented yet another a massive financial 
barrier to entry. Nevada's legislature reflects the value the state's electorate places on diversity and inclusion - 
the Bar should take note and work to reduce barriers to legal practice that are preventing qualified lawyers 
from serving Nevadans. 

• I had practiced law from 1981. I was admitted with diploma privilege, moved to Missouri in 1989 and was 
admitted with reciprocity. I moved to Nevada in 2010 and had to take the bar exam here. There was almost 
nothing Nevada specific on the bar exam that I hadn't picked up when I moved here. After 29 years of practice 
the bar exam was just a hurdle I had to overcome to move here with my job working for a company. It's great 
to be able to say I passed my first bar exam 29 years after law school graduation but I could do without that 
feather in my cap. There are so many advantages to reciprocity, especially with multi-jurisdiction practice that 
will benefit NV lawyers as they deal with things in other states. I feel there should be nationwide reciprocity 
after 3 or 5 years of practice and might even be convinced to have reciprocity upon licensing in an other state. 

• I have been admitted in and practiced in multiple states.  I personally believe that reciprocity is a good idea.  I 
do not believe it will have an adverse effect on our jurisdiction. 

• I have been licensed in Nevada for 13 years.  Although I have loved living here, there have been opportunities 
in other states that I was not able to take, because I would have to have been already licensed there.  
Reciprocity just makes sense in this global economy in which we practice. 

• I have excluded New York, Louisiana, Florida and California from my list of desirable reciprocity targets only 
because the procedural rules are so different in those states.  However, I note that lawyers in those states 
who practice in federal courts, will have a better experience for practice in Nevada state courts.  So, it might 
make sense to make federal practice one factor to consider.  Texas also has some unique procedures, but I 
have a daughter living there and so have taken Texas off the list in case I decide to relocate there.   

• I have had to take bar exams in four states (including Nevada) over the course of my career because the states 
I worked in did not have reciprocity.  Taking multiple bar exams is very expensive and time consuming and is 
not a reliable indicator of whether or not an attorney is competent or ethical.  Reciprocity makes sense for 
attorneys and for the public. 

• I have never understood the need for isolationist policies pigeon-holing attorneys into just one state, 
particularly when it involves clients with multi-jurisdictional businesses. Generally speaking attorneys know 
how to research and reach out to experts in other jurisdictions if necessary. I support a blanket reciprocity for 
any attorney that has been working for at least 5 years and is in good standing in another jurisdiction. I think 
this only helps the industry adjust to current economic and practical realities. 

• I hope NV will consider reciprocity. This will also allow NV attorneys the possibility of practicing in other 
jurisdictions.  

• I like reciprocity for experienced lawyers, perhaps with local lawyer recommendations because the bar exam 
tests general law knowledge when the lawyer seeking admission likely has specialized in subject matter, and 
the bar does not reflect knowledge of such subject, and it does not reflect knowledge of Nevada law relevant 
to such subject.  I took the Nevada bar exam after 22 years of practice in estate planning, for which I am 
recognized nationally.  The Nevada bar exam was completely irrelevant to my practice, and although I passed, 
I knew very little about the Nevada laws, statutes and regulations.  I have been teaching myself, and have 
been much more at risk for malpractice than if I had been required to have taken an exam at least covering 
actual estate planning practice in Nevada.  I'm not suggesting a test; my point is that the bar exam did nothing 
either to prepare me or to ensure that I was competent to practice my specialty of law in Nevada.  At a certain 
point, if a lawyer has years of experience and good recommendations, perhaps even from local lawyers, 
testing on criminal law is ridiculous.  If a test seems necessary, it should at least be on the lawyer's area of 
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practice.  So I took the bar, passed it, and started practicing law in Nevada knowing nothing about the specific 
Nevada laws with which I now practice.  Oh, but I can tell you all about criminal procedure! 

• I may be wrong, but don't all states bar associations have very similar codes of ethics?  If so, they are required 
to become proficient in any area of law that they practice in--which inherently includes any differences in 
jurisdiction.  And while it may be more convenient to have the attorney "in-state" for  enforcement purposes, I 
would not describe it as inconvenient to enforce a matter against an attorney from another state.  If they are 
licensed here, we have jurisdiction regardless of where the live: And as far as I know -- all states consider a 
violation in one state to be a violation of their state rules.  In other words, if a Utah attorney practices here 
and gets nailed with an ethical violation, it is required to be reported to the Utah Bar as well -- and is a 
violation there too.  So I don't believe you any significant change that would result in harm to people.  An 
attorney would risk losing their license in any state if they misbehaved in another state.   

• I moved to Nevada to finish my last year of law school. If I would’ve known there was no reciprocity I never 
would’ve picked Nevada. Although I loved Las Vegas and the eighth District Court particularly, as a gay man I 
faced social problems in the state and city That were the basis for me leaving.  No matter how much you like a 
place, win right wing members of a militia start following you and find out where you live and threaten to 
murder you and your husbandâ€¦ You can’t stay. I felt trapped because there was no reciprocity, and I 
developed a lot of resentment when I left.  It seemed like I had given time and energy and money and in the 
end  had gotten a three month judicial clerkship and a toxic firm environment. I didn’t feel like the state bar 
had invested in me the way that it should have when I had invested so much in it. 

• I passed the Utah Bar right out of law school, but got my first job with a firm in Nevada. I had to re-take the 
bar exam (only 6 months after I originally took it) and had to wait an extra 10 months total after passing the 
Utah Bar before I was licensed and could practice in Nevada. Why should new attorneys have to retake a bar 
exam 6 months after originally taking and passing it in another jurisdiction? Most of the questions are the 
same. It simply delays careers and costs attorneys and firms more money to re-take bar exams. I suppose I 
wouldn't oppose requiring reciprocity-seeking applicants to take a standard CLE on Nevada-specific laws, but 
not as a condition of admittance. It could be taken within the first year of being admitted. Nevada should 
make it easier for attorneys to advance their careers, make money, and serve the public, not harder.  

• I personally  dont see a.flood of lawyers moving to Nevada. While I could see lawyers obtaining a Nevada  
license but there is a difference between have a Nevada license and living here.  It is the sMe as many Nevada 
lawyers have other states as well. But live here and their practice is mainly here. 

• I personally strongly believe in this day in age, particularly with young lawyer, it would be helpful to have some 
type of reciprocity to allow for career advancement.   

• I run a medium size office and sometimes it is difficult to find qualified help - I need a bigger pool and this 
would provide it.  Also, I personally want growth options that don't involve having to take another bar exam - 
which isn't going to happen until we allow the same to others. 

• I sincerely hope the Board of Governors implements reciprocity (within reason and with guidelines) so that our 
legal community can continue to grow and diversify thereby providing exceptional legal representation to our 
clients. It's an honor to be licensed in the state of NV and I would love to have the opportunity to represent 
our state, school and the quality of legal practice provided by NV attorneys by practicing in other jurisdictions. 

• I strongly favor reciprocity and believe that Nevada should adopt the UBE and have expansive reciprocity and 
encourage states to have reciprocity with Nevada. 

• I strongly support reciprocity.   
• I strongly support reciprocity. It would attract national and international white-shoe firms to Nevada, which 

would create opportunities and growth for Nevada attorneys.  
• I support reciprocity 
• I support reciprocity provided the candidate meet criteria similar to that accepted in other jurisdictions that 

allow it.  I renewed background study and review of disciplinary history in the states the lawyer is already 
licensed would be important.  

• I support reciprocity with Arizona and other surrounding Western states. 
• I support reciprocity with UBE states (who should also offer reciprocity to Nevada). It wouldn't hurt for the 

Nevada board of examiners to use the UBE. I'm not personally worried about an influx of attorneys. If 
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anything, additional bar revenues would be collected. The revenue could be used to beef up the Clients’ 
Security Fund to a healthy level again or to provide scholarships for young attorneys doing pro-bono work. 

• I support reciprocity without conditions for attorneys who scored above 90% on the MPRE.  I know of several 
states that have/had a similar rule allowing admission for new attorneys (i.e., CO).   

• I support reciprocity.  Nevada has been an outlier for far too long. The adoption of the UBE shows the trend 
toward making it easier for lawyers to practice law in multiple states. 

• I support reciprocity. I only ask that whatever form is approved NOT penalize older lawyers who didn't have 
the option of taking the Uniform Bar Exam when they got their license. 

• i support the  use of a more rigorous uniform national bar examination with no more than two additional 
special examinations in those areas of law as to which an individual state can demonstrate a special 
uniqueness. E.g. Pennsylvania with respect to its rules of civil procedure.  

• I think access to practicing laws in multiple jurisdictions should be as open as possible in this day and age.  
Either a lawyer feels competent to learn the laws as needed to avoid malpractice or they hire or affiliate with 
local counsel.  I am corporate counsel and practice regularly in other jurisdictions.  When I feel it is 
appropriate, I hire local counsel.  Othertimes, I opine after needed legal research.  I have three licenses, having 
sat for three bars exams in one year.  I had to re-sit for the entire NV bar although it was my third one in a year 
because my MBE result was 366 days instead of 365 days old.  I think the state protectionism for licenses is an 
antiquated practice.  Open it up as liberally as possible so attorneys can practice law.  All of the law is so 
readily available online. 

• I think Colorado's model is the best and clearest. I would recommend the Board adopt that model. 
• I think it is a great idea to add reciprocity.  Thank you for considering this.  
• I think it is ridiculous that we even have 50 different licenses. There should be one bar exam that is good 

nationwide. One doesn’t learn the law from an exam. One learns it by working in the law. And ethics has 
nothing to do with a license. There are so many unethical attorneys in every discipline and state. I am in favor 
of full reciprocity nationwide. 

• I think Nevada needs to climb out of the dark ages of being an anti-competitive state when it comes to 
professional licenses. 

• I think reciprocity is a huge benefit to Nevada and its attorneys.   
• I think reciprocity is an incredibly important step for improving the practice of law in our jurisdiction. I work for 

the public defender's office, and I believe that our State's current restrictions limit our ability to seek the best 
talent nationally to fill important roles in our State government. 
 
Las Vegas is a great city that deserves great legal services. Full reciprocity will make sure those needs are met. 

• I think the reciprocity questions posed go hand in glove with the question whether the State Bar of Nevada 
should adopt the Uniform Bar Exam. I think we should do so. Frankly, we are out of step with most of the 
country on this. Additionally, for 35 years I had pro hac vice attorneys before me from all over the country 
with no greater showing of incompetence than among Nevada lawyers. Good lawyers from any jurisdiction are 
good lawyers, and poor lawyers from the largest firms in NYC are still poor lawyers anywhere. As long as they 
are subject to the Ethical and practice rules of Nevada they should be allowed to practice here subject to 
losing that right if they transgress. 

• I think the tendency of most lawyers to specialize in a selected area or areas of the law reduces the difficulties 
of state-specific laws and precedents.  On the other hand, the Nevada-unique laws and issues can and must be 
learned to protect the public.  Appropriate CLE and mentoring is adequate to address those issues.   Generally, 
reciprocity benefits both the public and the legal profession. 
Michael Kramer 

• I think we should admit attorneys from states that have the same/similar criteria for admission as Nevada. I do 
not support admission by motion. There should also be a requirement that the attorney is practicing a certain 
number of hours per year in Nevada (at least 500 hours).  Also a requirement that their ethics CLE be done 
with Nevada ethics courses not out of state ethics courses. 

• I think we should adopt reciprocity with states that allow reciprocal licenses for Nevada lawyers. 
• I very much support the idea of reciprocity for several reasons, but especially because it is becoming 

increasingly more difficult to hire and retain public service attorneys.  It would be extremely beneficial to be 
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able to have the ability to collect more applications from attorneys outside of Nevada.  Please make this 
happen.  

• I very much support the idea of reciprocity, but would hate to see Nevada open its doors only to find those 
same doors not opened in return by those states whose attorneys we are now allowing in. While I do have 
some concern over the nuances of Nevada law being unknown to those attorneys potentially coming in 
through reciprocity, there are numerous ways to address that concern without requiring them to sit for the 
Nevada Bar Exam. CLE's are a great way to address this, particularly if they can be tailored to specific practice 
areas that these incoming attorneys may fall into. If, for example, an attorney was required to take CLE's 
related both to their primary area of practice and Nevada ethics as a condition to being admitted through 
reciprocity, this would address my concerns and also, as an added benefit, allow for the collection of 
additional funds for the State Bar of Nevada through hosting those CLE's.  

• I want to be able to leave the state 
• I was a practicing attorney in the Air Force for 10 years. I left active service and entered the reserves. After a 

few years I tried to practice in Texas through reciprocity but the requirement was I needed to work 30 hours a 
week on average and I only had 20 in the reserves. I took and passed the Texas bar exam and was a public 
defender for 4 years. My husband then retired from the Air Force and we moved to Nevada where once again 
I had to take and pass the bar exam with over 20 years of continuing practice although a few years had been 
part time. Each time I took and passed the same general bar material that I took when I graduated law school. 
Although essay questions may have general specifics to the law of the State, there is no substitution for the 
actual practice of law where the specific rules are learned.  So the only reason I see to take a different state's 
bar exam is to limit the number of attorneys in each state. I see no other reason.  

• I was admitted to the California Bar in 1977. Having moved to Nevada, I ended up taking the entire Nevada Bar 
in 2012. A great waste of time given my limited field of practice. 

• I was barred in Pennsylvania before moving to Nevada and passing the Nevada Bar exam. There is nothing 
significant that I learned by taking the Nevada Bar exam that prepared me any better than taking the PA Bar.  I 
believe that allowing reciprocity would raise the quality and availability of attorneys in Nevada.  I am glad the 
Bar is considering it. 

• I was licensed in another state (Missouri) before I moved to Nevada. Missouri is a UBE state and my UBE score 
was high enough to transfer to any other UBE state. I had to take the bar exam upon moving to Nevada. I fully 
support reciprocity as it allows for seamless transitions for attorneys who move from one state to another 
while reducing the costs and stress associated with needing to take an additional bar exam. 

• I was licensed in Maryland in 2001 and was an Air Force attorney. I moved to Nevada in 2007 to be with my 
military husband. I had to sit for the bar in Nevada even though I had already been practicing for 6 years. Since 
then we have moved twice and I have taken two other bar exams because neither Nevada or Maryland has 
reciprocity. I fully support reciprocity. I think attorneys who move to another state should not be penalized by 
having to sit for multiple bar exams and expenses just because they move.  

• I was originally licensed in Florida in 2003.  Florida reciprocates with no other state due to the enormous influx 
of retirees to the state. This has barred me from the benefit of any reciprocity during my career so I feel very 
strongly about this issue. Throughout my career I lived and worked in 4 different states.  My moves across 
state lines were all due solely to my husband's military/career moves.  I have had to sit for exams in 2 of those 
states and am awaiting admission by motion to the third.  When I moved to Nevada due to my husband's 
military relocation - I was just shy of my fifth year as an attorney. After moving I was forced to wait until the 
next bar exam was offered, I then had to sit for the entire 3 day exam, then wait until the next MPRE was 
offered, take that as well, and await my results all before I was allowed to work as an attorney in Nevada. 
Reciprocity would have been highly beneficial as I was an experienced attorney who was forced to move 
across state lines and subsequently had to put my career on hold for basically a year before I could work again 
as an attorney. I had to do the same when my husband's job later took us to Colorado because although 
Colorado does reciprocate with other states it only does so with states that reciprocate with Colorado ... 
neither Florida nor Nevada do so I was forced to wait for that state's next exam, take the two day test and 
await results before I could work as an attorney in Colorado.  Reciprocity can and should be allowed for 
experienced attorneys with no disciplinary actions.  If you want to consider exam scores, number of attorneys 
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relocating, years of experience, etc. that would be fine but to bar reciprocity outright or limit it to certain 
states seems unfair to me purely based on my personal experience.  

• I wholly support reciprocity. We saw a shift in the practice when New York and DC adopted the UBE. I think it 
will benefit the state, the growth of the legal industry, the number of barred attorneys, and be an overall 
benefit to clients.  

• I wish there was a requirement for attorneys receiving reciprocity in our state to take a pro bono case within a 
x-number of years to being admitted to Nevada and/or required to donate money to a pro bono fund.   

• I would grant it to attorneys regardless of state reciprocity.  
• I would like this adopted as soon as possible.  I would like to retire eventually to another state, and currently I 

would be faced with another bar exam even to do part-time work.  I would LOVE for reciprocity to be granted.  
• I would like to be able to motion for admission in other states. 
• I would like to see full transparency by the Board of Governors on these proposals, including publication of 

these survey results, advance publication of written proposals to the membership, broad notice and comment 
periods, public hearings, etc., and possibly submission of the matters to a vote of the membership, before any 
final proposals are submitted to the Nevada Supreme Court for consideration on its Administrative Docket. 

• I would like to see military spouse attorneys granted reciprocity through an expedited process. 
• I would like to see military spouses and in-house attorneys be granted reciprocity based on their position. for 

other attorneys, I would be supportive of a years of practice requirement or state-specific test before being 
admitted. 

• I would like to see some support/training available for those with a multi-jurisdictional practice, even if it's just 
CLE. Trying to figure out what you can & can't do as a NV-licensed attorney who lives elsewhere, and where to 
find the information you need, can be daunting. 

• I would only support reciprocity for states that grant Nevada licensed attorneys reciprocity.  If they don't let 
Nevada lawyers practice in their state, then we should not let them practice here. 

• I would very much like to see Nevada grant reciprocity to other states if they will grant reciprocity to Nevada.  I 
do not want Nevada to grant reciprocity to any other states that do not grant it toward Nevada, and the 
requirements should be reciprocal. 

• If Nevada does limited or full reciprocity, then I would like to see Nevada lawyers be benefitted in other 
jurisdictions, especially in neighboring states such as California.  

• If you give reciprocity, you will get it from other states.   
• I'm a 33 year old attorney with 8 years of experience. I'm licensed in California, Nevada, and Illinois, and its 

always a huge expense and hassle to get licensed in another jurisdiction. If you can pass the standard bar, you 
should be able to practice in multiple jurisdictions.  

• I'm a huge fan of open markets as the best way to serve the public.  I'd love to see giving reciprocity to states 
who return it to us.  (It's not "reciprocity" if we do not receive the same rights to practice in other states.)   

• Improved reciprocity will increase market competition, lower client costs, improve availability of 
representation, improve access to courts, further the public interest  

• In an era of the internet and rampant social media exposure, the ability to practice across state lines, without 
the necessity of taking numerous bar exams, is necessary for any Nevada attorney with a national client.  
National clients want their attorneys to be able to provide representation of a similar nature in various 
localities.  Limiting an attorney to a single state limits their ability to compete. Absent massive evidence of 
ethical missteps from those admitted through reciprocity, the future will require opening the market place to 
more competitors.  The addition of qualified competition will improve the level of advocacy and allow the 
members of the Nevada Bar to better serve the public. 

• In my practice area (regulatory), there are already a number of out of state attorneys practicing in Nevada. 
Reciprocity will allow the State Bar to better regulate these attorneys. 

• In the modern era, lack of reciprocity is holding back the legal field and is a drag on many attorneys. With 
communication and transportation what it is, not being able to practice in other jurisdictions can restrict 
Nevada attorneys.  

• In the near future I anticipate moving to a state (Colorado) that I believe supports reciprocity with other states 
that extend reciprocity. It would be a blessing to have the freedom and ability to practice law in another 
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jurisdiction without having to go through the time and expense associated with taking and preparing for the 
bar exam. Thank you for considering reciprocity with other states. 

• In this day and age, it is time to remove these barriers.  
• In this modern age of nationwide mobility of clients and attorneys, reciprocity is long overdue.   
• In this world and this economy, attorneys should be free to practice and to move their practices easily, as 

physicians do. As long as an attorney has passed the bar, is in good standing, and can pass character and 
fitness, s/he should be able to practice freely. Bar exams do not test fitness to practice, especially after one 
has been practicing for a period of years. 

• Information is more widely available in current times than in the past. Applicants can be thoroughly 
investigated. Reciprocity may make better representation available to Nevada citizens, since a small 
jurisdiction may not have as many nonconflicted attorneys available.  

• Issues with disciplinary actions, ect, have not been a concern with the UBE exam. Further, the exam enables 
talented new attorneys to consider the state. The current rules and lack of reciprocity discourage these new 
attorneys from considering Nevada firms. Adoption of the UBE should also be considered alongside 
reciprocity. 

• It is about time!!!! 
• It is important that the years of education to obtain a law degree and the years of practice be considered as 

justifying ability to select the jurisdiction desired as a residence. Thanks for asking. 
• It is moronic to not have reciprocity here in NV 
• It is not useful to continue thinking of our profession as a guild or a cartel.Members of the general public 

should be able to decide for themselves whom they wish to represent them, without having to go through the 
arcane pro hac vice procedure. To practice here would be to submit one's self to discipline, but beyond that 
reciprocity is a good step into the future for Nevada. 

• It seems ridiculous that states treat others as if they were from another country; there should be unhindered 
freedom to relocate.  

• It was a huge burden for me to move states and take a new bar exam, due to the fact that no state (at least at 
the time) would give me reciprocity since Nevada doesn't grant it. My career path has also been limited by 
other states, such as California, that don't allow it. At least CA has an attorney's exam. I am honored to be a 
member of the Nevada bar, but after 5-7 years of practice, I find the requirement of taking the bar to be 
unduly burdensome. I'm not at all worried about lawyers not knowing Nevada specific laws. Lawyers are 
primed to research and learn. My main area of practice for years wasn't even on the bar exam. It's just not a 
fair representation of ability once an attorney has been ethically, and continuously, practicing law for 5+ years.  

• It we want to attract existing businesses to expand to Nevada, reciprocity will only help in that goal.  
• It's terrific the Board of Governors is considering entering the arena of legal reciprocity. This presents a 

fantastic opportunity for individual attorneys, although reciprocity is typically looked through the lens of 
global or national firms seeking to supplant local attorneys.  The trade-off of more mobility, particularly 
greater opportunity, is worth any potential encroachment by global or national firms. I myself have become 
very fond of the state of Florida through my travels (a state that has no significant reciprocity) and realize I'll 
never have the time between work and relationship commitments to study to take an entire bar exam in order 
to practice in Florida as that state requires.  Frankly, in 2019 that is ridiculous. I hope that Nevada joins other 
states that provide greater opportunity for out of state attorneys to (at the most) take a more limited 
examination (i.e., ethics and state specific) or allow admission by motion. Judging this survey, I think the Board 
is looking at the right requirements. Thank you for considering this issue.   

• It's time and consistent with the modern trend and supportive of our ever increasingly connected world. 
• Law firms are businesses that always seeking the best and brightest attorneys to service clients.  The best 

attorneys are not always available from current licensed attorneys. Thus, limiting the pool of available 
employees.  In addition, there are certain practices in specific areas of law that Nevada has no or few 
attorneys capable to service client in these areas of law.   Not having reciprocity also limits Nevada attorneys 
careers by not being able to move to other state to advance their careers.        

• Law is no longer a profession.  It is a business and has been for over 45+ years.   It's time to recognize this fact 
and free this business from artificial restrictions. 
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• Most important for neighboring states because of the flow of people and commerce between local states. Ex: 
criminal defendants who live in CA but commit a crime in Las Vegas, then have probation transferred back 
home to CA. Ex: Businesses that conduct business throughout the Southwest and need full range of support 
such as workers' comp defense, torts, and transactional defense.  

• My comment is related to reciprocity, but concerns those licensed in NV, but not practicing in NV. The current 
rules require a NV licensed attorney who does not have an office in NV to have local counsel. This is very 
burdensome to the NV licensed attorney and there is hardly a benefit to the client to use that out of state NV 
licensed attorney, rather than finding someone in the state. If reciprocity is granted, consideration would need 
to be made as to whether those attorneys with reciprocal rights should have to find local counsel, just like an 
NV licensed attorney or not. As an out of state NV licensed (passed NV bar), I would prefer getting rid of the 
requirement for local counsel so that I can serve my clients better should they need assistance in NV without 
having to find local counsel. The current requirement is pretty burdensome and costly to the client.  

• My only comment is that I think reciprocity is a great thing, as it will allow attorneys already licensed in 
Nevada to expand their practices.   

• N/A 
• Nevada has some of the most pro-business rules and policies for corporate entities seeking to register in the 

state and locate here, yet the bar rules are not in step.  Reciprocity, especially regionally, would be a step in 
the right direction and lead to an increase in the volume of legal business in the state. 

• Nevada is in a lonely minority on this because it remains one of the only states to foolishly hold on to the idea 
that reciprocity is bad for the people of Nevada. The truth is Nevada's restrictive bar admission policies are 
more about protecting the craft and limiting competition than protecting the legal consumer. Competition is 
health and will only benefit the citizens of Nevada with more efficient and affordable legal representation.  

• Nevada is my second bar.  I've been admitted since 2002, having taken the bar examination, just like I did in 
California back in 1983.  Over the past 15+ years I have had a substantial practice in Nevada, but I live in 
California and my office is there (my firm formerly had a Nevada office, but does not presently).  The cases I 
handle are ones which few Nevada resident attorneys have the experience to handle (very complex insurer-
side insurance coverage disputes).  Frankly, reciprocity serves the public - Nevada lawyers would benefit if 
they get to use their skills for their Nevada clients out of state and the public benefits because the diversity of 
skills available to litigants in Nevada will be greater - there are great lawyers in Nevada, but relatively few for 
the size of the market.  Plus, there is a real risk of home-towning in Nevada, especially in Clark County, so to 
be successful an out of state attorney must embrace the market and community to competently represent his 
or her clients.  

• Nevada needs to come out of the stone ages.  I have practiced as a licensed Nevada attorney, and only 
licensed in Nevada, for 25 years.  I have clients I cannot represent in other jurisdictions.  They select me to be 
their lawyer, yet I cannot because Nevada is not reciprocal with any other state.  Time to move into line with 
the overwhelming majority of jurisdictions that allow reciprocity. 

• Nevada's lack of reciprocity is an absurd anachronism.  We have ONE law school in the state.  The notion that 
we can effectively serve our rapidly growing communities with "home grown" lawyers is simply misguided.  
Modern lawyers can obtain the necessary understanding of local rules and regulations in short order and with 
little difficulty.  If you've been a lawyer in another state for 8-10 years, you're good to practice in Nevada.  If 
we start making it easier for lawyers to come here, we WILL get better lawyers.  As an employer, it is FAR too 
difficult to recruit talented transactional attorneys when most Boyd graduates aspire to be tort lawyers.  
PLEASE GET THIS DONE.  It's WAY past time, and we can FINALLY get out in front of California on something. 

• No 
• No 
• no 
• No  
• No reciprocity for states west of Mississippi River except Illinois and Hawaii.  
• No reciprocity is just a tool to suppress competition. It takes a lot of ignorance to think that a lawyer licensed 

in another state needs to take the NV bar exam to prove his/her competency. 
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• No reciprocity to lawyers from states that do not give reciprocity to Nevada.  I like the idea of a shortened bar 
exam designed just for lawyers seeking reciprocity.  Those seeking reciprocity should have a minimum of 5 
years of full time practice as a lawyer prior to seeking reciprocity.  

• No. 
• No. 
• Not at this point 
• NV should have reciprocity with states that have reciprocity with NV only.  It should be EXPENSIVE to apply for 

reciprocity ($5k?) so it's available but not taken lightly. 
• Offering no reciprocity at all and moving to the UBE seem to be the two bookends in terms of options, with a 

number of possibilities in the middle that the bar should seriously consider. 
• Only if the home state grants reciprocity 
• Only support if reciprocal with other states. 
• Other states have had reciprocity for years, it makes sense and is more efficient for Nevada to have reciprocity 

as well.  
• People move for jobs, family, and a variety of other reasons. Having to take the Nevada Bar Exam when one 

has been a practicing attorney for many years in another state is a significant factor to those wanting to move 
to Nevada. If the attorney is in good standing, and has practiced in another state for the previous 5 years or 
more, they should be deemed to have enough experience to practice in Nevada. Having to pass a multiple 
choice test on areas of law not relevant to their practice has no bearing on if they are a "good lawyer." I do not 
believe just because one passes another state bar that they should automatically be able to waive in to 
Nevada, but if they can demonstrate they have sufficient work experience, that should be considered.  

• Please adopt reciprocity. This is a very good thing for the profession and the global world that we now live in.  
• Please consider adopting the Universal Bar Exam- it just makes sense.   
• Please let Nevada cooperate with other states regarding reciprocity. 
• Practice area specific admission should be considered. 
• Practice areas seem imperative to this analysis; practice areas such as mine (IP) that are primarily federal seem 

better suited to reciprocity than family law, realty or trusts and estates, which are state-law-based practice 
areas. 

• Presently, California has the USA's hardest Bar Exam - - & the lowest Bar Passage rate in the USA.  I think 
Nevada is in the Top 5 in terms of difficulty and passage rates.  It's always struck me as odd that a California 
lawyer who passed the nation's hardest bar exam can't get reciprocity in another tough state like Nevada.  The 
only potential unfairness I see is a law school graduate deliberately going to a state with the highest bar 
passage rates and an easier bar (e.g. South Dakota) and then getting reciprocity in a state where the bar exam 
is MUCH harder, e.g. California or Nevada.  But WHO in their right mind would deliberately take up residence 
in an "easy Bar" jurisdiction and learn THAT state's law just to get their "easy bar" license and then move 
elsewhere?   However, if that WERE a legitimate concern, I see nothing wrong with creating some rule or 
exception to reciprocity that would require a shopper for the easiest bar exam who passed the easiest bar 
exam to have ONE or TWO years of practice in the "easier" state before seeking reciprocity here.  Indeed, so 
long as that requirement was not in excess of 2 years, I could see that requirement as a pre-condition to 
applying for reciprocity regardless of where they took their original Bar exam. 

• Reciprocal admission could be a very valuable addition to the legal community. Many people in Nevada, 
particularly in Las Vegas, are transient. Attorneys who want to move here can bring skills and experience that 
could benefit the community. Attorneys who are admitted here but want/need to practice elsewhere could 
obtain reciprocal admission in another state without having to take focus away from their practice to prepare 
for and take another bar exam.  

• Reciprocity goes both ways.  By having no reciprocity it hinders Nevada licensed attorneys to practice across 
state lines. And, the hindrance might effect the older more experienced attorneys more than the younger less 
experienced ones.  The old guys, the 20+ years experience guys, arguable some of our State's best attorneys 
might be less likely to pass a bar exam in another state than the newer attorneys, although more likely to do a 
better job practicing law.  Practicing law and studying for an exam, and passing an exam, or different 
challenges. Before I came to Nevada, I passed the bar exam in both New York and New Jersey.  But, that didn't 
make me a good lawyer.  That meant that at the time I had adequate time to study and was capable of 
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focusing on exam questions.  But, to tell you the truth, now nearly 58 years old, I'd be very concerned about 
my ability to pass a bar exam.  Thus, some young prospect, maybe just out of school, could gain entrance into 
a jurisdiction but the experience attorney could be denied based upon failing a test.  As the State Bar is well 
aware, there are a lot of attorneys that once practicing, never stray from one practice area.  Personal Injury 
attorneys, whether for Plaintiffs or Defendants, Criminal attorneys, Family Law attorneys, some of the best 
attorneys in our State are known for just one practice area. Thus, 15 years later, 20, 25, 30 years later, 
mastering a bar exam that includes multiple different practice areas might have little to do with their ability to 
be a great attorney and "only" to do with their inability to pass a test.  And, that inability might also be the 
cause of "not enough time to study" even if they mental capacity to pass the test given more free time.  

• Reciprocity is a good idea but only if the state allows it to all Nevada attorneys. Another thought for states 
such as Delaware which do not allow reciprocity is to allow is only for the purposes of appearing in Federal 
Court. 60% of Fed District courts require admission in the state court before they can practice in the federal 
court even when the attorney is admitted to the US Supreme Court and Court of Appeal for the District. This 
limited reciprocity would allow practice in Fed Ct. 

• Reciprocity is an idea whose time has come. 
• Reciprocity is an issue of national concern. State-specific licensing creates numerous problems for attorneys, 

clients, and the general public. It prevents attorneys from moving between states, which is problematic given 
the rapid mobility of the modern workforce. It forces clients to engage numerous local firms for no other 
purpose than "being local counsel." It also prevents national organizations from providing pro bono and other 
low-cost services to under-served communities. 
 
Further, all the concerns regarding reciprocity (e.g., familiarity with local rules, experience with local judges, 
etc.) are no longer relevant. Online access to all of this information mitigates the risk of disciplinary issues and 
the market value of local attorneys with greater experience will insulate the existing legal market. Indeed, the 
only reason left to oppose reciprocity is to prevent "outsiders" from competing. If anything, needlessly limiting 
the available pool of legal talent harms Nevada consumers by preventing them from engaging qualified, 
experienced, and cost-effective attorneys. Even as an attorney who has professionally benefited from 
Nevada's historical opposition to reciprocity, I must concede the current system does little, if anything, to 
protect the profession or provide better service to clients. 

• Reciprocity is generally beneficial to lawyers and clients. I strongly support reciprocity with any state that 
grants reciprocity to Nevada in return and I think even unlimited reciprocity with all other states would have 
more benefits than drawbacks.  

• Reciprocity is generally very user-friendly; it allows clients to more easily afford competent representation by 
only hiring one lawyer when they might otherwise have to hire two or more.  Many clients have strong ties to 
more than just Nevada, and have legal matters pending in Nevada and in neighboring states or even across the 
country.  For example, I have children living in three different states, and friends who've noved from Nevada 
to many states.  If I could represent them in small legal matters in those states because Nevada had reciprocity 
with those states, that would be beneficial to them and to the overall system of justice as well.  Similarly, if 
they lived out of state and moved to Nevada, it would be beneficial to all to be able to use the lawyer they had 
a relationship elsewhere for matters within that lawyer's expertise here in Nevada. 

• Reciprocity is good for the entire practice of law. The more lawyers, the merrier. Protectionism just 
encourages sloppy and lazy lawyering. If someone is smart enough to pass the bar in another state, they are 
smart enough to learn the laws of a new state well enough to practice there. With more lawyers around it 
means more competition that forces lawyers to be better and smarter. The ultimate winners are members of 
the public who don't benefit from a protected industry that doesn't allow for competition.  

• Reciprocity is long overdue. It will greatly increase the level of competence in Nevada.  
• Reciprocity is, or should be, a two way street and will open avenue for Nevada Attorney's  who may want to 

relocate, or who may have to relocate for whatever reason. That fact should be considered in the decision. 
• Reciprocity may, of course, increase the competition lawyers face for clients, but competition is a good thing. 

It will both improve the quality of legal services offered to clients, and will help keep the price of legal services 
in check.   
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• Reciprocity not only opens our borders to opportunity from attorneys outside Nevada, but, more importantly, 
it opens opportunity for Nevada attorneys - particularly for the ability to practice in nearby states. The more 
available we make it, the more available it will be to our attorneys. We should certainly ensure that those 
coming in on reciprocity are experienced, and of good moral standing. I don't think tests are necessary to 
show that, but I think it's better to look at the attorney's background and ensure that they are in good 
standing in every other jurisdiction they are licensed to practice, and that they have practiced for four years or 
more. Particulars about Nevada law can and will be learned quickly while working in Nevada. Even Nevada 
attorneys who have taken the Nevada bar exam still continue to learn the law while working. I don't think I 
speak for myself when I say I seldom use in practice any of the law tested on the Nevada bar exam. Now that 
Nevada has updated its rules of civil procedure to more closely match the federal rules, it is much easier for an 
out-of-state attorney to come up to speed on Nevada procedure. As a final statement I think those against 
reciprocity are mostly against it in order to block competition, but in blocking reciprocity, we are also stifling 
opportunity. 

• Reciprocity opens up more doors for Nevada lawyers, too. It helps us move about and move into professional 
roles that are currently foreclosed to us because we do not offer reciprocity. For those concerned about the 
California lawyers taking over Nevada, we already have plenty of dually qualified attorneys. The only 
difference is allowing persons to practice who do not meet the standards Nevada has set, that should be 
evaluated (i.e. practicing without a law degree as is sometimes permitted in California). Otherwise, it is a 
beneficial system. 

• Reciprocity should be limited to states that allow reciprocity with Nevada  
• Reciprocity should have been available in Nevada years ago. Reciprocity will benefit Nevada lawyers who wish 

to be admitted in  many other states by motion but presently can not because of Nevada's failure to offer 
reciprocity to attorneys from other states..  

• Reciprocity should have happened years ago! 
• Reciprocity should only be granted to those attorneys licensed in states with reciprocal rules. e.g. if New 

Mexico allows Nevada attorneys admission by motion, then Nevada should have those same rules for New 
Mexico attorneys. 

• Reciprocity with states that grant Nevada attorneys the ability to practice in the other jurisdiction will better 
our ability to serve our clients in that they will have the ability to utilize a single attorney for their needs.  The 
pro hac vice measure only adds cost without any real benefit to the protection of the clientele.  

• Reciprocity would be greatly welcomed. I work across three states - Nevada, California, and Arizona, and due 
to the lack of reciprocity had to take three bar exams in succession. Arizona allows more reciprocity, but 
requires both a state-law supplemental course for anyone that did not go to law school in the state as well as 
a state-specific professionalism and ethics course. I think that is a useful way to provide cross-jurisdictional 
attorneys with flexibility while still ensuring competency standards.  

• Reciprocity would help address the growing demand for legal assistance, especially among lower income 
individuals.  

• See comments above. 
• Since our biggest population centers are relatively close to the state line (Reno, Vegas, Elko), I think it would 

be beneficial to prioritize establishing reciprocity policies with our neighboring states. 
• Stop the protectionism and xenophobia and let the market control who practices where.  The rules vary more 

by court or judge than by jurisdiction.  Do we really need blue paper backing with electronic filing.  By keeping 
out competition the bar discourages specialization because you don’t have a large enough client base to do 
patent work in ELKO.  But you do have economies of a better working and family life and with ECF, you don’t 
need to be in silicone valley to do IP law.  

• Support reciprocity for states that will give reciprocity to Nevada only would support reciprocal reciprocity  
• Texas has a rule that you must have active practice (like ability to show employment not just paying active bar 

fees) in another state 5 out of the last 7 years to be granted reciprocity (or it might be 3 out of the last 5 - but 
there is a number of years like this).  I urge the Board of Governors, if they are allowing reciprocity, NOT to do 
anything similar in Nevada.  A number of years working is good but a high number of employment years within 
the past certain-number of years is not.  This rule discriminates against women, who are much more likely to 
have a break in employment in practice of law when they have children - it seems to limit any woman in her 
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30s or 40s who has taken more than two years off from mobility to practice in a new state, to come into 
Nevada, even if she may have been an excellent attorney in another state for several years prior to a 
temporary gap in employment/practice.     

• The benefit of reciprocity to the outweighs any negative.  Reciprocity should also be available to graduates 
who have passed the bar. For the first few years, you could always place additional CLE requirements on those 
waiving in.   

• The fact that Nevada does not currently have reciprocity with other states is an outrage and a blight on our 
legal community. Are we so conceited we think our lawyers are better than those of other states? Currently 
we spend so much time, effort, and money to be licensed in a single state with extraordinarily limited job 
opportunities. This is far too long coming. Make the right decision.  

• The fact that Nevada does not have reciprocity with any other state makes it impossible for Nevada Attorneys 
to practice in other states that require reciprocity. I have been in the military for over 20 years and now 
cannot practice in most other states without taking a bar exam. 

• The fact that Nevada has no mechanism whatsoever for reciprocity has always struck me as manifestly silly, 
isolationist, and backwards-thinking, especially in today's increasingly connected and digital world.  I have 
never heard an argument in favor of not allowing any reciprocity that struck me as having any legitimate 
merit.  The fact that virtually all other states allow it in some form or another speaks to the fact that it can be 
done, and done in a manner that will not be to the detriment of Nevada's legal community.   
 
While I think that certain minimum requirements make sense (having graduated from an ABA law school, 
passed the MPRE, and perhaps having practiced for a certain number of years in another state), I cannot 
emphasize enough how strongly I support the allowance of reciprocity in some form. 

• The fact that Nevada has no reciprocity reflects very poorly on Nevada.  The same good old boys who opposed 
Nevada having a law school are the same good old boys who oppose reciprocity.  Let's have a system where 
the public chooses their attorneys based on merit and not the good old boys club. 

• The general quality of the attorneys admitted in a foreign state that are seeking admission to Nevada's bar. 
• The lack of reciprocity limits attorneys' ability to practice law in other jurisdictions. As a result, attorneys are 

limited to taking contract legal work, often paying an extremely low hourly rate. Attorneys are suffering 
financial as a result of the lack of reciprocity between jurisdictions. I encourage the Board of Governors to 
allow reciprocity between Nevada and all fifty states.  

• The legal profession is changing and we should be prepared as a Bar to address the mobile nature of those 
changes so that we can attract the best talent to our community, to our firms, to our practices, and to 
represent our citizens. 

• The national trend is leaning towards reciprocity (UBE). Joining this movement would provide Nevada lawyers 
with enhanced career opportunities that, as of now, are beyond our reach. Notwithstanding any concerns 
about lawyers from other states practicing in Nevada, lawyers in our own state should not be denied the 
opportunity to participate in the UBE system moving forward. 

• The only other concern I have is that I don't want people taking s bar in another state that is an easier bar, and 
then moving here, to avoid taking our bar.  That is why I support a requirement for a certain number of year in 
practice before granting reciprocity.  

• The states given reciprocity in NV should also give reciprocity to NV attorneys in their states.  
• The time has come for reciprocity.  Nevada has disadvantaged its own attorneys without any benefit.  The 

reality of modern practice is that attorneys need flexibility and mobility.  The idea that attorneys will spend an 
entire career practicing in just one location is outdated.  Further, the technology now available enables 
attorneys to easily practice from remote locations, serving multiple jurisdictions.  The Nevada State Bar needs 
to keep up with the changes in the profession.   

• The uniform practice of law and the need for more experienced lawyers aware of the many many similarities 
of state law, plus the wide availability of law on line for understanding the unique vagaries of some state law, 
increases the benefits of reciprocity. It prevents isolation, and the use of it for making sure that state lawyers 
are able to maintain a form of protective monopolies. It allows for a a progressive mixing of legal ideas and 
increases the richness of practice. It will protect clients expenses and the right of representation across state 
lines. So much of the law is national and international that it makes little sense to artificially restrict the 
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practice of law by state lines. However there must be an ability to discipline all lawyers that are granted 
reciprocity and perhaps a preliminary but thorough background check for all those who seek reciprocity and at 
their expense.  

• There are so many "carpetbaggers", i.e. out of state firms opening offices in NV, the current lack of reciprocity 
hasn't seemed to slow them down.  I believe that those wanting to do business in our state will find a way to 
do it somehow.  I am hoping that market forces will winnow out the subpar attorneys seeking to service NV 
residents. 
 
I am more enamored with the idea of allowing us to do business for Utah (AZ, CA) and other clients who also 
have contacts in NV.  I'd appreciate the ability to incorporate my services for others out of state. 
 
In my particular field, estate planning, very few of the issues are state driven, but rather federal tax and other 
laws.  I could easily service the needs of extended family members of my NV clients and others with contacts 
in NV without having to send them to other, possibly less-experienced or less-capable attorneys. 
 
Further, NV has some of the best asset protection laws in the country and I'd love to be able to market these 
to out of staters. 
 
For me, reciprocity would clearly not limit my work, but would greatly expand it. 

• There should be a hybrid process of reciprocity and admission on motion depending on the sending state and 
applicant. If a state grants Nevada attorneys unconditional admission, Nevada should do the same. However 
for the rest of the states, it should be evaluated for admission on motion based on applicant experience, 
qualifications and training/testing of that particular person which was conducted upon their initial licensing. 

• There should be no reciprocity with states that have non ABA accredited law schools. 
• This has a large benefit to government entities.  Despite the recent Franchise Bd v Hyatt decision, government 

bodies are frequently sued out of state and having attorneys that can admit by motion into other states will 
ultimately save a significant amount of money on pro hac vice fees. 

• This is BS. WHat the Bar needs to do is get rid of the barrier of non-ABA approved law schools. Some schmoe 
from Boyd, who graduates last-in-class can take the Bar, but a stellar student and possibly great attorney who 
Clerks for the Supreme Court and graduated #1 in her class can't sit for the Bar? Hypocritical. That means that 
if that same Clerk gets admitted in CA, NV will NOW "reciprocate"? Garbage.Might as well dump the 
'functional equivalency" committee and just advise everybody to "find the easiest state to get admitted from, 
then we'll reciprocate. Hey, we just need the due$" 

• This is long overdue.  
• This is so necessary to promote the practice of law in this state.  We need to open our doors up while 

maintaining high standards and professionalism.  There is much to benefit our legal world by inviting others 
with experience and expertise to practice here without an overly onerous bar to entry.  I have personally had 
to take a state bar exam three times to get a license in Nevada, Indiana and Michigan.  I had to move due to 
my spouse’s job relocation.  Frankly, the exams are very similar and it’s a huge investment of time and money 
for a lawyer to make, interrupting their ability to earn a living when they have previously completed the 
competency requirements.  I’m comfortable with a state specific exam that isn’t super difficult but whose goal 
is to highlight the uniqueness of Nevada law and flag that so new attorneys are aware of this and do not 
commit malpractice.  I hope you will consider this. 

• This is way overdue.  I've been practicing in Nevada for over 20 years and have to take the bar if I want to 
handle a matter in St. George, Utah for example which is actually closer to drive for Las Vegas than Salt Lake.  
Same thing for parts of Arizona.   

• This will make life easier for attorneys in the state who practice for regional and national firms to advance in 
their practice.  

• Though I do not anticipate ever giving up my Nevada license, it is very limiting to my career prospects to not 
have any reciprocity in Nevada.   

• Time for broad reciprocity is NOW, IMHO!   Thank you. 
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• We don't want our reciprocity requirements to require older, experienced attorneys who were not required to 
take an exam (e.g. a multi-state exam) that was not offered or require them to take an new exam because it 
has been too long since they originally passed the bar.  Years of experience should count more than passing an 
exam. 

• We need it.  This old tired argument that we will be invaded is just garbage.  We are more likely to invade 
them then out of state invading Nevada.  Also with the advent of terrible schools and in many cases down 
economic times here in Nevada it would allow current attorneys to move without taking a bar exam again or 
expand the client base out of state.  California is not going to budge which is fine but there is no reason why 
Arizona, Idaho Washington and Oregon don't have reciprocity with us.  It has been a stain on our state for 
sometime created solely by vanity and an old guard of lawyers who have been out of touch with reality for 
some time.  Its time and we are losing good young lawyers in this state because they go to out of state law 
schools (because UNLV is still considered a joke of a law school) and take the bar in the other state first and 
get a job and have no reason to come home again because our bar association won't grant reciprocity.  
Further the entire argument of out of state lawyers being unethical is a joke.  We have our own clowns we 
don't punish and allow the unethical federal defenders to not be licensed per supreme court rules as well as 
taking limited license people in the rural areas because we are desperate.  IT IS TIME.  Further the board needs 
to quit catering to large law firms for opinions.  They need to talk to everyone and not just people with money 
who have the ability to take an entire week off to politic at the state bar meeting.   

• We should consider what’s best for clients and the public and I think that means reciprocity to attract and 
allow experienced practitioners from elsewhere to serve here. 

• We should have reciprocity with AT MINIMUM California.   
• We should make it easier for smart lawyers to move to Nevada without having to take another bar exam if 

they are licensed someplace else and have experience. When I moved here I had to take the bar exam again, 
even though I had been practicing law for several years. I passed, but it was still a frustrating experience. It's 
hard to recruit experienced attorneys to come live and work here if there is no way for them to waive in.  
 
Arizona and Washington both allow attorneys to waive in after they have been a lawyer for several years. I do 
not think that adoption of the uniform bar is necessary. Allowing an experienced lawyer who wants to live and 
work here to waive in would help attract talent and make Nevada better.  

• Which court rules on such a motion? Rubber stamp? Or is there a test for veracity? 
• Which states are willing to allow NV attorneys reciprocity. It should go both ways.  
• Wholeheartedly support. We need this in Nevada. 
• With the way Nevada is populated it only makes sense for us to have reciprocity.   
• Would like to see reciprocity expanded with other states, particularly for attorneys in good standing with say 

15-20 years of experience here in Nevada  
• Yes. I am available at 330-322-3917 (Cristina Olson - inactive license in NV) and do not mind sharing my 

experiences. I am a military spouse and am so grateful that the Nevada Supreme Court made an 
accommodation for military spouses. I firmly believe that reciprocity will improve diversity (including women) 
in the legal profession. Also, my experience is that the practice of hiring local counsel in another state 
increases the potential for communication errors between/among counsel. Finally, I assume that there will be 
some resistance to reciprocity with Louisiana attorneys. I am licensed (but inactive) in Louisiana and can 
assure you that I do not get confused when practicing civil law. Thank you for the invitation to take this survey. 

• You are probably asking the wrong fellow.  It was good to see Kim Farmer in Butte this weekend at the 
Jackrabbit Bar.  She is about my only contact with the practice of law in Nevada.   
 
It seems to me that before you think about reciprocity you should give us who took the bar and paid full dues 
the unhindered right to practice in the state without associating with local counsel. 
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Comments for those who answered “Maybe” to the question “Generally, are you in favor of reciprocity in 
Nevada.” 

• 5 years of public practice or private practice  
• a possible mini bar exam in legal areas where attorney would be practicing. 
• admission by examination should be the general rule with admission by motion an exception 
• As a practitioner in Washoe County, it is not uncommon to have lawyers who primarily practice in Clark 

County enter courtrooms citing inapplicable local rules from Clark County.  I have significant concerns about 
out-of-state attorneys having sufficient knowledge of Nevada law and procedural practice.  The only 
advantage I see to reciprocity is that it would open more doors for Nevada attorneys to practice in other 
jurisdictions. 

• As one who has taken multiple bar exams, familiarity with the bar, the bench, the rules and the impact on 
local bar are all considerations.   The biggest fear is the invasion of out of state attorneys who have no 
knowledge of and no desire to know the rules, the courts, and ultimately only serve to act for clients and not 
further the advancement of the local bar.  Further consideration of the ability of the bench to actively manage 
and oversee reciprocal admissions should be included.  

• As with all attorneys who are licensed in the State of Nevada, we worked very hard to pass the bar exam and 
comply with the strict rules required by the state.  It would be an injustice to simply allow other attorneys to 
practice in Nevada without the same requirements demanded of them.   

• Attorneys admitted via reciprocity should have some fundamental understanding of gaming law.  They might 
be required to attend the annual CLE in November. 

• Attorneys applying for reciprocity should have no Bar Letters of Reprimand or public notice or any issues of 
that kind in states where they are admitted. 

• Be careful to not open flood gates.  Nevadans do not lack for legal representation. 
• Being admitted in 4 states (all by taking the bar exam) and practicing with lawyers admitted by reciprocity, I 

would like procedures in place to assure that anyone admitted by reciprocity be obligated to demonstrate an 
understanding of NV law in their respective practice areas. 

• Care should be taken on reciprocity.  If it is done incorrectly, it could be disastrous.  Being admitted to practice 
in Nevada is an honor and any potential rules on reciprocity should ensure that it continues to be an honor.  

• Clarity on true reciprocity (states A and B admit lawyers licensed in each others' states) versus admission by 
motion, also called waiver (lawyer licensed in state A can waive into state B, but not necessarily vice versa).  
The terms are bandied about as if synonymous, but they are different and it should be unambiguous which, if 
either, Nevada is doing when that decision is made.  

• Effects upon local resident lawyers and their business if this is allowed. 
• Examine the existence of any prior disciplinary actions in state already barred. 

Eliminate the pro-hac-vice requirement and adopt retaining local counsel for court appearances.  
Retain character and fitness evaluation. 

• extension of obligations of lawyers practicing in Nevada equal to the rights they are given and jurisdiction of 
Nevada courts and government over out of state lawyers practicing in Nevada and requirement for same CLE--
CLE requirements in many states are much lower than in Nevada 

• Follow the North Dakota and Michigan models. 
• For me personally, I would enjoy the benefit of being able to acquire licenses in states that also offer 

reciprocity. Having said that, I am already licensed in another state (Utah) after successfully taking their FULL 
bar examination. I also see the potential of having a flood of out state lawyers dilute the value of my individual 
license. As a solo, this very much concerns me. The competition is already fierce. I am curious, would 
reciprocity provide an otherwise unfit applicant with a "backdoor" option that otherwise, they would not be 
able to obtain on their own individual merits? Just a few thoughts. 

• Generally not in favor, California attorneys would quickly overwhelm local attorneys in sheer numbers. Also, 
California permits unaccredited law schools to take/pass the bar, this allows extremely unqualified attorneys 
to be licensed.  
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• Generally, I believe it is a bad idea. Our population centers are all bordering California allowing attorney from 
California to flow into Nevada. Additionally, we should not give reciprocity to states that do not return the 
favor. 

• How many other states (and which states) would grant reciprocity to NV licensed lawyers, that do not 
currently grant reciprocity to NV licensed lawyers, if NV granted reciprocity to those states? 

• I am admitted in 4 states (NJ, NY, NV and MI), including one by motion without examination. It is important to 
give attorneys the opportunity of reciprocity if we want to attract good attorneys to the state 

• I am concerned with the possibility, absent stringent conditions for reciprocity, that a perverse incentive may 
be created to seek admission through reciprocity rather than admission through examination leading to an 
overall weakening of the bar.  

• I am for reciprocity as long as Nevada has reciprocity agreements with other states, wherein Nevada Lawyers 
may be admitted on motion in those states as long as they are a Nevada Attorney in good standing.  

• I am licensed in both Utah and Nevada, but live in Utah.  Though licensed in Nevada, I don't have the same 
local counsel privileges in pro hac vice applications that Nevada-resident attorneys have.  That make no sense 
to me.  I sat for the full bar exam in Nevada and passed it.  I don't see how where I live makes me less of a 
Nevada-licensed attorney.  

• I am licensed in California and Nevada (practicing in Reno). The quality of attorneys I see in California is very 
low. I would strongly oppose reciprocity with California because I believe the quality of attorney practicing in 
that state is too low and would not qualify to practice in Nevada if they were required to go the traditional 
route. I don't have this problem with other states, such as Arizona and Oregon, that have a higher threshold 
for admitting attorneys to their own bar. 

• I am torn on the issue, but I am also not impacted by it because I do not want to move out of state.  However, 
I have Nevada native friends that went to school in California, took the California bar and passed, then started 
working.  They would like to move back to Nevada but taking the bar again would be difficult working full-time 
(which is required because their student loans are astronomical).  They are committed to Nevada and would 
be honest lawyers, so I would like to see them return home without having to go through the process.  

• I believe offering out of state attorneys admission after practicing for 5-10 years at a non-profit or government 
agency would bring talented attorneys to Nevada without watering down the number of practicing attorneys 
in Nevada. 

• I do not believe that the quality of the admissions process is consistent among states.  Nevada has had a 
history of a fairly rigorous qualification and testing process that should be sustained. There has to be a 
compelling reason for general reciprocity as opposed to a reciprocity limited to a set of cases or a particular 
specialty. 

• I don't think Nevada suffers from a deficiency of attorneys. Due to the high bar set for attorneys to be licensed 
here, it seems unfair to allow attorneys who have not met the high bar, to be able to achieve reciprocity. 

• I feel that if another State accepts NV attorneys, we should allow their attorneys also, under the exact same 
standards they allow us, plus, perhaps, a CLE on ethics and Nevada rules and procedures which they would be 
able to take via internet.  Otherwise, our resources will be taxed and overly crowded. 

• I generally support reciprocity only if mutual.    In this internet connected world, multi-state practice just 
makes sense. 

• I generally support reciprocity.  I suggest reciprocity with other states that would likewise grant Nevada 
attorneys reciprocity.  I also suggest requiring prior discipline to be disclosed, with review by State Bar Counsel 
or the disciplinary committees regarding whether the person should be admitted in light of the discipline. 

• I grew up in Nevada, did undergrad in Utah, then law school in Oregon. I started practicing law in Washington, 
but after 6 1/2 years or so, I decided to return to my hometown in Nevada (Mesquite).  It was terribly difficult 
and stressful to come back home, in part because I knew I would need to take another bar exam (something I 
said I would never do).  I work at a multi-jurisdictional practice firm that has offices in Mesquite and St. George 
and went through the reciprocity process with Utah (based on my experience in WA).   
 
I struggle with pinpointing my stance on reciprocity.  It was very difficult when deciding to come home to 
Nevada when I knew I would need to study for and take the bar exam.  The timing of the exam and the 
application timeframes were also really hard because we decided we wanted to move back to NV, but soon 
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realized it would take almost a year to get my license if all went well. This was hard and I'm sure a strong 
deterrent to others contemplating coming to Nevada. Getting licensed in Utah was faster and easier because 
of reciprocity.   
 
I took the NV bar exam in Feb 2016.  All went well--I passed the exam the first time (and it did seem “easier” 
given that I had already taken a bar exam and had practiced as an attorney).  But as I look back and compare 
Utah and Nevada, I admit I felt better prepared to practice in Nevada because I was forced to study for and 
take the Nevada-specific bar exam.  Although very stressful and frustrating, I think I am better off for having 
been required to take the exam.  The thought also comes to mind that I had to do it, so others should too, but 
I don’t think that’s necessarily a good reason to not consider reciprocity.   
 
Conversely, I feel for those wanting to return home to Nevada like me, but that may not do so due to the 
requirement to take the bar exam.  Some of these desiring to return could be a benefit to Nevada 
communities, but they may decide not to come.   
 
Having gone through the reciprocity process in Utah and the bar exam process in Nevada, I'm happy to speak 
with anyone if they want to hear more from someone who has gone through both processes.  I can be reached 
at (509) 949-3220 - Adam Anderson (Bar No. 14342).   

• I had to take a second bar exam when career opportunities took me out of state. There was zero added 
benefit to me in doing this. I gained no extra knowledge or skill. If you are capable of working in one practice 
area or jurisdiction you are capable of adapting to a new practice area or jurisdiction.  The lack of reciprocity 
placed an undue burden on my ability to move freely about the country as life required.   

• I have just noticed a level of gamesmanship and hostility from attorneys coming from other jurisdictions; I feel 
that Nevada attorneys will spend too much time in motion practice educating those counsel at the expense of 
our clients. 

• I have seen too many attorneys from California who do not know our laws and think Nevada should be like 
California.  I would really like to support reciprocity if we could always exclude California. 

• I intentionally did not select any particular states --- because I think it depends on the reciprocity mechanisms 
of the states in question.  If we have reciprocity, it should be according to a uniform set of criteria and with 
states that match up with those criteria. 

• I like the idea of reciprocity that mirrors that of the originating state.  For example an attorney who has been 
licensed and practicing in Colorado would have to meet the requirements Colorado has for attorneys that are 
admitted by motion from Nevada, but an attorney licensed and practicing in Arizona, would have to meet the 
requirements Arizona has for attorneys that are admitted by motion from Nevada.  Nevada's attorneys should 
be able to expect the same courtesy to be admitted by motion to another state that Nevada is offering that 
state's attorneys. 

• I passed the Colorado (where I went to law school) and Nevada (where I clerked and worked for 12 years) Bar 
examinations within three years of graduating from law school, and was studying for the Kansas bar 14 years 
later when I was notified that Kansas was reinstating the reciprocity rule.  I was then admitted to Kansas under 
that rule.  I did not have to take a Kansas-specific course of any sort, although my character and fitness 
application was required, as I recall.  It would have been helpful if I had taken a Kansas-specific course of some 
sort, as there are significant differences in rules and certain practices from state to state.  However, I don't 
think there would have been much point in requiring me to take the MultiState Bar Exam again.  Also, I believe 
it would be useful for all of us to take a professional responsibility exam periodically.  We get CLE hours but 
usually they focus on a handful of rules, and sometimes I believe it would be improving to all of us to review 
the rules as a whole, and also to focus on civility in the profession.  Kansas is my home state.  I would be 
concerned if I still resided in Nevada that reciprocity would result in colonization of Nevada by California and 
Arizona attorneys.  There is much to be said for having attorneys who live in-state and care about the 
development of the law in ways that are important to that state.  If out of state attorneys can skim the cream, 
it can become more difficult for local firms to serve the community.  Local lawyers provide pro bono services 
all the time, and that's an important part of having a license to practice law.  This is a difficult topic.  I've 
benefitted from reciprocity in Kansas but I was moving back to Kansas to stay.  However, I also practice in 
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Colorado, where I no longer live, but in a region that is an extension of the stateline community in which I 
reside.  But I passed the bar fair and square there many years ago.       

• I read that Alaska requires at least three notarized affidavits from employers, clients, associates, or other 
attorneys or judges establishing that the applicant has engaged in the active practice of law for five of the 
seven years preceding the date of application to the Alaska bar. Is a requirement like that under 
consideration?  I also read that Maine started out with reciprocal admission with New Hampshire effective 
1/1/2005, and with Vermont effective 9/5/2006.  Then at the beginning of 2012, the Maine Supreme Judicial 
Court expanded the reciprocal process to permit admission by motion, without taking the Maine bar exam, to 
any attorney admitted to practice law and in good standing in any territory of the USA, or the District of 
Columbia, IF the jurisdiction where the attorney is admitted to practice has a reciprocity rule that allows 
Maine attorneys to be admitted to practice on motion without taking a bar exam under terms similar to 
Maine's rule 11A.  As noted in my other comments, there are many different models. That makes it difficult to 
form opinions based on the general question "what do you think of reciprocity"?  One or more people are 
obviously interested in implementing this in Nevada...so it would be nice to know the names of the advocates. 

• I strongly believe we should only have reciprocity with those states who will accept NV attorneys by motion.  I 
also believe that any out of state attorney seeking admission by motion in NV should be required to spend a 
certain amount of time (hours) with a practicing NV attorney to learn the ropes prior to granting any motion. 

• I strongly oppose reciprocity unless there is a tangible benefit to those of us already licensed here.  We are 
already able to recruit attorneys that are not licensed here for purposes of legal aid or meeting the needs of 
the rurals (limited admission/time for DA and PD). 

• I think California, Florida, and Nevada should create reciprocity rules among the three states, separate from 
other states because these are desirable places to live, work, and raise a family. 

• I think concern for Nevada attorneys, Nevada firms, and Nevada-only business litigation practices should be 
taken into account.  Currently, for example, many firms do a fine business serving as local counsel to larger 
out-of-state firms, particularly in federal court matters (including general jurisdiction and Article I jurisdiction, 
such as bankruptcy).  It is my experience that out-of-state litigants are not always concerned with 
professionalism or local legal climate, as indicated by the tenor or tone of pleadings and litigation conduct.  
Some of this can be mitigated through use of local counsel, which is required for pro hac vice admission.  
However, were there no opportunity to mitigate such conduct through use of local counsel, there is nothing to 
prevent out-of-state counsel from disrupting the rhythm and professionalism of local practice (on a case-by-
case basis) and then retreating to their home state, where the repercussions of such conduct are not felt.  This 
goes to not matters which rise to the level of misconduct or reporting a fellow practitioner to the bar but 
rather the smaller, more subtle, and often out-of-court disputes that counsel are faced with in the course of 
ordinary business litigation.  At least if it is a local practitioner there is a chance you know or went to school 
with someone in their office, or serve on a committee or in a bar association together. So you can try to move 
the case forward even when it is difficult.  Without that option, much of which is provided via the anchor of 
the local counsel association requirement in connection with pro hac vice admission, Nevada practitioners 
would be forced to limit meet and confers to telephone and email, for example. Or deal with disruptive out-of-
state counsel whose conduct is inapt and often unprofessional but does not rise to the level of conduct one 
can bring to the Court's or bar counsel's attention as is not per se admonishable conduct.  I fear greatly that 
opening Nevada's doors to out-of-state practitioners will significantly disrupt the professionalism, decorum, 
and other benefits brought by membership of a bar in a smaller Western state. 

• I think it important to put the reciprocity debate in perspective and consider historical factors such as the 
policy considerations which led to the removal of reciprocity in Nevada and other jurisdictions.  

• I think it is difficult to answer the question of what states should be included on the reciprocity list.  The 
answer to this question would likely take into consideration multiple factors, including (1) investment dollars 
by companies into Nevada from another state; and (2) amount of tourism dollars coming from a particular 
state - to name a few. 

• I think obtaining reciprocity should be challenging and require a high level of experience and demonstrated 
professionalism. I would like to see how we could ensure these factors. 

• I think reciprocity cam be helpful to the state and its citizens but allowing for wholesale admittance will be 
problematic 
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• I took the Nevada bar shortly after I passed the California bar.  Having just passed a bar exam, it was not as 
difficult to study for and pass the Nevada bar.  It was just expensive and time consuming. I do, however, think 
it is important that Nevada lawyers learn Nevada law. I would support some form of reciprocity that requires 
applicants to take the essay portion of the Nevada bar, but allows for transfer of MBE scores.  

• I was licensed to practice in Utah for 5 years before taking the Nevada Bar Exam. It was frustrating to have to 
take it, so I see the benefit of reciprocity. But having just recently taken and passed the exam, I also feel like I 
wasted my time if now reciprocity will be offered.  That being said, overall I would support reciprocity.  

• I was previously licensed in Oklahoma and then later Nevada and then even later Texas.  I found the Nevada 
bar exam more strenuous (longer, stouter multi-state score) than OK and I would advise being careful of 
reciprocity for states with an "easy" bar exam particularly if those states are composed of a bunch low-barrier 
to acceptance law schools.  That type of concern can also be overcome by using the system I had to go 
through to get licensed in Texas, where I had to drop about $1500 and go through several steps and complete 
voluminous paperwork and document requirements, including documenting I believe five consecutive years 
(or maybe it was 7, or 5 of the last 7) of continuous practice of law by submitting tax returns and submit 
certificates of good standing and recommendations from clients and lawyers etc... Then I had to complete 
some TX specific CLE. I think that is the happy medium where you can prevent licensure by non-practicing or 
non-resident lawyers, prevent an influx of out of state attorneys who aren't really serious about it or 
otherwise worthy, and give some assurances that you are getting an experienced attorney.    

• I welcome the discussion on reciprocity because it does provide mobility for attorneys.  One of my major 
concerns about unfettered reciprocity is the possible flooding of other attorneys -- particularly from California 
-- coming in and practing in an uncivil manner that changes the entire landscpe of practice in Nevada.  We are 
a small legal community, and knowing that we have to face each other often helps maintain professional 
courtesy and civility.  We generally do not see rambo tactics as is found in other jurisdictions.  I do not want 
those transported into Nevada. 

• I would have loved to have the opportunity for a reciprocal license back in 2009 when I had passed the CA bar, 
but I had to take NV's bar as if the CA results were irrelevant. I don't particularly favor opening those doors 
now. Larger CA firms will definitely encroach in NV's bar. 

• I would like to see reciprocity, but only for certain states that also allow reciprocity for lawyers licensed in 
Nevada. 

• I would like to see something more mutual between California and Arizona. 
• I would only support reciprocity if we would also have reciprocity in other states.   
• I would only support reciprocity with those states willing to extend the same. 
• I would prefer not establishing reciprocity; however, if it is to be considered, we must ensure that applicants 

are not circumventing Nevada requirements. Some suggestions: 
(1) Limit reciprocity to individuals who have never taken the Nevada bar exam or who have taken and not 
passed it no more than two times before taking/passing a bar exam in another state 
(2) Ensure the applicant has not engaged in behavior that would require discipline in Nevada even if the 
activity does not trigger discipline in the licensing state 
(3) If licensed in multiple states, determine percentage of licenses obtain by examination vs. reciprocity 
(4) Ensure the state from which a license has been obtained has an examination at least as comprehensive and 
complex as the Nevada bar exam 
(5) Where gaps may exist between the subject matter tested in the applicant's licensing state and Nevada, 
require applicant to take a limited subject exam or otherwise attend courses/prove skill in the subject areas in 
question 
(6) Require applicants attend a comprehensive review course in Nevada law (1 to 3 days) 
(7) Require applicant to show that a meaningful percentage of their regular caseload has been tied to Nevada 
or is expected to be tied to Nevada in the future.  
  

• If anything, I would like to see Nevada lawyers who have passed the exam during the UBE era have the ability 
to "motion into" UBE states.  Nevada's exam is very hard and it seems almost silly that we should not have the 
same benefits as those who sit for an arguably easier exam.  
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• If it is done as a way to increase public access to attorneys then there should be a requirement for reciprocity 
lawyers to assist with pro bono cases. 

• If the State Bar's Board of Governors is going to permit reciprocity in some form, then Supreme Court Rule 
51.5 allowing non-ABA graduates to petition the Functional Equivalency Committee needs to be repealed.  
There is no need to make this accommodation if reciprocity for ABA graduates (with a certain number of years 
of practice) is in place. 

• If used as a criteria for reciprocity, the number of years of experience should be significant to help ensure 
higher quality lawyers are admitted. 

• In addition to the information above, it would help me form an opinion on reciprocity if I knew how much 
Admission-by-Motion lawyers engage in their Admitted-by-Motion legal communities. 
 
My biggest concern is the possibility that out-of-state attorneys doing legal work in Nevada might not engage 
in Nevada's legal community or help to shape our community.  

• In general I support reciprocity.  While I understand the concern over an influx of attorneys from CA and other 
states gaining admission to the Nevada Bar, I believe some reciprocity will aid the mobility and careers of 
Nevada attorneys.  I believe that it may be possible to enable rules permitting limited reciprocity which can 
accomplish both of these goals: mobility for Nevada attorneys and limiting the number of outside attorneys 
admitted to practice in Nevada. 

• In Northern Nevada, our communities are seeing a huge influx of residents moving from California and other 
states to Northern Nevada, straining infrastructure, health care resources, public lands, and other facilities 
that make life here enjoyable. Providing reciprocity to California and/or other states will accelerate growth. 
While this acceleration from lawyers moving is likely to be marginal, it is detrimental to our communities. 

• It is likely to become more prevalent regarding attorneys.  For examples which otherwise have professional 
reciprocity: CPA’s, Medical Doctors.  

• It seems that our bar can survive reciprocity as long as California is NOT included. Otherwise, I foresee a mass 
influx of California attorneys to Nevada due to lower taxes and higher income. 

• It would be great to offer reciprocity to the extent that Nevada lawyers likewise receive reciprocity in other 
jurisdictions. I do not believe offering reciprocity will put Nevada lawyers out of business. 

• It would seem that an imbalance in supply versus demand would drive the examination into whether granting 
reciprocity to non-Nevada licensed attorneys is necessary. I haven't done the research but I haven't heard 
from attorneys or clients that we have a shortage of attorneys. With the UNLV law school continuing to grow 
and graduate more professionals, granting reciprocity may result in a glut of inexperienced attorneys flooding 
the market. As it is, no one is enforcing UPL against non-attorneys which I think is a much bigger problem. 

• My biggest concern is that reciprocity will lead to an influx of lawyers who do not live here or otherwise have 
no real ties to the community.  Most attorneys here know each other or, at the very least, know that when 
they deal with a new lawyer, there is a high likelihood that they will have a matter with that person again at 
some point in the future.  I think that this tends to help keep people civil and professional.  At the very least, if 
there is reciprocity, the Bar should still require people to have a physical office (or retain local counsel) in 
Nevada. 

• My main concern with reciprocity is ensuring that attorneys who are already practicing in Nevada receive the 
benefit of reciprocity. I do not want only those who pass a future bar (for example if Nevada switched to a 
UBE) to receive the benefit of reciprocity.  

• My main concern with reciprocity rules would be with California lawyers and whether there would be 
reciprocity with California for Nevada. I do not believe we should extend reciprocity to any state that does not 
give reciprocity to our attorneys. I am also concerned of the varying ways lawyers can be admitted in 
California by unaccredited schools, etc. I have concerns of the overall ethics and behavior of these lawyers in 
general as I see them in court often.  

• n/a 
• n/a 
• NA 
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• Naturally, a great concern is the influx of out of state attorneys from near border states. This of course puts a 
spotlight on California, given the amount of attorneys within that state and its proximity to Nevada. Putting 
the constraint of mutual reciprocity would likely alleviate that concern.  

• Nevada has long been protectionist when it comes to its legal market. While this has resulted in fewer lawyers 
from other states moving to Nevada to take the bar, it also creates a barrier to law students in Nevada who 
might not have the resources or support to seek employment outside of Nevada, and thus those lawyers get 
trapped in the state. If adopting reciprocity increases the ability of our Nevada JDs to be able to immediately 
travel to another state upon graduation and bar passage, might it not help to equalize the number of lawyers 
who want to come into the state? 

• No 
• NO 
• No admission of any lawyer who has not graduated from an ABA-accredited school and has not passed an NV 

attorney (abbreviated) bar exam 
• Not sure this would not end up being a mechanism for a flood of attorneys looking for better economic 

opportunities than in their own sates and squeezing out local attorneys who have built practices for years. 
Lead to attorneys with no connection with the state coming over just to profit and leaving back to their place 
of origin. Would create increased saturation of market with regional firms who, again, have little or no 
connection to the state. I think we have seen some of this already even without opening the doors completely.  

• On balance, reciprocity is a risky proposition for such a small state. 
• Once this gate is opened it can’t be closed.  And California has a glut of attorneys who would like free and 

open practice here.  I’m in favor of pro hoc vice admissions with a court’s approval. 
• Perhaps consider extending reciprocity for attorneys in states bordering or close to Nevada. 
• Please keep in mind that this is not only an issue of out of state lawyers practicing here, but Nevada lawyers' 

ability to achieve admission in other states that admit reciprocally  
• Reciprocity may lead to the further rise of regional law firms with little or knowledge or concern for local 

communities.  May not be so important in urban Las Vegas, but elsewhere in the State it would be a matter 
that should be considered 

• Reciprocity might require greater scrutiny and a larger professional regulation "machine". Maybe tech could 
help keep track of the data? 

• Reciprocity should be allowed but I am concerned with the concentration of power and money by multi 
jurisdictional law firms and their potential impact on judicial elections; judicial office should become by 
appointment by the governor prior to any reciprocity to ensure integrity for Nevada Citizens/Lawyers   

• Reciprocity should be given only to those jurisdictions which provide the same reciprocity to Nevada attorneys  
• Reciprocity should be granted to other states that (1) have similar requirements for admission to practice law 

in that state AND (2) would offer reciprocity to Nevada attorneys on the same basis. 
• Reciprocity where the state is close to ours. I’ve seen too many Cases where out of state lawyers aren’t 

available, aren’t here, and inconvenience the court system and move trials and hearing constantly because an 
attorney is out of state. 

• Requiring a pro bono case load of 2 cases at all times as a condition of reciprocity.   
• Should be looking to improve quality of lawyers in NV, not decrease it.  Hence need for set number of years 

experience and above-average scores on Multistate Bar Exam. 
• Some jurisdictions require the applicant attorney to have actively practiced law for X years in the most recent 

Y number of years. I believe this measure of recency of practice should be considered for reciprocity 
applications.  
States I suggested for reciprocity are those generally adjoining Nevada and (I believe) not dominated by mega-
firms. These suggestions are meant to apply in the event the Board determines that reciprocity with all states 
granting reciprocity to Nevada attorneys is not appropriate.  

• Somewhat related:  More pressing than the reciprocity issue, I think Nevada's rule (S.C.R. 42.1) requiring 
licensed out-of-state attorneys to associate with local counsel should be repealed.  Given that everything is 
online these days, the rule is antiquated and serves no legitimate purpose.  I am licensed in Nevada, I 
practiced there for several years and now live in a neighboring state.  I pay the same bar dues as local 
attorneys and yet my Nevada clients have to incur extra costs to associate with local counsel who does 
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nothing other than add their name to a pleading.  I am still on the fence with the reciprocity issue (as I can see 
many benefits to the current system), but, I think Nevada should at least let the attorneys who are actually 
licensed there practice freely.   

• Support true reciprocity only 
The other state must admit Nevada lawyers on motion in same way 

• testing requirements if it is required to test into NV versus just waiving in (threshold testing requirements for 
UBE if that route is contemplated -- bar is set a little lower is my understanding) 

• The impact on the budget 
• The NV bar application process is antiquated and expensive. If you require the MPRE of everyone, it should be 

offered in NV. And maybe you should be more concerned about enforcing ethics rules on existing attorneys. 
• The practice of law is jurisdictionally limited by state lines.  This makes it difficult for lawyers to move and 

continue their career elsewhere.  The idea that an experienced lawyer must sit for a bar examination before 
being admitted in Nevada is the legacy of a protectionist approach that is antithetical to the reality of modern 
communication and transportation. 

• The problem with Nevada is the law is very limited. The courts here tend to operate under the "whats always 
been done" method. If you have out of State attorneys practicing, they will find it difficult to navigate. In 
addition, I cannot imagine what an out of State attorney will do in a criminal case where the client's life or in a 
civil case where the person's livelihood is on the line. For this reason, I would vote against reciprocity.  

• The results of a study concerning the anticipated effects of minor or total reciprocity on Nevada lawyers 
practicing in Nevada only.   

• The treatment/acceptance of our attorneys in other states is very important.  Attorneys from other states are 
hoping to get into Nevada to practice given the vibrancy of our economy and community.  It is not necessarily 
the same for us as we look to other states.  Years of practice, disciplinary concerns, passage of MBE and MPRE, 
CLE updates and other factors that should be included.  An influx of CA attorneys who cant pass here but then 
go pass in CA and then backdoor admittance here should also be considered.   

• Understanding NV specific procedures is paramount followed closely by NV specific law.  Legal theories vary, 
such as water rights or criminal common law versus only statutory. Need to know how NV addresses these 
differences. 

• Well, I would like to see the whole scheme.  FYI, and this was a long time ago and I haven't checked about 
what's current, the state ("A") in which I passed my first bar exam was a reciprocity state (mutual only and 
after 7 years in practice).  It had a reputation for having a tough bar to pass and a somewhat low pass rate.  
There was supposedly a problem about candidates moving to other states, allegedly with easier bar exams to 
pass, being admitted in some other state, "sitting the 7" and then returning by reciprocity.  This caused A to 
pass a rule that no one could be admitted by reciprocity if such person had ever taken and failed the A bar 
exam.  I think if a candidate has any history of taking and failing bar exams, this should be taken into 
consideration, to prevent "forum shopping" and admission by candidates who would be unlikely to qualify if 
the bar exam were necessary.      

• Whether or not the State generally has enough attorneys to support it’s citizens and more specifically it’s 
indigent population. 

• While I generally support reciprocity especially for those states I identified, I am adamantly opposed to any 
reciprocity with California.  The last thing we need is to have a flood of California lawyers pouring over the 
border to practice here.  Generally, reciprocity should be with states of similar size.   

• While I generally support reciprocity, there should be limits.  I have had experience in my practice with an out 
of State attorney who did pass the Nevada Bar as a second license and then used that Nevada license to 
defraud Nevada residents.  While reciprocity was not a factor, it is an illustration of potential danger to 
allowing out of State attorneys to come to Nevada.  I would be interested in the data from other jurisdictions 
to make a better personal opinion about whether or not it makes sense to open the doors to Nevada and 
under what limitations. 

• Who is pushing for reciprocity and why? Why has Nevada historically been so opposed to any reciprocity when 
many other states have adopted it in some form or another?  

• With the right guardrails in place, reciprocity could be a beneficial to both the bar and the community. For the 
representation of under-served populations, reciprocity for legal aid attorneys and public defenders it would 
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seem like a no-brainer to open up admission to attorneys moving to Nevada for that purpose. But flooding the 
community with out-of-state attorneys without any connection to Nevada other than the business of law, that 
does not seem to be prudent without requiring more. 

• WOULD NOT LIKE THE REQUIREMENT THAT  THE APPLICANT GET A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A 
JUDGE IN THE OTHER  JURISDICTION.                                                

• would not like to see Nevada become a retirement home for attorneys who want to just dabble at practice 
unless it on a pro bono basis; it can be valuable to have parttime attorneys who just want to keep their hand 
(and head) in the law on pro bono activities.  

 

 

Comments for those who answered “No” to the question “Generally, are you in favor of reciprocity in 
Nevada.” 

• A major concern of mine is the lack of present State Bar of Nevada resources to monitor and discipline errant 
lawyers. My 40+ year experience with a significant number of non domiciled attorneys is they have a 
propensity to play fast and loose with our rules of professional conduct and are rarely held accountable for 
their behavior. 

• A survey from Judges in the state, especially rural areas, regarding issues arising from pro hac vice and out of 
area attorneys practicing and their comments on how reciprocity would add to these issues. 

• Absolutely no! 
• Admission to Nevada Bar is very demanding. Reciprocity should not be a way to back door into practice in 

Nevada. Floods of advertising lawyers cannot be estimated. However, respect for lawyers will not be 
enhanced by opening doors too non Nevada practitioners.  

• Allowing reciprocity with CA would mean an influx of CA, which would greatly impact NV attorneys in what is 
already a saturated market.  Furthermore, it in a sense punishes the attorneys that took the bar and passed in 
NV, which has one of the lowest passage rates in the country. Now an attorney can be licensed in a much 
lower passage rate state and then become licensed here with what will amount to a much lower requirement 
than is required of attorneys that take the bar here in NV.  

• An evaluation of the additional administrative costs associated with each suggested plan for reciprocity, 
including the cost of disciplinary regulation, and the anticipated increase in bar dues. Also, an examination of 
the number of out of state lawyers being admitted in Nevada through reciprocity as compared to the 
anticipated number of lawyers admitted in Nevada through the bar exam seeking reciprocal admission in 
another state. It would also be interesting to know what data has been relied upon to indicate that Nevada 
consumers of legal services do not currently have sufficient choices when seeking legal counsel.      

• Any attempt at reciprocity should make as its primary consideration restricting the flow of lawyers fleeing 
from California. 

• As a current member of the bar, I strongly oppose any reciprocity.  Nevada is particularly vulnerable to 
California attorneys who want to live out of state and "dabble" in Nevada cases.  This is bad for Nevada 
attorneys and the Nevada public.  We seemingly have enough attorney in Nevada as well, there is no shortage 
of attorneys that needs addressed.  I will confess that several years ago I became licensed in Arizona via their 
admission by motion process (I was eligible through my licensure from another state where I am barred).  I 
was wholly unprepared to practice in Arizona and ignorant of may local and Arizona specific ways of practice 
and had to rely heavily on some other attorneys.  This showed me first hand why this admission by reciprocity 
is not a good idea. 

• As a long time attorney, I do not support the enactment of reciprocity.  This will harm the membership, so this 
should not even be considered. 

• As a solo practitioner and a native Nevadan, I cannot urge the Board enough to protect our trade, struggling 
local membership, and law school graduate employment rate by requiring full and complete Nevada state bar 
passage for admission.  
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• As an attorney currently licensed in multiple jurisdictions, including NV, I am keenly aware of the unique rules 
and procedures applicable to the practice of law in NV.  The high standards of the NV Bar Exam coupled with 
the TIP mentoring program require a heightened level of competence that may not be reflected in the 
licensure requirements of other jurisdictions.  For example, Bar passage rates in different states.    

• As someone who is licensed in two states, Nevada and Texas, the problem is not the presence or absence of 
reciprocity.  The problem involves the State Bar's rules on multi-jurisdictional practice which are not related to 
protecting consumers or ensuring the quality or competence of lawyers practicing in Nevada but are nothing 
more than borderline-legal antitrust provisions designed to protect Nevada lawyers from outside competition 
for client $.  Reciprocity is  pointless unless the multi-jurisdictional rules are changed to reflect the economic 
and practical realities of non-Nevada based lawyers practicing in Nevada. 

• Attorneys currently licensed here in Nevada had to work very hard for that privilege and pass one of the most 
difficult bar exams in the country. I am licensed in multiple jurisdictions and I have taken three different bar 
exams, they are not all equal.  I am not in favor at all of "watering down" the process of the rigor of becoming 
licensed in Nevada.  

• Attorneys have more pressing issues than reciprocity.  This will destroy the sole practice and small firms. 
• Before opening up the flood gates, I would suggest lifting the rule that requires Nevada admitted attorneys 

who reside out of state to maintain an office in state or hire local counsel. The cost and effort associated with 
both are often prohibitive. The rule also serves little purpose when an attorney in Las Vegas can take a matter 
in Reno without a northern Nevada office but an attorney in Sacramento which is much closer cannot. There 
are many attorneys admitted in Nevada already who would take more matters there but for those types of 
impediments.  

• California has a glut of less-qualified lawyers (due to the unaccredited law schools there).  Those people can't 
compete in California, so they'll come over and swamp out Nevada lawyers, lowering the quality of legal 
services available and screwing both Nevada lawyers and Nevada clients. 

• Civility in the practice of law is fostered by having attorneys practice with other attorneys they will continue to 
practice with.  Lawyers who practice in the communities they live in tend to not practice scorched earth 
litigation and fashion better remedies and results for their clients.  Practicing in Nevada should be a privilege 
reserved for lawyers who have demonstrated a commitment to the state by taking the state's bar exam. 

• Concerns about increased competition for attorneys.  
• Consider what happened to California. 

Reciprocity is not good for the state 
• Disclosure of foreign disciplinary actions in every jurisdiction ever licensed. 
• do not "lower the bar," it only will hurt the public  
• DO NOT ADOPT RECIPROCITY, PERIOD! 
• Do not adopt reciprocity.  There are enough attorneys in the State.  Requiring that attorneys pass the bar 

exam, or otherwise qualify, ensures minimum competency and stops unqualified persons from practicing in 
Nevada. 

• Do not allow this. 
• DO NOT DO IT. 
• Do not grant reciprocity.  
• Don’t do it.  You will destroy civility.  
• Don’t do it. We will get more idiots from California. 
• Don't approve reciprocity. It does not have any probability of improving professionalism but rather the 

opposite.  While some few with high professional standards might venture into Nevada under reciprocity, 
there is nothing inherent about reciprocity to encourage high standards.  Reciprocity seems more likely to 
attract those who weren't successful other places because of low standards.  People with high standards 
might come, but unless their business attracts them here, reciprocity by itself won't more likely attract the 
best attorneys with the best standards, and it certainly won't motivate incoming attorneys to be dedicated to 
high Nevada standards. 

• Don't do it.  Bad idea for Nevada given it's unique legal culture.  Take the bar exam and follow Nevada rules.  
Anything else invites more lawyers who will come in and steal and dishonor the profession, while still being 
allowed to practice in other states. 
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• Economic impact on local attorneys.  Economic impact on national clients.  Level of civility and professionalism 
before/after approval of reciprocity. 

• Firms interested in having Nevada attorneys available to Nevada clients should invest in establishing an office 
or offices in Nevada for that purpose.  I fully understand the inconvenience of sitting for the Nevada State Bar 
exam even though I was already licensed in multiple other jurisdictions.  Any benefit from eliminating that 
inconvenience moving forward does not outweigh the adverse effects from potentially opening the floodgates 
for CA firms to vulture work best suited for attorneys committed to Nevada and its residents.   

• For the past 20 years I have exclusively represented multi-jurisdictional corporate clients, including some of 
the biggest corporate names in Nevada.  I am currently licensed in four (4) States.  Three (3) through taking 
the bar exam, and one (1) through reciprocity. My opinion: reciprocity would be harmful to the Nevada bar.      

• For those of us that are licensed in another state and that made the time and professional commitment to 
take the Nevada bar exam, reciprocity feels like a slap in the face.  

• From what I know, I don't support it.   
• Given that our State has an in-state law school, first and foremost I would be concerned about assuring those 

students entering the practice of law each year have adequate job options that pay sufficiently for them to 
have enjoyable careers.  
If salaries decrease because of an increase in attorneys granted reciprocity at the disadvantage to those who 
made sure they obtained their educations from an ABA accredited school and passed our Nevada Bar Exam, 
that would not be an improvement. 

• Given the difficulty of the Bar exam in Nevada this would seem to directly impact the local law school in a 
negative way. Newly graduating JD's would face a harder bar exam than attorneys coming from another state 
while facing a more saturated job market.depressing wages. 

• Given the size of the NRS and NAC -- clearly site specific -- how well do you think someone in another state can 
learn it all.  Do you feel comfortable rendering an opinion based on California or Oregon state laws? What 
about the rules of practice -- just do whatever seems fair?  Yikes, what a disaster in a state that can't absorb all 
the lawyers who passed the state bar.  

• Have a bar exam for practicing attorneys  
• Having taken the WI bar exam and been admitted on motion to other jurisdictions, and having taken the NV 

bar exam to gain admission, I can say that NV's current stance of reciprocity is preferred. I appreciate NV's 
protectionist stance and think it benefits the legal community and provides a higher level of service to clients. 
NV has a difficult bar exam and ensures that its attorneys are held to a high standard of practice. 

• Here are some concerns I have: 
1) Say a CA resident is involved in car crash in Las Vegas. I would be less concerned with a CA lawyer in that 
resident's home town being allowed to handle the case than I would be if that CA lawyer wanted to represent 
a NV resident in a NV car crash. My reasoning is that the CA resident could meet face to face with his or her CA 
lawyer and his or her medical treatment would be largely in CA where the CA lawyer's local knowledge would 
be helpful.  

• Huge concern is that big corporate firms will come in and take over drowning out small local businesses.  I 
think the public at large would suffer from this as well.  

• I absolutely oppose this.  
• I am a multi-state attorney.  However, I am very careful to only practice in states that I actually know the law.  

I hire local counsel for states where I do not know the law.  When I'm dealing with an out-of-state attorney 
that does not know the laws or local rules of a particular jurisdiction, I find that my client's expenses increase 
substantially because I'm constantly have to defend against motions which are not applicable in the new state 
they are practicing in....or I have to work double hard to maintain a clean appellate record because the out-of-
state attorney just doesn't realize how they are harming the progress of the case.  Local, state, and federal 
bars are in place for a reason--to educate and monitor the ability and conduct of attorney's.  An approach 
which basically "flings open the doors" also opens the doors to a plethora of problems for clients, judges, and 
opposing counsels.  I studied and took the Nevada bar when there was no law school in Nevada.  I put the time 
and the energy into learning the procedures and laws and how they were different from my base state where I 
was originally licensed.  That effort is valuable to insure that any client actually receives quality 
representation.  Automatic admission because of passage of an exam in another state will dilute the quality of 
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representation in my opinion....because the attorney doesn't have to obtain or earn the local knowledge 
required to be effective counsel. 

• I am against reciprocity with limited exceptions. The BOG should consider a functional equivalency board and 
charge more for attorneys admitted an an exception.  

• I am against reciprocity.  I took two bar exams - New York and Nevada.   If lawyers from the other 49 states 
wish to practice here they should:  Live here or have a REAL office here and pass our bar exam.  

• I am also licensed in California, and I have practiced, albeit sparingly, in their courts over the years.   Nevada is 
far superior in terms of the overall quality of attorneys, across the boards, and more importantly, in the 
attitude and ethics of attorneys. Please do not open the flood gates for the lawyers from California and 
Chicago.  We have already seen in Las Vegas that the biggest ethical issues coming up on the civil side are from 
satellite firms based out of LA and Chicago.   They lie and then act like it's no big deal when they are caught, 
or, act like living in Las Vegas is a punishment to be served until they can 'move back home' to where they 
supposedly have 'better education and culture for the kids."    I grew up here and I want Nevada to be Nevada, 
and not just  a red headed stepchild to So Calif.   

• I am amazed at the number of disciplinary matters handled each year by the California Bar.  Without intending 
to indict an entire group of attorneys, it seems that ethical lapses occur in California at a higher rate.  This is 
likely to be the largest pool of reciprocal applicants.  Moreover, the trust and "collegiality" we have for Nevada 
lawyers seems to be missing in "do-whatever-it-takes" California! 

• I am concerned about the influx of lawyers who are unqualified , who are unfamiliar with Nevada law and 
procedure, and who are a menace in their home jurisdictions but still licenced.  We would be importing their 
problems and unleashing them on our citizens. 

• I am concerned to even be receiving this survey that it means the Board of Governors is considering some 
form of reciprocity. I urge you to vote against it and to allow for open public comment. Granting reciprocity 
would diminish the integrity of the NV bar exam. 

• I am generally not in favor of reciprocity because I believe that the current avenues to practice in NV (bar 
examination, pro hac vice or limited practice certification) are sufficient and fair.  While I am aware that there 
are competent out-of-state lawyers who may be eligible to be admitted under reciprocity rules, my opinion is 
that taking the NV bar examination is not that burdensome for any aspiring NV lawyers as it remains to be the 
most efficient way of testing minimum competency to practice law in the state of Nevada. 
 
My little support to reciprocity would only be as regards the potential benefit of increasing State Bar funding 
thru additional membership dues and also as an opportunity for seasoned out-of-state lawyers to join and 
make legal contributions to the NV practice of law.  While these are good causes, these benefits may be 
outweighed by the interest of the NV State Bar to ensure competence of all its members and I believe that 
competency is still best measured by passing the NV bar examination.  

• i am generally not in favor of reciprocity, but the limitations above seem like a good start. What benefit is 
there to the Nevada bar? 

• I am licensed in another state that has reciprocity, and it doesn’t help the legal community.  I am strongly 
opposed to reciprocity. While the state bar may get increase bar fees, it over all hurts the legal community.  

• I am licensed in both Utah and Nevada. While it was difficult to take two bar exams and I didnt like doing it at 
the time, I feel a sense of accomplishment with my Nevada admission because there is only one way through 
the gate, so to speak. So for that reason I do not support reciprocity--it would cheapen the Nevada license. 
 
But there can be good things that come from reciprocity, particularly for clients who need work done across 
jurisdictional boundaries. It is still possible to serve those clients, either by passing the NV bar or by finding a 
NV attorney, but in some cases, clients dont want to work with other attorneys and it is inefficient to do so. So 
I am on the fence about reciprocity.  
 
What I definitely WOULD support is a scaling back of the requirements for those of us who have taken the 
steps to obtain admission by examination, yet still have the office requirement. That makes no sense. If I 
already demonstrated my ability to know Nevada law, I should not also have to have an office in NV to 
practice there.  And I dont recall the specifics at the moment, but there are some odd renewal requirements 
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imposed by NV that are not imposed by Utah. Those should go away too. Those of us who have passed the NV 
bar should not have to jump through extra hoops.  
 
In my opinion, the best outcome would be no reciprocity, but allowing more benefits to those who pass the 
NV bar (such as the ability to practice in the state without having to have an office there). 
 
Thanks for your time and consideration. 

• I am licensed in half a dozen states because I studied and passed those states' bar exams over a decade ago. 
Some of those states have since accepted admission via reciprocity. Out of state attorneys have clamored into 
those states and have ruined my law practice by undercutting my rates yet providing sub-par work. 

• I am licensed in NV and CA.  Frankly, I do not see any benefit from NV extending reciprocity with any other 
state.  The high probability is that any state NV granted reciprocity to would benefit more than our state in 
terms of legal work being available in the other state as opposed to the loss of legal work within the state of 
Nevada.  Last time I looked, CA was still #1 and NV was #5 in terms of difficulty of passing the Bar exam.  
Simply stated, I oppose reciprocity. 

• I am licensed in two other states, in addition to Nevada. One state I entered by examination. The other state I 
entered by motion based on reciprocity with the first state. I had to pass an open book online state specific 
test and take state specific online CLE prior to admission. Honestly, it was too easy. While I appreciate the 
ability that reciprocity gave me to avoid a full blown bar exam, I still oppose reciprocity in Nevada. My primary 
concern is the influx of lawyers from other jurisdictions that will flood our legal market. Requiring an 
examination at least puts a barrier that limits admission to only those attorneys who are fairly committed to 
practice in Nevada.   

• I am nervous for what competition reciprocity may introduce into the NV marketplace for lawyers.  I enjoy the 
small legal community and am not comfortable with the potential change out-of-state attorneys (specifically, 
California) may bring to the legal community.  

• i am not in favor of reciprocity. Even watching out of state attorneys who have been properly admitted to 
appear in a case there is an attitude that they are better than Nevada attorneys.  

• I am not in support.  
• I applaud NV for having a pretty high standard for its bar exam, with lots of NV specific topics, and do not think 

that we should have reciprocity for other states that do not have such standards.   
• I appreciate and support Nevada's traditional basis for it's current position on reciprocity. 
• I believe it is important for any attorney wanting to practice in Nevada to understand the local rules and law 

unique to Nevada - why I am hesitant to support reciprocity.  However, I am open to it if there are rules in 
place that require lawyers to learn Nevada's laws. 

• I believe Nevada is trying to use reciprocity as a revenue source due to the low number of law students who 
are able to take and pass the Nevada Bar, which is unacceptable.  The solution is always better education, and 
not lower the "Bar" or impose reciprocity in order to have more attorneys in Nevada, which will generate 
more fees, more revenue, etc.  

• I believe reciprocity could wipe out the small firm criminal defense practice as it currently exists.  California 
firms routinely spend tens of thousands of dollars in marketing every month.  If they are allowed to come in to 
our jurisdiction, the small firms will be unable to compete and will be wiped out. 

• I believe reciprocity in any form will be detrimental to Nevada Lawyers  
• I believe that Nevada currently does a great job governing the practice and imposing discipline over its 

attorneys.  I fear that a less that ethical or less than competent out of state attorney may be able to cause 
injury to clients and the profession in Nevada, and then simply pack up and move on to avoid State Bar 
oversight.  Also, will out of state attorneys have to contribute to IOLTA if their bank accounts are in their home 
state, subject only to the home state's oversight?   

• I do not believe reciprocity will benefit Nevadans seeking COMPETENT legal representation.  
Every year, the number of disbarred and disciplined attorneys in the NV grows exponentially.  
We don't need *more* attorneys in NV. What we need are competent attorneys with a willingness to 
embrace and commit to the state and community ~ not just those who want to put this state's bar 
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membership on their resume in exchange for dues and nothing else. Reciprocity is not a true 'fix' for any of the 
challenges currently facing Nevada lawyers and clients. 

• I do not see a good argument for it.  
• I do not support reciprocity, however, if Nevada decides to go down that rabbit hole I would make sure to 

include procedural safeguards to ensure that both the citizens of Nevada are protected from unqualified 
attorneys. Our bar exam is very hard to ensure anyone who passes possess the requisite skill needed to serve 
the community. Other state bards are not as strong and I fear that allowing reciprocity will "lower the bar" 
(pardon the pun) and allow underqualifed lawyers to practice law in Nevada. No on reciprocity. Thank you.  

• I do not support reciprocity. I'm admitted in two other states and had to take those bar exams. 
• I do not support the move towards reciprocity.  I believe such a move would largely result in out-of-state 

lawyers taking business and jobs away from lawyers who have passed the Nevada bar examination. 
• I fail to see the need for reciprocity in any form.I prefer the experienced attorneys who live here and who are 

accountable to the Bar, the public, each other, and to the Supreme Court.  
• I firmly believe that granting reciprocity is extremely unwise.  See the reasons I selected, above.  Allowing 

reciprocity will allow for an influx of substandard attorneys who are unfamiliar with Nevada law, thus 
increasing the likelihood of legal malpractice and increasing the likelihood of harm to unsuspecting clients.  
Any attorney worth their salt is established in another jurisdiction.  If they are truly intent upon practicing in 
Nevada, they will pony up the cash and take the time to take the bar exam.   

• I have always liked the fact that Nevada does not have reciprocity because it creates some job security to 
those of us who passed the difficult bar exam.  I had to take a bar exam in another state where I practice 
because Nevada didn't have reciprocity.  I get that there are some benefits but also think that Nevada might 
get overrun with attorneys who take easier bar exams who can't pass Nevada's.  

• I have concerns Nevada will become a dumping ground for less than qualified attorneys who got run out of 
their home state. We have already seen that happen in some rural areas where less qualified attorneys cannot 
make it in the urban areas and wind up being dumped in the rurals. 

• I have practiced law in Nevada for 11 years.  Next month I am sitting for the Utah Bar Exam.  I would have 
preferred not to have to take their exam, but there is no reciprocity with Nevada.  Now that I am taking the 
test, I feel inclined to oppose reciprocity so as not to devalue my efforts and the benefits coming from 
obtaining this additional licensure.  

• I have practiced pro hac vice in other states and dealing with opposing counsel who were admitted pro hac 
vice in Nevada, and I am greatly concerned about opening our relatively small and cordial bar to attorneys 
from other states. My experience with out-of-state attorneys has been generally not positive and I do not 
want our bar to change in that direction. 

• I have zero respect for this Board and its minions in the State Bar of Nevada.  You did not listen to us on 
mandatory malpractice.  You did not listen to us on audits.  Frankly I cannot imagine a Board that is more out 
of touch with its members. 

• I mentioned in an earlier spot because I wasn't sure there would be a free text area that this survey seems 
flawed in that there are two favorable answers to each question and only one severe negative answer. I don't 
believe it allows for levels of a negative-leaning response the same way it allows for a positive-leaning 
response and it almost seems stacked in favor.  

• I moved to Nevada from a state in the southeastern United States that has liberal reciprocity. In my opinion, 
liberal reciprocity has ruined the practice of law in that state. Most wealthy clients and large corporations in 
my home state prefer to hire attorneys from Boston, NYC, and DC who have been admitted through 
reciprocity rather than attorneys within my home state. One particular law firm in Philadelphia with whom I 
dealt on several cases likely practices more within my home state and other states in the southeast than in 
Pennsylvania. I strongly believe that I am in a better position financially in Nevada than in my home state due 
to the lack of reciprocity in Nevada. 

• I only suggest that more research be done so that reciprocity can be mindfully considered and not because 
"other" states allow the same. Moreover, are the Bar's monetary motives driving the thought of reciprocity at 
the expense of practitioner competence and professionalism? 

• I only support mutual reciprocity with CA. That’s it!  
• I only support reciprocity for states that offer the same to Nevada lawyers.  
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• I personally feel this will lead to over-saturation of the Nevada legal market. 
• I practice in CA & concerned at the quality of the Bar. Many lawyers don't even have college degrees.  Keep 

the std of the bar high in NV and don't pander to CA. 
• I practice in several different states.  Nevada has a unique bar and for the most part most attorneys are quite 

civil  That is not the case in most other jurisdictions.  We will loose the integrity of the Bar.  
• I really don't understand why the BoG sees this as a priority.  Like the out of state annual meeting junkets this 

seems like a real lack of awareness of what happens on the ground for NV attorneys.   
• I see reciprocity as negatively affecting both the livelihoods of Nevada attorneys who live and work in the state 

and allowing attorneys from others states to easily come into the state and bringing their bad habits with 
them.  I see this as negatively affecting the legal culture in the state.  

• I served on the Board of Examiners' Subcommittee on Character and Fitness for 14 years and have familiarity 
with admission standards.  My view has always been that ours are rather low.  Reading the reports of 
disciplinary action in our Bar Journal regularly confirms that belief. 
  I have always found it absurd that a Boyd professor who has never taken the Nevada bar exam can supervise 
the practice of law by a student who has never taken the bar examination.  This accommodation only serves 
the law school, not the public.  The low cost of the services which might be provided through that 
arrangement does not justify the exception.  Were that the case, we should welcome the practice of law by 
the "Notarios" in strip malls who are willing to provide all manner of unlicensed legal services to folks who are 
short of money.  
  I served as Chief of the Attorney General's Las Vegas Office for 9 years, with 40 attorneys on my staff at the 
end of that time.  SCR 49.8 allows non-Nevada attorneys to serve as attorneys in that office.  I would never 
have tolerated such a thing.  That rule makes hiring for the AG easier, but it provides no identifiable benefit for 
the AG's array of client departments, board and commissions.  There is always a client and their interests must 
be paramount.  Facilitation of AG recruitment and salary savings are, relatively, unimportant considerations 
which do not justify unlicensed practice. 
  I have also practiced law as in-house corporate counsel.  Even SCR 49.10, allowing unlicensed practice for in-
house attorneys, is difficult for me to justify.  I can imagine an enterprise such as an interstate 
communications firm being well-served by the advice of an attorney, licensed elsewhere, on matters regulated 
solely by federal law.  However, I can assure you that those same lawyers are utilized to deal with their 
employer's other legal business, ranging from personnel matters to disputes with suppliers and insurance 
claims, all regulated by Nevada law.  There is no justification for allowing this and the client is not well-served 
by allowing that component of unlicensed practice. 
  I was a felony prosecutor in the Clark County DA's Office for 8 years.  I understand very well how difficult it is 
for our rural DAs & Public Defenders to staff their offices.  SCR 49.9 allows the PDs to hire unlicensed Deputies.  
This is another example of financial considerations overcoming the benefits to the clients.  The alternative is 
not that a rural criminal defendant would go unrepresented.  The problem this rule solves is actually how 
much the rural county has to pay for the necessary legal representation.  "We cannot find a Nevada licensee 
to take the job for what we pay" is no justification for allowing any criminal defendant to be represented by an 
unsupervised attorney never tested on knowledge of Nevada criminal law.  
  I find almost nothing justifying the current array of exceptions to Nevada licensure permitted.  I can think of 
no reason to consider expanding them. 
 
        

• I specifically chose to come to Nevada, take Nevada's bar exam and practice here because Nevada disallows 
reciprocity. 

• I strongly disagree with adopting any form of reciprocity. 
• I think an important factor I've seen in Nevada compared to other states I'm licensed is Nevada has a much 

more communal community.  I think that is in large part because it is hard to get licensed here. 
• I think an investment in the community and education of the specifics in the state are important. 
• I think it would be an unmitigated disaster. We have already seen the extinction of large Nevada local law 

firms. Those are local businesses that have disappeared. There would be no even exchange of legal services 
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between NV and CA (potentially there is among other smaller border states that are more comparable to NV). 
Why are we inviting the avalanche that could crush us? 

• I think limited reciprocity with other western states (not CA) could be beneficial to practitioners, particularly 
with states that border NV.  

• I think reciprocity can be successful when the states have similar laws, such as community property and real 
estate laws.  When you allow lawyers from non-community property states to come in, they don't understand 
the nuances, and cause problems.  I would limit reciprocity, if any, to those states that share our common 
legal background. 

• I think reciprocity disadvantages those of us who have taken and passed multiple bar examinations in that we 
have spent time, money, and other resources obtaining licenses for NV and other states in order to gain a 
competitive and marketable advantage over other attorneys from either jurisdiction. Reciprocity would 
effectively penalize us for having been proactive in seeking licensure in CA (for example) with minimal, if any, 
direct benefit to clients. 
**Note: I have passed the CA bar exam but have not yet been admitted, as I have yet to submit my character 
and fitness application and take my oath** 

• I think reciprocity is particularly problematic for small states (in terms of population and # of attorneys) that 
neighbor large states with huge legal communities (eg, NV-CA, NJ-NY, Illinois-Iowa).  I think there is a risk of 
many lawyers from the large state gaining admission to the small state through reciprocity and overwhelming 
the small state’s bar. I say this from a unique perspective - I practiced for 10 years in Indiana, then moved to 
California and had to take the CA bar because there was no reciprocity, then 17 years later moved to Nevada 
and had to take the bar again here. Even though I would have personally benefited greatly from reciprocity 
(believe me, it was NO FUN taking the bar exam 10 and 26 years after law school!), I still am not in favor of 
broad reciprocity. I do favor allowing in-house Counsel being able to waive in and obtain a limited license to 
practice only for that in-house client.  And I do favor an attorney exam for someone with many years of 
practice in another state - for example just being required to do the essays and not the multistate, if they 
previously passed the multistate (regardless of how long ago they took it).  

• I think that many Nevada lawyers have admission to other states.  Most choose to remain and practice here. 
The idea that Nevada lawyers will be able to similarly practice in other states is not realistic.  It just does not 
happen that often.  I have my own California bar, but don't use it because it is impractical given local rules and 
is a malpractice trap.  California (or other) lawyers will take the dive and try to practice under reciprocity in 
Nevada because those from state's with larger populations and their multi-jurisdictional firms want to keep 
and use their favorite lawyers (no those here mind you). The lawyers that will be in Nevada will be big firms, 
with little to no connection or buy-in to Nevada.  This might be nice for that big client based out of a big city 
elsewhere with a "once in a while" matter in Nevada or for big companies, but for most Nevadans, reciprocity 
is not ideal.  I think it will undermine the civility among the bar. 

• I was admitted for 10 years in another state when I moved to Nevada and took the Nevada bar exam. 
Although it was challenging, I found that the focused study of Nevada law was invaluable in the transition to 
practicing here.  Even now, 27 years later, I still use things I learned in that experience in my law practice, and I 
still keep my bar review materials handy for occasional reference. 

• I was admitted to the California Bar in 1978 and this year in Nevada in May 2019 at 69 years old.  I took the 
Nevada Bar exam in September 2018 and the MPRE in 2019 which was over 40 years ago from taking the 
California Bar.  If I can do it then anyone else can.  Interesting enough, although I did not see it at the time 
when studying, taking the Nevada Bar exam acted like a gigantic CLE or a broad waterfront law refresher.  It 
has made me sharper in identifying issues in my California practice and for the ownership of the Nevada 
business which I co-founded, co-own, and now serve as general counsel.     

• I was age 65 when, as an Attorney licensed in California, Colorado and DC I had to take the Nevada Bar (which 
I passed on the first try.) 
If I had to do it, why shouldn't other lawyers have to do it? 
What is the compelling need to have reciprocity in Nevada now? 

• I was initially licensed to practice in another State. When I decided I wanted to move to Nevada, I took the bar 
exam, which did require some studying, but was ultimately not impossible. Nevada is a small community with 
excellent lawyers. if someone wants to practice here, it is not that hard to just take the bar exam. Sitting for 
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the bar exam shows a dedication to this state and its citizens. With reciprocity, we will attract attorneys that 
do not have that dedication to Nevada. I have seen several criminal trials conducted by attorneys with pro hac 
vice status. Universally, they have all been terrible, and done a disservice to their clients by not being familiar 
with our case law, statutes, and local customs. However, I have less of a problem with the idea of offering 
reciprocity to lawyers with significant experience in other states that want to move to Nevada, work in 
Nevada, and actually learn Nevada-specific law.  

• I would be very careful about this. Las Vegas is a magnet which will attract numerous people to seek 
reciprocity and dilute the market for new and local attorneys. There is only one law school here. 

• I would like to see a comparison of the overall bar passage rate in states that allow reciprocity versus Nevada's 
bar passage rate, as well as the total number of attorneys in each reciprocal jurisdiction. Historically, Nevada 
has had a restrictive passage rate (although that is loosening at UNLV's urging). If access to counsel is one of 
the primary reasons for implementing reciprocity, perhaps the Bar should reconsider the State's bar passage 
rate for those willing to take the Nevada Bar exam instead of opening the doors to out of state lawyers from 
jurisdictions with lower bar passage rates.  

• I would like to see who proposed reciprocity and what the plan would be if it was implemented.  I attended 
several ABA delegate meetings where the topic was approached, and the only benefit was for out-of-work 
attorneys who could not find work in their jurisdiction who wanted to work in a place that had better job 
opportunities without having to take the bar.  This will also potentially open this market to legal services like 
Legal Zoom who could hire out-of-state attorneys with reciprocity who will work at drastically reduced rates 
and destroy the legal market in Nevada.  

• I would like to understand if there is a lobbying effort by either out of state lawyers or out of state law firms 
that is influencing the Board of Governors to continue to discuss reciprocity. 

• I would never allow reciprocity to lawyers from a state that does not allow Nevada lawyers to be admitted by 
the same standards. 

• I would protect the quality of lawyering skills as we have in the past and make the Bar exam a requirement to 
practice law in Nevada just like California.  If an attorney wants to practice here he/she needs to know the 
laws and rules here and be able to implement them.  

• I wouldn't want a huge influx of attorneys (undoubtedly from California) to show up without knowing the 
community. I also wouldn't want reciprocity for another state if it isn't granted to Nevada.  

• If a lawyer originally received a good score on the MPRE, I see no reason the lawyer should have to retake it 
again.  Also, if a lawyer received a good score on the Uniform Bar Exam, the lawyer should not have to take it 
again.  However, a lawyer should pass an exam on Nevada law.   

• If an attorney would like to practice in Nevada or be responsible for cases in Nevada, then they should be 
required to sit for the Nevada Bar Exam.  Many of us Nevada licensed attorneys have also sat for the California 
bar exam or other states in which we wish to practice.  In my experience out of state attorneys who have no 
connection to the state tend to disregard their professionalism when interacting with Nevada attorney's.  It 
appears they do so because they do not believe they will ever see us again.  Also, for those of us residing here, 
and practicing here in Nevada, there is no protection.  If we open the doors/flood gates, all we will have is 
large firms from other locals running our local legal practice.  We need some protections built in to protect 
local practice and local practitioners.  Clients benefit from local attorneys who understand local norms, and 
local pricing.  Please do not let this be the death of the Nevada attorney.  This is still a state where many solo 
practitioners can thrive.  I find that solo practitioners have less billable hour requirements and are less likely to 
pad their bills because they do not have the big firm pressure to get to the "1800 or 2100 billable hour 
requirements".   

• If another lawyer wants to practice in Nevada make them take the Bar exam.   
• If another state accepts my Nevada license for reciprocity, then Nevada should do the same. 
• If California lawyers can gain admission to Nevada through reciprocity, California lawyers are likely to saturate 

the market. Lawyers from Los Angeles will likely take over Vegas. Lawyers from Sacramento and the Bay Area 
will likely take over Reno. These lawyers will not likely have connections to the Nevada legal community and 
the collegiality of our small local bar could very well be lost. Lawyers such as these, without accountability to 
the local community, could also do a disservice to Nevada residents by providing them legal services that are 
below the standards that have been set for Nevada lawyers. 
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• If I wanted to practice in a huge jurisdiction where civility is irrelevant because it's unlikely you will see the 
same attorney again, I'd move to LA or NYC.  Keep Nevada Nevadan. 

• If it's not broken, don't break it! 
Our current system works fine. 
Please leave it alone. 
Thank you, and thank you for your service. 

• If one wishes to be an attorney in Nevada, one should learn Nevada law and take the Nevada Bar exam.  
• If reciprocity is approved, I would recommend an annual limit to the number of lawyers admitted this way.   

 
In any event, reciprocity will not benefit the people or the judicial system or the practice of law in Nevada.  It 
will merely drive down wages for attorneys and increasing hostility and incivility.  Anyone who has practiced 
with former California attorneys knows the problem.  One duel admitted attorney in my office struggles non-
stop with his California opposing counsel who make the practice of law very different than it is in Nevada.   
 
It already seems that out of state based firms look at Nevada as a place to exploit more than a place to live 
and grow and benefit the community.   

• If reciprocity is granted it should be to western states, other than Hawaii,  of similar size which use modified 
federal rules of procedure.  There are similar views regarding property rights,water, agriculture, extraction of 
oil and minerals which form legal doctrines.   

• If there is reciprocity, there should be a high fee to obtain, and the revenue should go to some access to 
justice/indigent/diversity fund. 

• If this is a big issue, what about they have to take the Nevada bar but not pay bar dues? I think it's essential 
they would have to take the Nevada bar. But overall, I don't support reciprocity as it'll make it even more 
difficult to financially make money as an attorney in Nevada and will only hurt Nevada licensed attorneys. 
We're already in a market over-saturated with in-state attorneys. If law school debt wasn't so high I could be 
more open to this but some people have to pay their bills and not work for pennies on the dollar.  

• If you allow reciprocity, it will be the beginning of the end of our close bar. The membership will eventually 
consist of more out of state attorneys than in state attorneys. Currently most members who live out of state 
still have some connection with Nevada, or have enough work in Nevada to take the exam to become a 
member, and spend enough time here where they are a benefit to the bar. Allowing someone to waive in just 
to beef up letterheads of law firms should not be allowed.      

• If you do decide, you cannot have reciprocity with California. It would just be a nightmare. There is already too 
many California lawyers in Nevada. 

• If you love Nevada, why not take the time to study for a few days to pass the bar exam like everyone else? 
• In a series of god-awful ideas from my State Bar, this one may take the cake. Please think long and hard about 

the poor salaries and lack of advancement opportunities suffered by those of us who are already Nevada 
lawyers before you make matters worse. 

• In general, I don't believe reciprocity is a good idea for Nevada.  We are a unique jurisdiction and, overall, I 
think reciprocity would only serve to dilute even further the community's respect for the profession. 

• In special ed due process hearings and appeals, lawyers who are licensed in a jurisdiction other than Nevada 
and are Nevada residents are permitted to be hearing officers and state review officers.  There is no oversight 
by the Nevada State Bar of these lawyers because the special ed proceedings are considered quasi-judicial. 
Such lawyers should be supervised by and subject to the Nevada State Bar rules and regulations because such 
lawyers are making decisions in cases that impact children's rights under Nevada law and Federal law. 

• It feels like this survey is written by a crusader who is trying to implement reciprocity. The questions are 
loaded.   Asking whether decreased client costs or career advancement is "very beneficial" or "not at all 
beneficial" is a loaded question.  You might as well phrase it as "is good good or is good not at all good?".  It 
would be better to either leave it blank for the attorney to fill out or to ask to what degree we think that 
implementing reciprocity would promote the suggested benefits. 
 
The likely result of the survey is that those who are against reciprocity will be forced to say that decreased 
client costs and increased career advancements are very beneficial things, even if the attorney does not think 
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that changing reciprocity will substantially effect those beneficial things.  Notwithstanding, whoever our 
reciprocity crusader is at the Bar will use the statistics to say "See, 90% of the bar thinks that decreasing client 
costs if very beneficial.  The Bar members are in favor!"  The poorly phrased loaded question indicates that the 
survey is biased. 

• It is a catastrophe having to constantly guide arbitrators from other jurisdictions on the procedure for Nevada.  
I can only imagine the confusion which will ensue if we were to adapt reciprocity here, especially in Family 
Law. 

• It is not in the best interest of the existing NV attorneys to open the floodgates to attorneys from other 
jurisdictions.  If some form of reciprocity is approved, it is extremely important that out of state attorneys who 
are admitted pass a NV specific bar exam. 

• It should be a requirement that anyone admitted to practice law in this state, whether directly or through 
reciprocity, must be a citizen of the United States.   

• It would be worthwhile to know what interest groups are pushing for adoption of reciprocity. Those who have 
chosento take the Nevada bar (which would be the case with any state) show a strong commitment to 
practicing in Nevada or the state bar they take. Applicants via reciprocity do not show the same commitment 
to either the Nevada legal community or Nevada in general. Reciprocity is a matter of convenience, not 
commitment. 

• It's a fact that not all unprofessional conducts are punished. If lawyers get into this state easily and have no 
connection to the legal community here, these out of state lawyers will have less incentive to be professional 
towards opposing counsels. Reciprocity will undoubtedly change the professional culture that we enjoy in this 
state.  

• I've been admitted to practice in Utah, California, Nevada and Washington. I had to take bar exams in all of 
them, because at the time there was no reciprocity. I think there should be reciprocity in all states for all 
lawyers who have practiced law for a certain number of years. It is ridiculous and expensive to require a 
lawyer who practices in multiple states to take a bar exam in each state and it is completely unnecessary - 
especially if the lawyer has a good record and has practiced for at least 5 years or more. I went to great 
expense and time to take Nevada's bar exam, just so I could practice and advertise in Nevada. Do I want to 
force other experienced lawyers to go through what I had to go through just to be a member of bar in Nevada 
- I do not. But I also would like to see the same privileges of reciprocity extended throughout all of the states, 
instead of each state coming up with their own unique rules. It is time to realize that the world is a smaller 
place than it used to be and there are many reasons to cross state lines to practice law. Either get rid of 
reciprocity and keep enforcing the state by state rules or allow everyone willing to pay your dues, with a good 
record and at least 5 years experience practicing law, to become a member of the Nevada Bar.  

• just take the state bar exam! 
• Keep NV unique.  That involves being part of the local community and being aware of the issues local to 

Nevada.   Passing the NV Bar Exam ensures both of the aforementioned items are achieved. 
• Large multi-national law firms and accounting firms have been attempting to gain control of the law practice 

in states like Nevada. Granting reciprocity allows lawyers and accountants in London or New York to represent 
Nevada clients without having any ties to our State. Such long distance law practice will devolve into "Tele-
law" in which a Nevada client consults with an out-of-state lawyer solely through the phone or internet. Like 
"Tele-Medicine," with such long distance law practice, there is no opportunity for the lawyer and client to 
form a long-standing relationship in which the lawyer acts as a trusted counselor and fiduciary for the client.   
 
Ultimately admission to the Nevada Bar must be based on more than having enough academic knowledge to 
pass a national test. Admission to the Nevada Bar must also be based on ties to the community and a 
demonstrated willingness to serve Nevada clients. Reciprocity destroys community ties and commitments to 
Nevada clients. 

• Las Vegas has a wealth of personal injury claims/cases which is why the market is so heavily advertised online 
and in traditional advertising avenues, i.e., tv, billboards, etc.  If reciprocity was allowed with other states, 
there would be an influx of firms with massive spending budgets to nearly completely remove local Las Vegas 
firms.  This would lead to even more attorneys leaving Nevada and the people of Nevada actually getting less 
access to attorneys in the State.  This could potentially cripple the financial stability of the State of Nevada 
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with the massive loss of jobs across the State.  This is a horrible idea.  We don't have it now.  We don't need it 
in the future.  

• Laws differ tremendously state to state. I'm licensed in two states and have taken and passed 3 states' Bar 
exams and I can't imagine having even a mediocre grasp of the laws and their differences without the process 
of studying for a bar exam.  A bar exam is just the de minimus level of learning to begin the practice of law. If a 
person is unwilling to put in the effort to study for and take a bar exam, they are likely the type of person who 
will not put in the effort to be a good lawyer.  

• Legal mindset, not just laws, differs between states, so admission without a Bar exam is a bad idea. 
• Like politics, all law practice is local.  Even if a lawyer practices solely in federal court or practices transactional 

law and never steps foot in a courtroom, every court and every judge (whether local, state, or federal district) 
and every agency has practices, customs, and expectations that are not easily discerned without direct, 
personal experience.  A lawyer who practices among her peers in the local community will strive to maintain 
her reputation for competence and integrity, and regular interaction among a peer group fosters, if not always 
collaboration or cooperation, trust and respect.  These types of relationships cannot be developed with out-
of-state lawyers who don’t have a desire to be part of our community. 

• Limitation on number of time you can take exam; results of this survey and considerations of currently 
practicing attorneys; understanding the differences between the Nevada Bar Exam and the UBE 

• Many clients believe out-of-state law firms are needed for representation.  I have personally been involved 
with multiple clients who opt for out-of-state attorneys under the mistaken belief of higher quality or 
expertise. (I actually experiences this as clients in other jurisdictions look to my firm for expertise and 
experience.) This has resulted in the annual exodus of perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars from the Nevada 
economy, and I can affirmatively state with only occasional benefits to the quality of legal representation.  If 
anything, Nevada should tighten its pro hac vice rules. I have served as local counsel for many classy and 
competent attorneys.  I have also served as local counsel for attorneys who are sloppy and disinterested in the 
local impact of the matter.  Requiring a Nevada license and tightening pro hac rules will promote competency 
of local practitioners while keeping resources within the community.   
 
In addition, it is not easy practicing in multiple states.  I spend a substantial amount of time staying abreast of 
current matters in each jurisdiction, rule changes, statutory changes, regulatory changes, etc.  Unless 
committed to staying up to date, a multi-state licensed attorney runes a significant risk of making a mistake by 
confusing rules, procedures, and laws among the various jurisdictions. If someone really wants to practice in a 
particular state, it is, in general, best for that person to invest in that state and develop understandings and 
relationships that promote competency through local involvement.      

• My biggest concern is the flood of out of state lawyers who do not understand the unique legal issues faced in 
Nevada. 

• My largest concern and reservation is the fear that California attorneys will now flood to Nevada (i.e. Washoe 
County) as it is so close to major metro areas of California, limiting and infringing on Nevada licensed 
attorneys.  

• Nevada continues to take steps to allow more attorneys (such as lowering the bar exam standards), and it is 
causing current lawyers who try and operate firms here to suffer due to the extreme amount of competition.  
Basically, only the richest are surviving - completely dominating with billboards and tv ads.  Unlike other large 
states (such as Texas) that can handle so many attorneys, Nevada is too small for this large influx.  Reciprocity 
is going to be the final straw for many local firms.  

• Nevada does not have a shortage of attorneys. Since UNLV Law School started, we have had an increase in 
BAR applications and admissions. We also have a low admissions rate compared to other States. Salaries of 
attorneys working in Nevada are already low compared to other States. With an influx of additional attorneys, 
especially from California, we would see an even further decrease in low salaries and an overly competitive 
market.  

• Nevada has had one of the most difficult bar exams for years in an effort to keep out of state lawyers out of 
Nevada.  Now after all of us have endured three days of bar and rigorous months of study, we're just going to 
open the flood gates?  Why did I work so hard when someone else just gets to walk right in.  Reciprocity does 
not benefit me in my practice. 
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• Nevada is a small legal community which adequately serves the community's needs.  There is not a need in 
Nevada for reciprocal licensure. There are, however, numerous out of state attorneys which will benefit from 
exploiting Nevada's legal market.  This will directly harm the legal profession in our state while offering minor 
benefits, if any.  Nevada has long had an independent legal and political status, but has recently been getting 
dragged along with California on rather controversial matters which most Nevadans do not support.  This will 
all but ensure that California literally co-opts Nevada's legal and political future.  If reciprocity is granted, it 
should only be to neighboring states which closely resemble our state's economy and demographics: Arizona, 
Utah, and Idaho.   

• Nevada is a very special jurisdiction with unique opportunities for attorneys.  If an attorney wants to be 
licensed here, he or she should sit for the bar.   

• Nevada is one of the hardest bar exams to pass. We should not allow attorneys from other states to waive in 
because they are admitted in another jurisdiction. As it is, I handle personal injury cases and there are so many 
California attorneys and attorneys in other states handling injury cases which occurred in Nevada. Allowing 
reciprocity is going to open the floodgates to lawyers in these other jurisdictions entering our community to 
try and get these cases. The public will not be protected with these out of state attorneys when they commit 
malpractice it will be harder to bring claims against them for our local residents as well. I believe any attorney 
who wants to practice in Nevada should pass the bar exam here. 

• Nevada is the only state which protects the integrity and stability of our legal community. If Nevada begins to 
allow admission by reciprocity then there will be an influx of attorneys, whom are unfamiliar with Nevada's 
legal community and laws, which will perpetuate more frivolous cases. Nationally, there are too many law 
schools producing too many lawyers for the available legal opportunities. Nevada is the only state which 
produces more legal jobs relative to the production of attorneys. If Nevada allows reciprocity it will bring the 
national supply/demand chaos to Nevada's doors. We need to protect our own legal market. If supply is an 
issue, then we need to promote UNR to create a law school.  

• Nevada's bar exam has always been more stringent than other states.  Three days of testing, rather than two 
in most states.  The pass/fail rate is reflective of that reality.  If someone wishes to practice here, they should 
do what the rest of us did, and study hard to earn the privilege of practicing in this state.  If all bar exams were 
equal and there was some national bar test, I would be more inclined to allow for reciprocity between states 
that give it.  However, until that day, I request that we protect how seriously we take our licensing 
requirements and demand that all who wish to be licensed here, take the same exam as all those that have 
come before them. 

• No 
• Non-reciprocity protects Nevada from practices of attorneys in other states, such as California, Texas or New 

York, who have a tendency to bring a style of legal practice into the state that does not honor the community 
and ethical norms we value. 

• Offering reciprocity devalues the Nevada licensure, and causes Nevada practice to be ancillary to another 
primary jurisdiction.  Only if Nevada licensed lawyers are unavailable in a practice area should outsiders be 
permitted.  Pro Hac Vice admission allows for such circumstances, but a local attorney still must be identified 
and involved in the matter. 

• Once you open reciprocity, it would seem that you are ceding a portion of your control over the body of 
Nevada legal specialists, and getting one step closer to a nation wide system.  Better to maintain some 
semblance of being a Member of the Nevada State Bar as having meaning.  The future is going to be tough 
enough for these baby lawyers, give them a reason to invest the time into learning Nevada law and becoming 
members of our legal fraternity.   

• One of the advantages of practicing law in our state is the fact that we don't have a huge bar which creates a 
small community of practitioners.  We have all had experiences practicing against firms from California or 
other states where the professionalism is seriously lacking.  Further, the bar should take actions that support 
the business of its lawyers in this state.  Opening up the flood gates to allow attorneys in other states to 
practice here could hurt Nevada lawyer's businesses.  

• Our small legal community is what makes Nevada a great place to practice law.  We practice against people 
with whom we have relationships, which makes our practice much more respectful, ethical, and courteous 
than the practice of law in other states.  When I have seen lawyers who primarily practice in other states try to 
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litigate here, it is usually very poor legal representation (even ending up in a reversal at times) almost akin to 
self-representation.  In fact, I have never seen an attorney who primarily practices in another state do a good 
job of representing someone in our courts.  My practice is in government, so my opinion is not driven by a 
selfish desire to ensure that the potential clients are spread among fewer attorneys.  Instead, I am proud of 
the level of practice in Nevada and the atmosphere of a small legal community that we have.  I believe that 
reciprocity would degrade our legal practice here.   

• Please do not change current stance with respect to reciprocity 
• Please do not make it harder for Nevada lawyers to make a decent living practicing in Nevada.  Please do not 

increase the chances of incivility becoming the norm here.  Practicing in a jurisdiction where you frequently 
encounter the same practitioners increases civility and professionalism. I fear that will be lost with reciprocity. 

• Please do not, under any circumstances, permit reciprocity for our state of Nevada. 
• Please evaluate the benefits to the community at large, and the benefits to solo practitioners.   Address how 

this will impact or reduce UPL.  Address how a multi-jurisdiction practice will effect oversight and trust 
accounting issues.  There are many questions which must be answered before this is considered.  A virtually 
unlimited increase in the number of parties who waive in on motion will negatively impact the legal culture 
and lack of professional courtesy, which will unduly increase the legal costs and expenses born. 

• Protect our profession. Don’t destroy it. This will turn Nevada Attorney’s from professionals to wage slaves.  
• Really not in favor. I already have problems with attorneys from states without rules limiting direct 

communication or mailing with clients.  
• Reciprocity benefits a small number of practitioners at an even smaller number of firms within the State, at 

the expense of other practitioners.  This proposal is the latest in a line of initiatives that feel aimed by the 
State Bar to undermine its membership; if successful, this would make it more difficult for attorneys to 
practice law and serve the public. 

• Reciprocity by Motion degrades the quality of attorney entering the state as the barrier for Nevada specific 
legal knowledge would be lowered as attorneys barred in California and other states establish practices for 
reasons such as tax advantages, etc.  

• Reciprocity can be beneficial for some states, Nevada is not one of those states.  There is no lack of lawyers in 
Nevada - I would argue there are more than is necessary already.  Reciprocity can have a significant and direct 
negative impact on the financial well-being of lawyers currently practicing in Nevada.  That negative impact 
will ultimately lead to lower quality of services being provided to the public as attorneys spend less time 
working for their clients and more time working to gain clients in a more crowded field - all the while dealing 
with legal fees being driven lower than they currently are by increased competition.  Reciprocity means the 
licensed NV attorneys and the NV Public both loose.   

• Reciprocity can serve an important purpose in jurisdictions that "share" population, e.g. New York/New Jersey.  
It serves no purpose here.  Also, as an attorney who practices statewide in Nevada, each Judicial District has 
different and unique practices (some codified, some not).  Add into the mix attorneys without local familiarity.  
It is tough enough to maintain civility in the legal community without opening the door to those who are not 
invested or members of the community.  As for any Nevada attorney who wishes to practice elsewhere: do it 
the old fashioned way--take their bar exam. 

• Reciprocity for Nevada is a bad idea whose time has not arrived.  With reciprocity we would see even more a 
flood of our of state law firms practicing in Nevada, providing not benefit to our communities or to the role 
attorney'a play in Nevada communities, donating their skills to the community.  Out of state attorney add 
nothing to the fabric of the Nevada legal community. 

• Reciprocity invites unfamiliar attorneys into our state and client pool potentially harming the public, causing 
unnecessary delays in litigation, and allowing foreign law firms access to our advantageous business courts, 
and state specific statutory benefits eg asset protection trust, state tax minimization 

• Reciprocity is a bad idea and no good policy in Nevada.  We have too many attorneys almost the way it is and 
we don't need more attorneys from neighboring states committing malpractice in Nevada.  

• Reciprocity is a bad idea.  I am strongly opposed to it.  I practice in the North.  We have a good, competent, 
and civil bar.  We need not disrupt or destroy it with out of state lawyers trying to profit. 

• Reciprocity is a devastatingly disastrous idea.  Reciprocity will harm the legal community and culture in 
Nevada, reduce career opportunities for Boyd grads, financially harm current Nevada attorneys, and flood 
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Nevada with unqualified out-of-state attorneys with no knowledge of or commitment to Nevada. 
 
First and foremost, reciprocity will harm the civility, professionalism, courtesy, and ethics that distinguish 
Nevada from many other legal communities, especially in parts of California.  These cultural differences are 
already easily observed when litigating cases against many pro hac vice counsel.  Nevada, and especially the 
Las Vegas area, has retained a culture of civility and professionalism because its attorneys are committed to 
long-term careers in Nevada.  The Nevada bar exam is simply an opportunity cost.  Taking the Nevada bar 
exam is a worthwhile investment only if an attorney practices in Nevada for a sufficient number of years.  
Hence, the bar exam and lack of reciprocity require attorneys to have a significant commitment to Nevada, 
and to behave in a manner that will permit them to successfully practice in Nevada for enough time to 
overcome the sunk opportunity cost.  The size and stability of the Nevada legal community further discourage 
uncivil and unprofessional behavior, as attorneys will almost certainly encounter each other again on future 
cases. 
 
Reciprocity will destroy this equation.  First, reciprocity will remove the opportunity cost to practicing in 
Nevada.  This will prioritize short-term gain over long-term career stability, as it will be easy to move on to 
another state and the only sunk cost will be the admission fee (or other nominal opportunity cost that is 
substantially less than the current bar exam).  This will encourage attorneys to engage in uncivil or 
unprofessional conduct if they can earn a quick large fee and move on before reaping the long-term 
consequences of their actions.  Second, reciprocity will substantially increase the size of the Nevada legal 
community and decrease the average longevity of Nevada attorneys.  This will inherently reduce the stability 
of the Nevada legal community and reduce the probability of encountering the same opposing counsel 
repeatedly.  Third and finally, reciprocity will reduce attorneys’ investment and participation in the Nevada 
legal community, as it encourages attorneys to view Nevada as a waypoint not a final destination. 
 
Reciprocity will also significantly harm Boyd.  Boyd has enjoyed tremendous success, in significant part, 
because it is intimately tied to the Nevada legal job market.  Compared to the rest of the United States, 
Nevada stands out for the relative balance between the number of available legal jobs and the number of law 
school graduates.  (See https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/06/the-absolute-worst-states-
for-job-hunting-law-school-grads/276463/).  This, along with Boyd’s tremendous effort to produce practice-
ready graduates, has allowed Boyd to have greater career placement success than similarly ranked law schools 
(this success also contributes to Boyd’s high rankings).  Boyd grads have also had consistently greater success 
on the Nevada bar exam.  Reciprocity, especially via the UBE, will destroy this competitive advantage.  Instead 
of competing for jobs with other Boyd grads and those who have chosen to invest in Nevada by taking the bar 
exam, these new attorneys will face national competition from anyone looking for a temporary job 
opportunity, regardless of their commitment to Nevada.  Reciprocity will also immensely increase the number 
of experienced attorneys relocating to Nevada, forcing new Boyd grads to compete against lateral hires.  This 
competition will reduce Boyd’s career-placement abilities, and also (by the nature of supply and demand) 
reduce their salaries even if they find a job. 
 
Reciprocity will similarly drive down billing rates for current Nevada attorneys, increase the competition for 
clients/billable hours, and make it harder for Nevada attorneys to find lateral opportunities.  Nationally, 
Nevada has far fewer attorneys per capita than nearly all other states.  (See generally 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/market_research/national-lawyer-
population-by-state-2019.pdf).  By way of comparison, Nevada has around 2.3 attorneys per 1,000 population.  
Utah has 2.6, Oregon 2.9, Washington 3.5, Colorado a whopping 4.0 per 1,000 population.  All of these are 
UBE states.  To be clear, Nevada does not have an attorney shortage.  These sister states, like most of the 
country, simply have a massive oversupply of (often unqualified) attorneys competing for every single case.  
Basic economic principles hold that if Nevada removes the investment cost of taking the Nevada bar exam, 
unemployed, unsuccessful, and unqualified attorneys will flow from these jurisdictions to Nevada, which has a 
less-swollen job market. 
 
Reciprocity would cause Nevada to soon have an oversupply of attorneys, which (by the law of supply and 
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demand) will reduce billing rates, reduce the work available per attorney, and reduce the opportunities for 
lateral movement.  This oversupply also harms clients, who may be persuaded by a work-starved attorney to 
pursue unnecessary or unmeritorious legal activity, and the judicial system, which is burdened with the deadly 
trifecta of desperate, unqualified, and inexperienced attorneys.  Hence, the entire Nevada legal community 
will pay (monetarily and in the quality of the profession) for reciprocity. 
 
The arguments in support of reciprocity are simply not persuasive, and there are less harmful alternatives.  
Clients with multi-jurisdictional issues is a red herring issue.  These cases represent a very small percentage, 
are often complex enough to require multiple attorneys regardless of the jurisdictional aspects, and can easily 
be handled by the numerous Nevada attorneys who are already licensed in other states.  Regarding the 
mobility of lawyer practice, this is generally concerning insofar as we should actually be encouraging attorneys 
to make long-term commitments to the jurisdiction (and local legal community) of their choice, not moving 
around like travelling snakeoil salesmen.  To the extent that mobility refers to attorneys moving permanently 
to Nevada, this can be accomplished through alternatives such as expanding temporary licensing to any new 
attorney pending their taking the Nevada bar exam.  This will allow them to immediately work as an attorney 
in Nevada, while still using the bar exam to control attorney quality and encourage long-term commitment to 
Nevada.  Next, career advancement will be immensely harmed by reciprocity, as we will have more attorneys 
who are making less, doing less, and competing more fiercely for every job and case.  Likewise, Nevada does 
not have an attorney shortage and does not need more attorneys. 
No jurisdiction in this entire country has an attorney shortage.  Law schools have long been pumping out more 
unqualified grads and attorneys than there are legal jobs or demand for legal services (at reasonable billing 
rates).  To the extent that more public-interest and pro bono attorneys are needed, this can be accomplished 
by an expansion of limited licensing.  Finally, if pro hac licensure fees are actually an issue, then lower the fees 
do not grant reciprocity. 
 
I cannot urge my colleagues enough to oppose reciprocity and preserve Nevada’s current legal community.  
Other alternatives, such as temporary or limited licensing can resolve many of the concerns raised by 
supporters of reciprocity.  Full reciprocity, however, will irrevocably damage Nevada attorneys and the Nevada 
public.  Nevada has not yet succumbed to the deluge of unqualified, uncivil, and unprofessional attorneys 
flooding most of the United States.  Reciprocity, no matter the requirements, will invariably invite these 
attorneys to invade Nevada.  We owe it to the profession and the public to not cave to the siren call of 
reciprocity. 

• Reciprocity is a shortcut for gaining admission.  I am an out of state attorney licensed in multiple jurisdictions. 
Having taken several bar exams, including Nevada, I personally believe it is the best method for screening bar 
applicants.  Years of mediocre practice in a foreign jurisdiction in no way qualifies an attorney to become 
admitted. Doing so diminishes the value, hard work, and dedication more qualified attorneys are willing to 
commit.  

• Reciprocity is a slap in the face to the lawyers who have invested the time, resources, and energy to take and 
pass the Nevada bar exam and who have and continue to invest their time, resources, and energy in the state 
and community in which they practice law. 

• Reciprocity is a terrible idea and I do not support it at all. 
• Reciprocity is a terrible, terrible idea.  If attorneys wish to practice in NV, let them take the NV bar.  NV law is 

too unique to be practiced based upon pro hac vice admission.  As a member of four other state bars who 
took the NV bar at age 52, I can say that what makes NV a great state to practice in is it's small and civil bar.  
That will change quickly if reciprocity is allowed. 

• Reciprocity is a very bad idea.  Nevada's Bar is very different than most States.  We are small enough that one 
generally is going to see an opposing lawyer multiple times in one's career.  That almost forces civility.  
Allowing lawyers from other jurisdictions takes that away.   

• Reciprocity is more harmful to the public. Allowing attorneys who do not know Nevada laws and procedures 
increase the likelihood of harm, albeit unintended, to represented persons. Attorneys who do not live and 
work in Nevada do not contribute to the legal profession in Nevada. 

• Reciprocity is not needed as long as pro hac vice admissions are available and they should be granted liberally. 
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• Reciprocity is unnecessary and offers no public benefit.  Out-of-state attorneys in private practice already have 
the option of retaining local counsel and appearing pro hac vice if they have a matter in Nevada they wish to 
handle for a client.  Other existing rules already provide for public interest attorneys, government attorneys, 
in-house counsel, and military spouse attorneys to practice in Nevada.  Consequently, I believe the majority of 
those who would take advantage of reciprocal admission are likely larger firms that wish to open satellite 
offices or service existing clients with multi-jurisdictional needs, or individual attorneys who are licensed 
elsewhere and for whatever reason desire to relocate to Nevada.  In both cases, I strongly believe that if an 
attorney intends to establish a practice or have an ongoing presence serving clients in Nevada they should 
learn basic Nevada law and sit for the Nevada bar.  Reciprocal admission would not result in a greater number 
of attorneys available to serve the general public--it is already hard to get attorneys to do pro bono or low 
bono work, and out-of-state attorneys with no meaningful connection to Nevada beyond their billable work 
are even less likely to contribute.  Moreover, there is not such a dearth of private counsel in the metropolitan 
areas that we need to entice attorneys to come and serve our people.  There is a lack of counsel in rural 
Nevada, to be sure, but I think we can safely assume that those taking advantage of reciprocity are more than 
likely going to be serving clients in the metropolitan areas.  In addition, I do not think it is any secret that Las 
Vegas in particular is a transient city that tends to attract troubled souls looking for a fresh start, which, as 
demonstrated by the ongoing concern about mental health and substance abuse in the legal community, can 
include attorneys.  Let’s not make it easier for attorneys to "run away to Vegas," too. 

• Reciprocity makes it too easy.  Loss of Var Exan revenue and CE revenue to State Bar, background check from 
other states would be a necessary Bar expense, learn from Medial Boarrd reciprocity mistakes. 

• Reciprocity only benefits individuals wishing to relocate to Nevada but who want to avoid taking the bar exam, 
an exam tailored to show a mastery of Nevada legal principles and procedure.  The benefit of reciprocity to 
the general public is nil or negative.  

• Reciprocity serves only job seekers and large law firms and their wealthy clients. It dilutes opportunity and 
earning capacity for existing Nevada lawyers. Nevada does not lack for lawyers. Lawyers who are committed 
to practice in Nevada will sit for the bar examination. 

• Reciprocity will be a conveyor belt of unethical lawyers who have not taken the bar exam or been subjected to 
character and fitnesss 

• Reciprocity will be very bad for NV lawyers.  Why would you possibly consider this?   
• Reciprocity will destroy an already tenuous market for attorneys in Nevada. Competition is high as it is and an 

influx of out-of-state practitioners (particularly California) will put local attorneys out of business. Please do 
not do this. 

• Reciprocity will do more harm than good for the residents of Nevada as well as its bar. 
• Reciprocity will increase the number of lawyers. In turn, this will decrease the compensation NV lawyers earn 

for their hard work as there will be a greater supply of lawyers. We are likely to see an increased number of 
failed law firms and client trust account violations resulting from increased fee competition.  

• Reciprocity will make it difficult for Nevada Lawyers due to an influx from those out of state who do not reside 
here. In order to support our local work force and attorneys, Nevada should not adopt reciprocity. In addition, 
I think Nevada should strengthen some of the reciprocity rules, such as for non-profit organizations to require 
those persons to sit for the Nevada Bar Exam within 3 years. 

• Reciprocity will only hurt Nevada Attorneys and Clients. 
• Reciprocity will overwhelm the state with unfamiliar attorneys and greatly reduce the civility of attorneys as 

there will be less familiarity between them. It will further damage the employment prospects of the local law 
school as it will open the door to four larger law schools to overwhelm the state with their graduates. This will 
help large firms at the expense of small firms and solos that make up the bulk of practicing attorneys in this 
state.  

• Reciprocity would destroy real Nevada law firms. 
• Reciprocity would kill the legal market in Las Vegas. It is BECAUSE we have no reciprocity that salaries are 

competitive-reciprocity would water down the market and lower salaries, which in turn would prevent many 
people from even wanting to work or live here in the first place.  

• Requirement to provide service hours or monetary assistance to Nevada legal services for the indigent.  They 
are coming here to make money, so they should support legal services throughout the state.  
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• Seems ironic that we are discussing reciprocity, when current rules prohibit a licensed Nevada attorney from 
using an address outside of Nevada for their offices on pleadings.  Maybe we should change that rule first, 
especially in light of the fact everything is going electronic. 

• Speak to lawyers who are actually barred in multiple states.  They limit their practice because it is so difficult 
to keep up with the differences in the rules and laws. Reciprocity is generally being used by large firms to 
control litigation by using a Nevada puppet lawyer.  This oractice already causes problems in keeping litigation 
on track. 

• Stupid idea, just like the proposed amendment to Rule 8.4. 
• Taking the bar examination isn't that hard.  I've taken two while working full time, including Nevada.  If people 

want to be a lawyer in Nevada, they can study for a few months and take a test.  Watering down the 
requirements for admission turns lawyers into people running pickle stands. 

• That’s what makes Nevada’s legal community unique and attractive....I do not support reciprocity on any level.  
• The admission standards vary greatly between states.  For example, if you graduate from a Wisconsin law 

school you don't have to take a bar exam.  In California you can sit for the bar if you graduated from an 
unaccredited law school.  Instead of opening the state to the obvious headaches this will cause for the Bar, 
why not administer an attorney bar exam for those who have practiced 5 years of more.  Test their knowledge 
of Nevada law so that the Bar can insure the public will be represented by able lawyers familiar with our law 
and procedure.  

• the factors above are the primary concerns I have about reciprocity.  
• The law is unique in Nevada in various aspects. It is a 2.5- 3 day bar. That should NOT change.  
• The legal community here in Nevada is unique in that it is intimate and individuals and firms are held 

accountable for their behavior, skill and reputation. If an individual truly wants to be a part of the legal 
community here in Nevada, then they can commit to our community by taking the bar. 
 
In states with large bars, such as California, or states with unbridled reciprocity, it is common to see attorneys 
practice unscrupulous and unethical behavior due to the fact that an individual's reputation is not as closely 
monitored by others in the community (individuals have more anonymity in larger communities).  

• The most important factor is the Nevada legal consumer.  Once we look at our local client's as nothing more 
than a commodity, we stop protecting their interests as our primary goal.  Nevada law, statutory and case law, 
reflects the needs and concerns of its citizens and business entries, which may differ in interpretation and 
application from other states.  These State's Rights differences must be preserved, protected, and respected 
to ensure that we (as the legal community) are not simply imposing a more uniform federal law-esque 
approach to our profession.  Ease for the attorney and consolidation of representation for efficiency in multi-
jurisdictional law does not outweigh the need to protect most legal consumers, who are local individuals and 
local businesses seeking redress for contractual and tort injuries that occur within our jurisdiction.  Reciprocity 
is a terribly messy solution to resolve an issue that affects a small percentage of cases litigated in Nevada. 

• The Nevada legal market is healthy.  Those who wish to live and work here can generally find a job that pays a 
good wage.  Allowing reciprocity will not only flood the legal market with other attorneys who were previously 
deterred because of the difficult bar exam, but will also reduce the number of jobs, because clients can take 
their business outside the state to a firm with attorneys who waive in to practice on occasion in Nevada.  
There is also a concern for attorneys coming to Nevada and not knowing or understanding the state specific 
laws.  I have seen this in action with attorneys who practice via pro hac vice, and it is no benefit to their 
clients. 

• The Nevada State Bar has a difficult time policing lawyer conduct of those lawyers currently admitted. The Bar 
didn't police the lawyers admitted under SCR 49 (see the Vandyke matter). 
 
With reciprocity, the burden of policing additional lawyers would only add to the problem.  In my opinion, 
anyone who is permitted to practice law in Nevada should have passed the Nevada bar exam.  And, more 
importantly, should be required to comply with the rules and regulations applicable to Nevada licensed 
lawyers -- including bar dues, CLE requirements, trust account rules and annual disclosures. 

• The number of lawyers currently admitted, and being admitted annually under the current system, exceeds 
the demand and positions available. 
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• The only circumstance where I would support reciprocity is dealing with military spouses who need admission 
to our Bar when their spouse is transferred to Nevada. 

• the practice of litigation went downhill quickly enough merely with the influx of multi-state firms and 
increased of amount of lawyers (including those with dual licenses), so to open the floodgates, especially to 
the big state with zillion lawyers to west of us is begging for much worse practice atmosphere. Judges always 
bemoan lack of civility (though don't aways do anytining in terms of enforcement and sanctions in my opinion) 

• The present requirements for admission are not too high for someone who is licensed elsewhere but 
committed to practice law in Nevada and to the advancement of the legal profession in Nevada.  Lowering the 
standard will, in my view, do more harm than good. 

• The quality of lawyers and generally the practice of law in NV has deteriorated significantly over the last 15 
years. IMHO, much of that diminution has been attributed to the influx of inferior quality lawyers from CA. The 
quality of lawyering in NV cannot be improved by vastly increasing the number of supposed legal professionals 
attempting to represent a limited population of potential clients. I have sadly observed the increasing number 
of disciplinary matters in Nevada Reports. That is a direct reflection of the vastly increased number of 
supposed "lawyers" now permitted to practice in our state. This horrible trend cannot be improved by opening 
the door to lower quality practitioners from other jurisdictions which do not maintain identical strict 
admission standards applicable to NV lawyers. That is my firm opinion based on objective observations of how 
quality of practice in NV has been in a downward spiral for years.  

• The quality of legal work in Nevada is high, in part due to the fact that our bar is more difficult to pass than 
many.  This will be significantly watered down with reciprocity. 

• The quality of practice in Nevada is highly variable ranging from very good to OMG. Allowing out of state 
attorneys entry from states with high bar passages rate would tend to dilute the quality of practice. Access to 
service for the public would not be improved. The attorney to population ratio is already higher in Nevada 
than many states. 

• The southwestern states had solid reasons for the near-uniform lack of reciprocity, particularly the domination 
of local practice by large out of state firms. 
 
Clients are already being harmed by the increasing dominance of interstate firms; reciprocity would further 
this trend. 

• There are already too many lawyers in Nevada; the market is saturated. Existing rules already allow non-
Nevada admitted attorneys to move here and serve as in-house counsel, taking good jobs away from those 
who decided to make Nevada their home decades ago. Reciprocity will only make matters worse.  DO NOT 
allow it!! 

• There are already too many lawyers than the market can bear, at least here in Clark County.  This will make 
the problem worse. 

• There are plenty of lawyers in Nevada. The market is oversaturated as it is. We have no need for reciprocity. 
• There is an inherent benefit to having attorneys practice in a single jurisdiction, as the institutional knowledge 

of a jurisdiction's procedures and norms goes a long way towards efficient resolution of cases. We don't need 
an uncontrolled influx of flyover state attorneys trying to make a name for themselves by practicing shoot-
from-the-hip law in the Wild West. 

• There should be an actual vote of all members.  This is not a regulation of the practice of law in Nevada.  This 
is a business consideration.  It would have been a consideration for many in deciding, for example, whether to 
open a smaller practice vs. work for or continue with a large firm.  The Bar should definitely inform 
membership why this is even being considered. Who is pushing this?  Why is it being considered now, after 
not being considered before, or at least not for the 26 years of my practice.  This is not something to just take 
a survey on and have the Board of Governors make a decision.  

• They must meet the same requirements as those admitted in the traditional manner.  We have enough 
attorneys in many areas.  If reciprocity was given for a specialty in an area of high need,  that should be a 
factor.  

• They need to take that bar exam.  We already have too many attorneys in Clark County.  Plus, that bar exam 
adds to their educational experience.  I've taken it three times to be admitted in three states.  I feel I know the 
law much better than those who only took it once.   
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• This a really bad idea. 
• This is a slippery slope. If reciprocity is allowed, it should only be with mountain west states (AZ, UT, MT, WY, 

CO, ID) and definitely not California. 
• This is a terrible idea.  Nevada possesses unique laws that require intimate knowledge and study. 
• This is a very, very bad idea. I do not mind the practice of pro hac vice because there is a Nevada attorney who 

is responsible. Early in my career, I was asked to "carry the bag" of another attorney appearing before Judge 
Harold Thompson. After coming on the bench, and finishing argument, he called me to the podium and asked 
me what I thought of the opposing argument. Reminding me that I had to be equally prepared, he kept firing 
questions. This, I thought was correct. It holds us all accountable to the judiciary instead of permitting an 
attorney to come into our jurisdiction, muck it up and then retreat across state lines.  
 
If you want to practice in Nevada, get a license or have the protection of somebody who does. 

• This is an absolutely terrible idea that will further devalue and flood this legal market with more lawyers and 
there is not any need to do so.  

• This is another erosion of state rights in favor of big business, not in favor of the citizens of Nevada and the 
lawyers licensed to practice here.  The Board of Governors should consider serving whom they govern not 
advocating ideas for outside interests.   

• This is ridiculous  
• This proposal is not fair to attorneys from other states that took and passed the bar exam. 
• This will burden the discipline system and its limited resources disproportionally to increased dues revenue 

and make the disciplinary system less effective than it already is. It is not yet improved enough to take on the 
additional burden of an overload of a large influx of lawyers who are most likely, pretty marginal to begin with. 
By its nature, we tend to attract too large a proportion of troubled lawyers who are looking to start fresh in a 
new place, after they have screwed up someplace else.   

• This will harm those of us who committed to taking the Nevada bar as a precursor to practice in here. There is 
no reason to open admission to those who are not willing to make that basic, fundamental commitment in 
order to have the privilege of practicing in the state of Nevada. 

• this will open up cases on malpractice. Currently, the public is better served when outside counsel has to 
associate another nevada licensed attorney in order to ensure their client is in compliance with Nevada laws.  

• This would be a bad move for Nevada. It would be bad for the practice of law, the courts and people that need 
lawyers.  Please do not do this.  This will be a disservice to every lawyer in Nevada.  

• This would be a huge mistake. Nevada needs to protect its legal community against the wave of California 
Lawyers that would spill into the state.  

• This would be terrible for Nevada lawyers.  We are a small legal community, this would open the door to 
countless out-of-state attorneys competing for the community we already know, love, and serve.  Competition 
would explode and destroy smaller firms.   

• Totally oppose reciprocity  
• Under no circumstances should we allow reciprocity in Nevada.  
• We already have a glut of attorneys who's competency is lacking.  Reciprocity opens the door to public harm 

through unqualified lawyers moving into this state easily.  Further, Nevada has a relatively small bar (especially 
in the north and the rurals) which leads to a higher level of civility.  More lawyers would lower the level of 
civility and professionalism. 

• We already have too many lawyers. 
• We already have too many out of state attorney poaching clients from local attorneys. They have absolutely 

no ties to the community and, because of their size, can out spend Nevada lawyers on adverting and 
marketing to the disadvantage of Nevada lawyers.  The market is already saturated enough.  

• We already struggle to regulate and monitor the attorneys in our state.  If we allow reciprocity it will be even 
more difficult.  It will be difficult to prosecute violators in other states who refuse to return to the jurisdiction.  
It will drive down rates, increase competition and increase the strain on the overburdened courts. 

• We are seen as a place to retire. Licensed attorneys who are retired would drive down the ability to earn a 
reasonable living. Further, California housing prices are driving out residents. The influx of attorneys that 
might be expected through reciprocity would likely have a damaging impact on the current community. 
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• We border California which has approximately 250,000 licensed attorneys.  Nevada lawyers would find it 
difficult to earn a living wage in Nevada if we had reciprocity with California, as there would be more lawyers 
than Nevada's limited population can support.  Nevada's population is low when compared to the many other 
or the majority of other states, so it would be difficult to economically sustain a steady increase in the number 
of licensed attorneys in Nevada which would occur after reciprocity with any other state.  The Pro Hac Vice 
process can reasonably assist in overcoming any potential problem with multi-state litigation.  Having too 
many attorneys in Nevada will not necessary help increase the number of attorneys wanting to do pro bono 
work, as the attorneys who are actively licensed will be even busier, working ever hard to overcome the 
disparity in reduced incomes created by an increase in the number of licensed attorneys.  The ability for 
attorneys to maintain a sustainable income is already challenging in Nevada.  It would be unfair to make it 
more challenging by increasing the number of licensed attorneys in Nevada through reciprocity.  It is 
reasonable to expect that competent Nevada licensed attorneys who wish to establish a continuing practice of 
law in other states can apply for an sit for the bar exams in other states. 

• We don't need more attorneys, and to the extent an argument can be made that we do, allowing someone to 
gain admission by reciprocity essentially lowers the bar to admission.  The goal of the State Bar should be to 
admit and retain qualified individuals practicing law, not to lower the standards and increase the number of 
people that fly by the seats of their pants, of whom there are far too many as is. 

• We have a small legal community where bad actors are eventually recognized.  Reciprocity and a larger bar 
will ruin what makes Nevada a more enjoyable legal community to work in than most states.  Lawyers are 
some of the most stressed and unhappy people.  Reciprocity will make that worse. 

• We have a sufficient number of attorneys in Nevada already.  Those of us who have taken the time and have 
studied in other jurisdictions to take multiple bar examinations and have passed would be placed behind 
multi-state law firms, who have counsel who may not be adequately informed, may have not passed other 
state law examinations and are looking for an easy "in." 

• We have enough attorneys in Nevada. We should focus on increasing the legal knowledge of Nevada attorneys 
before allowing other attorneys to practice here.  

• We need to ensure a high quality of advocacy on behalf of the citizens of Nevada, as well as protect the 
attorneys who practice law in this state.  We should be demanding the highest quality of advocacy on behalf 
of our attorneys.  Our passage rate on the bar exam is one of the lowest in the country to ensure this occurs.  
Whatever we decide, we should have strict criteria to ensure that lawyers practicing in Nevada are protected 
to attract high quality attorneys in this State for those clients that cannot afford large, multi-jurisdictional law 
firms, as well as that attorneys that are granted reciprocity meet certain standards of excellence.   

• When an attorney does not maintain a local office, scheduling depositions and other matters can be difficult.  I 
fear there will be a push to permit depositions by video conferencing on a regular basis.  That changes the 
whole character of the deposition.  In some cases because of special or exigent circumstances, it may be 
necessary, but such depositions should not become the norm. 

• Whose moronic idea is this? 
• Why doesn't this bar do something for the small firm, the sole practitioner who struggles each month for 

clients and to pay his/her bills because its the small guys who will suffer the most with any form of reciprocity.  
Let's be honest here, this bar needs to do something to protect its current members.  We are no different than 
the guilds that were the basis for organized trades and professions for no other reasons than economic.     

• Why is this even being considered? All you need to do is take a look at states where reciprocity is freely 
given.... saturated markets and lower paying wages. Dean Hamilton should have no say in this. He is not a 
Nevadan and will not stay for long. 

• Why is this even being considered? If I wish sit for a bar exam in another state, I am free to sign up to do so, 
study, and attempt to pass; others who wish to do so here can do the same thing.  

• Will really hurt the solo practitioner.  
• Would current Nevada attorney's who have not taken a UBE be able to obtain admission in a UBE state, where 

as would the Nevada market would be flooded with attorneys from UBE states? 
• Yes, I think the BOG should focus on issues the membership feels important, i.e. serving its members, 

protecting the public, working with the courts for smooth administration of justice, helping low income needs, 
and having a bar convention that members actually go to.  This is not an issue that should even be considered.  
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It will further weaken the Nevada job market for attorneys, do nothing to help rural counties, and increase the 
number of attorneys practicing in Nevada with little to no connection to the state.  It is a stupid idea and the 
BOG should be ashamed of themselves for even considering it. 

• Yes, the idea of reciprocity would be an issue with attorneys from out of state practicing here wherein they 
are not dependent on the Nevada to follow Ethics Rules and make it more difficult for the bar to enforce the 
ethics rules for out-of-state attorneys as opposed to in-state attorneys. 

• Yes.  If an attorney wishes to relocate to Nevada, they need to pass the bar exam without any option of just 
paying a bar dues fee as reciprocity.  We already have enough attorneys with Satellite offices in Nevada where 
Attorney’s do not reside.   

 

Comments for those who did not answer the question “Generally, are you in favor of reciprocity in 
Nevada” or who did not complete the survey, but asked that their opinions be provided to the Board of 
Governors. 

• Nevada lawyers already detest the compulsory membership state bar, its arrogant management, and the 
board of governors in particular. Add proposed reciprocity to the previous burdens the board has tried to 
impose on members like mandatory malpractice insurance and a lawyer speech code as well as those they 
succeeded in inflicting like an extra annual MCLE hour and an advertising tax. What is wrong with you? Why 
do you keep harassing lawyers? 
 

• I am admitted in Nevada and California, the Ninth Circuit and several US District Courts in these states.  My 
familiarity with the legal scene in Nevada is admittedly scant.  For what it is worth, I will set forth what I 
believe to be a good resolution of the reciprocity issue.   
 
Lawyers who have been in active practice in another common law jurisdiction and who have no disciplinary 
issues pending, should by and large be competent to either know or research the substantive law of 
Nevada.  The problems more likely will come at the side of procedure, which many times is the tail that wags 
the dog.   If a Nevada client has a relationship with a lawyer who has actively practiced in another common 
law jurisdiction and has no disciplinary issues pending, and if that client wants that lawyer to  represent him in 
a  legal matter that involves litigation in a Nevada court or before any governmental or adjudicatory body, this 
can surely be facilitated, without harm to the People of Nevada.   The out of state lawyer should submit 
himself to the jurisdiction of the Nevada Bar in respect to all Nevada-related matters.  He should have 
associate Nevada counsel as an associate. particularly for procedural assistance.  There should be a maximum 
number of matters within the space of three years (or some other finite period) for which the out-of-state 
lawyer may appear in Nevada, before being required to become licensed in Nevada.  Finally, there should be 
some coordination with the federal courts in Nevada. 
 

• Any attorneys seeking reciprocity in Nevada [should] be required to take on pro bono cases.  That people have 
been waiting since January for help is a travesty.  

 

Limited Practice Certification Responses (all) 

• Actually practicing as an attorney is more beneficial than the ability to pass a bar for every State. 
• Although I like living and working in Nevada, I am considering going back to private practice.  As a result, I will 

be required to leave this state once again to do that, as I cannot work for my current company and study for a 
3 day bar exam and take that exam all at the same time.  Law firms here won't consider me, because I am not 
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already licensed.  So I will be forced to take my taxable income out of the state to a state where I am already 
fully licensed (Georgia, Alabama, Texas, Kansas).  I am also federally registered by the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark office as a patent attorney, but would be limited to merely preparing and prosecuting patent 
applications before that office if I lived in Nevada (unless I was licensed in Nevada).  I would not be able to 
render opinions, litigate, draft license agreements, etc.  I am strongly in favor of reciprocity.  I passed the 
Georgia Bar exam in my third year of law school (Georgia permitted that) and 5 years later, I took and passed 
the Alabama Bar when I moved to Alabama (reciprocity didn't really exist back then except for Washington, 
D.C.).  In 2015, I waived in to Kansas and Texas.  Texas because we moved there following my loss of a job and 
I had connections there.  Kansas because I have connections there and I have a farm there.  My daughter is at 
Boyd law school and will be staying here.  I would waive in on motion here if permitted so that I could practice 
here to be close to my daughter, even if it is later in life (working as an Of Counsel attorney at a firm) so that I 
could continue working into retirement.  There are many more advantages to Nevada than there are 
disadvantages in my experienced opinion.  Thanks for you time and if anyone or the Board of Governors would 
like to discuss my experience further, call me at 702.499.8644 

• As a foreign educated lawyer I think it is very important not to discriminate against lawyers who received their 
legal education in another country, for example if they are admitted in another state and have been practicing 
for at least five years in that state they should be treated like graduates of ABA law schools in all other 
respects.  

• As a gaming attorney whose practice spans many jurisdictions, I highly support reciprocity, in particular if it 
would permit general in-house attorneys to move between companies as opposed to having a company-
specific in-house admission, which creates additional burden for the Bar. However, I would caution against 
tying admission to the UBE, which is relatively new and many long-practicing lawyers have not passed it no 
matter where admitted. 

• As a limited practice admission lawyer working in-house with a specialty focused exclusively on federal 
regulatory issues, reciprocity was not a high priority for me when I relocated to Nevada.  However, the lack of 
full standing does seem to limit my pro bono opportunities.  I was first licensed in Pennsylvania and received 
my license in the Disctrict of Columbia via reciprocity, which allowed me to perform pro bono work as a full 
member of the bar. 

• Even if reciprocity generally is not adopted, I ask that you consider a pathway for individuals who serve the 
public in government or legal aid positions to gain full membership without limitations after a certain number 
of years. These individuals have already proven after the required years that they are committed to Nevadans 
and serving the community through their work and should be given the opportunity to advance in their work 
and do more good without the restrictions a limited license imposes (like requiring a NV licensed atty 
supervisor).  

• I am a new attorney practicing in Nevada under a Certificate of Limited Practice. Applying to the Committee of 
Functional Equivalence to be certified to take the bar exam - and taking the Nevada Bar Exam - is a significant 
financial burden. Given that the exam will be largely similar to the exam I took to be admitted in New York, the 
requirements seem redundant and burdensome.  

• I am a public interest lawyer working in NV under SC Rule 72.1. I have been admitted to the Wisconsin and 
Oregon bars. I have worked as a legal aid attorney for over 14 years, three of which in Nevada. I do not want 
to sit for another bar. I am very limited in my career options in Nevada because this state does not offer any 
reciprocity. I believe that a combination of years of practice, good standing and letters of reference would 
provide sufficient scrutiny of reciprocity applicants to address all concerns other than the fear of a flood of 
California attorneys taking over. That concern is not legitimate. I have seen very shoddy practice and high 
prices for legal work in Reno since I arrived. New quality attorneys with many years of reputable practice in 
other jurisdictions practicing in Nevada will raise the quality of work done here and lower the price, which best 
serves Nevada residents. 

• I am admitted in New York, Illinois and New Hampshire.  I live in Nevada and here have Certification of Limited 
Practice under SCR 49.10.  Notwithstanding my admissions in foreign states, my Certification of Limited 
Practice does not allow me to provide pro bono representation in my local community.  If reciprocity became 
available, I would seek it so that I could provide pro bono services. 
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• I am in-house counsel and it is very hard to recruit new candidates because of the lack of reciprocity and 
candidates with a lot of experience having to take another bar exam. I am supportive of having a years of 
experience requirement but this would be helpful in recruiting.  

• I am strongly in favor. Reciprocity is immensely valuable to a legal career. I am from Reno, law school in 
California, bar exam in Texas and 20 year legal career in Texas. Family circumstances brought me back to 
Nevada, and I would like to continue my law practice with the ability to represent my clients before the 
Nevada courts and administrative agencies rather than being required to hire outside counsel. 

• I fully support reciprocity and think that it would greatly benefit the residents of Nevada. I also would not 
make reciprocity too strict. The legal landscape across the state is quite limited (for example, there is a huge 
personal injury attorney scene). I think reciprocity could help expand the legal landscape in Nevada which 
would ultimately be advantageous to the people of Nevada.  

• I relocated to Nevada to care for my mother.  I have no means to support myself because I do not wish to 
study and take another bar exam after many years.  I have been providing pro bono service as a CAP Attorney 
for Clark Country Legal Aid for maybe 3 years now.  I am in good standing in Missouri and am current on my 
CLEâ€™s.  Other States do not offer reciprocity to Nevada Attorneys because we deny other States the benefit 
of reciprocity.  It makes no sense that you can be an Attorney and not practice Law and make a living due to 
this rule.  Please reconsider! 

• I support some form of reciprocity especially from states that have standards equivalent to Nevada.  It would 
enable law firms and companies to attract more talent from across the United States.  It would also allow 
access to a greater pool of legal talent for citizens of NV. 

• I think it is important to require a Nevada presence.  Thus, admission under reciprocity should require that the 
lawyer's firm have an office in Nevada or, for in-house attorneys, that the company have an office in Nevada.   

• I think this is a wonderful idea and one that is past due.  
• I would be more supportive of reciprocity as it relates to in-house attorneys versus outside counsel since in-

house attorneys tend to be multijurisdictional law managers than local practicing counsel (we hire local 
counsel). So, I think it would be helpful to see data on those states with reciprocity regarding in-house versus 
outside counsel roles versus government roles. 

• I would like to have a better understanding of the legal needs of the population in Nevada, both from 
individual and businesses.  My impression is that the vast majority of unmet legal needs are low-income 
individuals with low-value claims.  I am skeptical that granting reciprocity to attorneys from other states would 
help with these unmet legal needs as I have a hard time imagining that those attorneys would take these 
cases.  If, however, the increased revenue raised by the bar from collecting licensure fees from these 
reciprocal attorneys would translate into $$ that could be channeled into improved legal services (hiring more 
legal aid attorneys, public defenders, etc.) then I think that could help address unmet legal needs in the state.  
 
I also want to emphasize the importance of reciprocal admission for individuals who have clean records in 
their home states--too many anecdotes about attorney bad actors who jump from one state to another.  

• In the current time, people, including attorneys, are more mobile that ever before.   An attorney that has 
passed a bar exam, in any state, and especially attorneys that have practiced with large firms or companies, 
should not be limited to the state in which they began their career.  Certain practices are national or even 
international by nature (such as gaming companies) and a responsible attorney will always have local counsel 
to advise on local matters, be they in another country, or local to Nevada.  I do think that requirements could 
be more restrictive for say someone coming in from out of state and looking to set up an individual practice.  
But for those of us who work for large firms or corporations, not having reciprocity is a deterrent to having 
strong legal minds in Nevada. 

• Just to reiterate, NV already has in place an excellent program where attorneys can seek provisional and 
temporary admittance as long as they are working for a qualifying public service law firm and are licensed in 
another state and can prove good standing with that state.  It is much like applying for the bar exam, but 
without the actual examination.  If you can offer something like SCR 72.1 for all attorneys seeking reciprocal 
admittance then they could have a NV licensed attorney "sponsor" to supervise their activities for a certain 
period of time.  Under SCR 72.1 the provisionally licensed attorney is subject to all the same ethics, cle, and 
work standards as a normally licensed attorney.  Therefore if they can prove that they can learn the laws and 
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remain in good standing during this provisional period they should be offered full admittance as though they 
had taken the actual bar exam.  

• No. 
• pretty clear to me that those who oppose reciprocity are engaged in protectionist concerns that I strongly 

disagree with 
 
there is a flaw in the question about what states you'd support.  there should be an option for 'all'  i got tired 
of selecting every single one individually so i just stopped half way through 

• Reciprocity determination should absolutely not impact current requirements for Rule 49 admissions.  It is 
incumbent on the Board of Governors to continue to support certification for limited practice.  

• Reciprocity will contribute to growing Nevada's legal community and accessibility of legal services.  It will 
boost economy and real estate development in Nevada.   

• This is an important method to permit attorneys, some more qualified than those only licensed in Nevada, to 
serve the public and the business community through in-house work. Further, it provides security for in-house 
lawyers (and their families) who may, through no fault of their own, lose their in-house jobs. 

• We do not subject doctors, accountants, teachers or other professionals who relocate to Nevada to rigid 
licensing requirements because it is bad for patients, consumers, citizens to have a limited pool of 
practitioners to service their needs.  It is a dis-service to our business community to restrict qualified attorneys 
from practicing in our state.  We live in a global society, especially among sophisticated businesses such that it 
is just as easy to retain out of state counsel for business needs as it is for in-state counsel, why encourage 
clients to do so rather than to encourage attorneys with specialties currently lacking in NV to practice in our 
state and contribute to its growth.    

• Whether an attorney is practicing under special rule 72.1 or has been accepted to the Nevada Bar by Motion, 
i.e. reciprocity, I believe EVERY attorney, regardless of what jurisdiction(s) they're currently licensed to 
practice in, has an ethical and professional duty to learn the law in EVERY and ANY jurisdiction they are 
practicing in. Therefore, I believe EVERY state should allow reciprocity. 

• With proper ongoing education requirements and background investigation, permitting reciprocity will 
enhance service to the public, including through pro-bono representation, if handled properly. 
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